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Wabout tiiiestioo. the starbook is not a deFription of current pate-

. tice. If schools had already whaled these Wier& there tstiataki be no point
to preparing this statergat, tfaders in educational thought must coctsranth
attempt to raise the borteous. Slan's reach "Should exceed his grasp or
%hat is a heaven for?" .

Intstruciivn should caw& all of as to stop. question.
evaluate:hypothesize and renew 'our commitment to prosiding the best
possible education for each child and south for %hail ise are re,,ponsible

On behalf of the Eareuuve Committee and the Membership of ASCD,
I wish to express appteciatiou to each member of the Committee and other'
alba hoe htlped the Commotre and the ASCD Staff for the contnbutkm
each has n4i3e to fart idiot/1w Instruaton

December 1%3 Kimball %Wes. President
Aluxictiort for Siipervisron

and Curriculum Development
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IntroductioniThe Need
and the Setting

1ell.West and. Ronald C, Doll

IN 1944. Stephen Corey described a lovable but- inns
adoleSeeot iv an ankle tint! "The Poor Scholar's Sobloguy." The author
made It drat that the boor a seventh grade repeater, was alienated froth
Ids teachers 'ard his schuples but not from b peent.and his ont-of-sehool

Orectutes bit own educatiooa/ experience, the adoieseent reported:
I don't bop why the teschen dool hie me. They never haws very laucti,

5ouns1ale they deal think you know anything unless tbey can name the book
is want out o . . -s

gnaw I jail can't remember omits in history. Anyway. this year lie been
trying to learn about -tracts became my untie owns duie 'tad he says I can
drive one when I'm snotert I shady know the horsepower and number of

, forward and backward speed! of twentras American trucks. soar of them
Dieueb. and l can spot each make a long way off. it's funny how that Dived
work*.. r started to tell my teacher About it last Wednesday icri science class
*bee the pump we we u-Lang to mike a vacuum in a bell Sr lot hoc tart she
*aid she didn't lee what a Diesel aline had to dovuth our esprnment on air
pressure so I lust kepi stal

Coroy's problem pups/ had trouble waiting a composition about "What
a Daffidd s of Spectig," Funhermoce, he could not solve the ',glowing
arithatetie hVrn blf 41 57 foot telephone pole falls across a cement high-
way So that I act et tend from one Aide and 14r17 fort from the other.
how wide is the lugfrisayr His difficulty. be said came ham his inability
to know -*betty/ the pole bad fallen str.ilbt across or not ' '

' Reprinted by petrnewoo of the Avitxsit tut Childhood 14.14pration Werra.
tonal. 3613 Wocortsin Avsnue, N W With/open U'. C "'TN. Poor ' halt
Suldoeitg.' by Stephen Al Carey i torn Chd4hattd labeK&Pfpoes Wulf* 1944. yo4 20.
No

' /NJ
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TLC )0001$ adrailocctit then concluded 'tin nt

Ewa in shop I don't get try good grades AU of tr. toil. nude m broom
Warr and a bookerid this semi arid maw *cm sops verso couldn't go inter-
ested Moen doesn't 1440 a t40003 any am with her not sacrum cleared 1114

atiaor books are in a bookcase with glass doors in the parlor Answay, I wanted
to make an cod pee for 96uncle' trailer but the shop teacher said that meant
mai metal Anil wood both and Id lut ro learn how to week isigi wood &v.
I 4.40 sco why but 1 kept still and Magic 4 he twat at school and the tad pre
after school at my uncle's ieuage He said I used turn SIO '

Civics is hard for me. too l'se been 1.14o1ng after school using to kart: the
"Articles of Conferkraboci- for alforita a week hecause 'the teadttre sad we
couliinVbe citizens unless sir 6.1 I Pratt. geed. because I %lila, to be a
good wi% I ri,t1 bate lo stay after tickaol. though. because a bunch of us bolt
from the south end of town hzte been cleaning up the old lot .aeons from
Taylor's Macbior Shop to mate t playground out of ft for the hide Ws from
the Methodist bony I made the ranee pm from old pipe and the boys made
nit 'Grand Mogul to limp the ptigtOund gOsO9 %%4 tared enough money col.
Wing scrap du% month to build a %wt. fence clear around the lot

Dad Ur, I car quit school %heti I'm fifteen and rm soil of ammo'. to
because there are a lot of chirp I stern to k.arn hoc u to do ant! as rry unck

I'm not Renal 41.13Y )teItgCf

Twientylears have pawed urns this adolescent and thousands of his
contemporaries and sucussors hay.f! awriited their oppononitim to leave

%had SOrk have been. brighte; and some duller but mos; have coetained
isitlun them much untapped 1.11011. During the time rwentyear period.
Guilford and hos associates have noted that of the many ciitY1COsiOrtt Of the
human (Med. fracherS' know soinethin? of five or six Evidence has a, umu-
tated that arras of functioning %fact, are not usually c red relevant to
011elliettliCe and for which re.xhres, hest: almost no rneasu .'c g ,

originality. and sensitivity to problems, constitute irr rtant keys to
success in such demanding fields as science Go/els :end Ion have sag.
gested that when intelligence tests :;re used gn ticketing the cm& about 70
pryer), ai petwni whit crow crivIIIR ife top ofte.filth off *ifs 01 rte01111

nwedooied Tett:trio:\ fintlinF,. taxi to support thoNt of Golds and
Jackson. %tide Cal;in plink to Aftli:foC.1's 'Iced frit :fitment think-

'CV: with what he calls tomorrte. maxis
The failure of the schools to otke hKiden talent presents a challenge

to the very demo lac %filch is presumed to do mat to chscosvr and do.

se iop human potential A great need of ow time% hich Itartseendi the

curriculum and Instruction as these ate ordinarily- conceistdaS to find way'

416..1

'Nee rctcrcoccA Jt Orr ft ,,t ihr r,(31,ricni trtNis

thr-,t aria corbel 'mitten
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of drsurng upon .hugun psventul through WWI te.rchlog: To expitxr the
aced avoi to adsarke some methods of sattsibtne the wed, the members al
* committee hate devoted their rdorts'in planning and preparing thrs
%OlUtDC As the cilaimittre lus deliberated about the content anti the design'
cf the iultittic, its tics:diem haw become rnorc.. than ever convinced (m) ot.
the +waste of manpower which ensuoi from ignoring. misguiding; tux! fa-
n tet evoke busily* potettgal. tb) of the multiple sions to *Welt
human potential appears: and tct, of the ticsOtion of nuetzeik as American
reachetv tsho attempt. rata d sometimes qutotscay. to find and respced
10 vaned potential ID WPM

1.1)4C COMMAICIC &W d. earth ID lit setv4.41, to word urns to plumb
the Nebolopcal &piths of hurhan potential Ireitead, the courrnitire deter-
n thed to make the 1964 Yearbook a practic document Web *mad
terse as a guide to msightful teachers and their equally ithightful super-
vows. The Yearbook iv, tie bow: a contribution stitich speaks dearly of
itteraction among periOth in ciacsroorn and settml. of mutual- response. of
perwaai edminerr and opcfmcs,s inlearning, and of hielbgent facastion
of expasericing We haw coney:bed ourselves lass than some might I4-hh
'kith mass mostments in CdUCJIM and law mice% in ittstractioet. Instead.
r have (hewn to discuss some of the tfititilair owl of subject marten and

of process ohich help teachers find individual learners idgroupsc and altich
make these teachers agents for operung the *odd to learners and for fitting
them to eiploir the *odd AccotdinFly, we haw given our attection to
the funettoninp of teachers an classrooms and to tbr aitimance Mhich educu
wall leaders can otter teachers in imposing. their fusetroorng ki dOtng
sse hist sotwht to cmphasite the dignrty and the ssorth of people

The import of 5°691 InliCiorcas

By group committer has adopted certain pry. mises col.
coning the culture and society in whK,h karma and teacher now operate
Wc bcfre that Amman. fist In an era of unchnty, complexly and iltus
It tutorial Foitc arc umic,gt, taxi alc Ific Foals arc! %aloes of individuals
Cultural pluralitrn. desroc rt, ,sorth .n enriching (our ..oetet).'itus helped
strafe to some event, at lc of. c.oftfuion orki FutlhetTDOtC,
charge is all about and as a consequence. the prescnct of thaw often
escorts the mast credible fact in min's experience:

With an trnpatrere which many person. helrese to bc ostrdoe. kaders
in educatton, both within and oursiik the profes.ton, as itesently lostertng
gross movement,. for stir chirlyz These mosernenis bring with them a
train of unou.itcd eips-einient and dernor.tratransAd they 4cem to
impts ILA it flIcilcrits tt C m of icaroct-, w 41 r4I:t.4.%)tify



blew& the' that d. for esimple, one boosts the icsvincot ol
del able pupils too grade lock and if oceikcas diligently to teach the loss
a te to ruad. the protium of educating indisicluah. Maud* theec among

Within mem years. sursesiioth haw. been =tit f31;tesdstating loss
the peat. lac:ic,' middy .sbifity group, wit! be lowly

of potential by regrouping pupils. reduiiing crass we and effecting =Of
organizatinnal chkuges to sehoob. We not deprectite the postibia
came of tbC Cffotts iat effecting eduearictonlehange, but at ah: comitarod .

that. what happens %Illtin twisty Ortg3fliiiii froaps, classes of reduced site
and revraped organization is crucial to discovery and development of ,

human potential For this realm. size inkletted especially m the dimen
sions Of potential with %Welt texbcz maje shock in yr:twilit* appropriate.
opportunities for pupils to their Cl3i.stOOMS

te0:40Ze 0131 the 191511% are 14ittriiinit In* urcroxiogas 'cl
pkisliser of knosirlidge We do pot no whether or not the 'explosion
oletak to we and Ovine), Robert Opputheinser's mooned estimate that
'IroPledge_dosibles cwry to: fac he years, We 6o krsort.

. 'hosiesea. that the el*ct an the schools of such an increase in knowledge
law almost ciely comprehon.lion: In the field of science alone. a wbok new

, em was oplerikt.1 into brine; U the kiec oer Al.tmigordit. with the come-
quake that testbcoks'are hxotrung partially obsokte Wore they sin be
flipsct by the publisher, In the..< circumstances, 1C3ChCf% immix biting
respooarility for sorting 3rttor4 rangrs of knpviledge to search of iipaLopri-
ate content, new and oki. and for hr.lping lei:nets find meaning tad rele-
vance in subject matter driiiiva from the ever..ialeninft WPM of cuan's
etpcticrice Too then. teachers find tberreelses bunknc4 with a currievinni
shhkh eras deNtpcil to face hxkward rather, than forward. Vet the present
is "a time for a taaW and sett( il8 forward look, if only because'scienix and
technology nbA, compel man to dewlap inner roolitets for cootioning in

cornplcz dywns: and stimulating casirortment.
One of the C011atictattnns which ncerssitate' a rear-clairvoyance a> xlt

'Cattier"). i0dOst;i3) &it iffiCS is the appalling 11381C of potential ono sal
311 about .Duting ine.r recent attempts to rt-Fariky the probleni of
dtopinti t. cduc.itein rust had In sev. the 'stupistrelt of young lives m a
tofficil t)1 futpon.t1 rkoi A population 441,4;11 r butes-wing in an
eta 4,1 rapid voc nttur Jed toctiriologkal dotiopincrit and .n 'times of ober.
proem thu Jr, to the natonJ1 wlfiur Multi the viamc of talent which

turn pi4iik dtorprstg out of ..chool r.p.;htiorr.,11)). our bcfoic
tti-y kart 01)+4.111), In thC,4 olds of the ptcantbir 1.1 the National Defense

Ilduraibort Act. the -aunty of else n3tfron rtquitc', the fkalcst dottopment
(ii,thc roctu) ftwOlif C-1.1rd icchns;s1 \ktIts of *is men wortt.n.-
LMICTX,C I tot' avg.,. In thr" ASCU PHI YvAttb..1c4 that

k
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. utak.% of homan groath_ deselopment and aging reopia wide array ci
stunted turd dtioniciesi pcisonalities Vitt) Ati mans- torus of phyucal Witty
meets arid 4thstunctiors% at all :iges, 3tiar .ncreatinots trequeat and serious in
Wee sears of We We may. Ai$ gnaw.- are persuaded. interpret this melancholS
itcoid as evidence for a pessimtspc comicption uA human native and ao assess-
meat ol'himan ptecesialtties as esserapills delmtise., prone to rind or neurons.
and ineeapaly condemned to repeat thew $11C1111 Vakikyilli in ei.eq. ram.

'itoirpt we tray regard the record 44 Ars tetitatinft of KItt, vAr muse and waste
our hum_in POietiiAltItti. because of ow traditonal beliefs ababt human
nanueand expeclarlons and our tong ,a.:ceptesi 'practice ,. of al tearing and
education. but Oxinotpely because uptiVrevenits at hist had no dependable
Istsowlecige of man or any adequate maittatton of his mato- pole-mews for
'good or tll

A Piesidential fact-finding (011111911,:t on e-mploytnent of youth has
teported an .-,trtintediate and despetate-ptoblern whidi confronts 600:000
to 800,000 school leavers who arc Muter the ages of 11) atpt 21. While
members of this throng constitute only of the nation's Libor. force. they
account for !;; of all unemployment Coniplicating the evil Of insufficient

inadequate. schooling in their situations are segregation. cilunaidts-
advantage.s and other s.ocial ills

Problems of Personal Alienation

One may-add to multiple social influences the fact of per sonal aliena-
tion which educators are beginning to retognize in its broader aspects,.
Originally identified With disadvantaged cuhural environments and with
earners of row socioeconomic status. ,itie concept of alienation now en-
compasses many psYcho--srcirsi effects ori human behavior. Pc 'sr-4 aliena-
t;.in front one's world may indeed stern from cub, fig poverty. b,. It ;pm.
ently originates also in ate inadequate seli ,7oncept, in the cultural malaise
to which the economically privileged are exposed. in disintegrating patterns
of family and community life, and in the failure of teachers to intetact
empathetically and helpfully with their pupils As seen in the schools. aliena-
tion constitutes a psychological curtain which the learner is somehow in-
duced to draw before him, tfiereby shuttint out desicihte eipertesio: and
contact with his environment. For instance, can it he that the current drive
toward excellence ha:, created such competition 'among ahlt: 'learners that,
for many of them, a curtain has toweled Ktihcen them anti their peers and
teacher," If so, ,nuch needs to be done-to free karisers to reduce competi-

s
9 A54%0311011 let 4ittper1.14on anif (.131poilurn Doetopmcnt Nt I) OM and the

W4shIr11011, 0( the Atus,ttion, 1461 rst

Pr"*"1' r lornnffitef on Vntan I mrloVnerit the Citattenr ),144-t1 Youth
Wachtnierm tit Untrell ,tAte. Critcf trxnf. Printihg tiffeict, Artri 1461



Don, celioee communication. irefease interaction, ,keid make inis.takes in

the only eeprisal-free,environmerq'which society cart easily provide
To decrease !lie tendenc y toward alienation and to encourage diseoyety

of potential, Cetiliff agreed-upon findings about !pining need, we believe.
to be pre$sed into use We fear Itnieleinning is being theussed today too
.much in terms of fate, though we know ihat learning is multidtmensfunal.
oteeeilittgly pet-sonal. and virtpally hmitlexs The insiehdal teacher en
(.0 to: a ge s the presence and use of ntultiple way'S of learning hevausc hi stews

the realm of human intelligence ac being markedly extensive and complt-

cated, He knows thtir the testing of intelligence and achievement supplies

him ie Oh only pan of the data he needs, and that wide` ranges of his pupils'
potential are yet to he explored. Each dpy lie listeps to pupils' ridicieous"
questions' and aberrant answers because he believes Mat evidence of paten- '
tial appears in obscure places and at unexpected times Like the best teach-
ers of all the ages, he assumes an optimistic attitude toward both tit is ents' e
and the limitations of the learners in hk; charge.

We affirm the notion that education should be expecteJ to increase
rather than narrow the range of differences among learners When teachers
accept .this notion. they try to devise was of finding differences and re-
.spondimt to the variations, Also, they sec human potential as "iota`
per,e,i tropontiveness %Afloat preconceptions concerning the limitation'
of dial responsieness.-: and they consider onilof their major teaching tasks
to be f: xtf:oding personal releVanee in a plurAstic world_

Finally, we advocate intensive inquiry into the nature of potential and
into texitible ways of evoking potential. large expenditures dr funds and
human energy may be necessity to conduct this inquiry, but we believe
such efforts to be essential, Surely creation and communiction of recas

about pbterflial demand as much support as man!: of 'the less fundamental

causes for avh cis public and private donuts are likely to expend money.

The Design of the Volume

"I he 19(14 YCJi hook has horn planned with several emphases

in mind

The indieuhra/ and /11% /enema,/ viewed in I fibula/ perTectiie,
'Chapter One details some haste understandings 4.-neerning are theme of

the volurne,

The. learner: Cilaptec tates a conception of tht. human being
whose potential is to he fitifeced

tvehrottrIn suggeswil in t haptt.t I 4,n I

6



The toes 01 30/ell nitateit: Chapter 'lbw discusses ways in which
-.curriculum content may be utilized in releasing potential,

1Classroom' method, Chaplet' Four suggests guidelines her teachers
may, use to icteraci;ng with individual learners to help release heir potential.

Environment of classroom aml st hoof...Chapter Five teview's matters
of environment and advances ideas for using hurnan and material resources
in releasing potential in learners ., °

. , .
junctions of atrionWrators 'and supervisors_ Chapter Six presents

a discussion among five adininistrators concerning ways of helping teach-
ers release potential in learners. and concerning ways,of releasing potential
in the teachers themselves..

The Conclusion offers a summary of key ideas contained in preceding
chapters. - ,

The Appendix contains three examples of inquiry concerning ways of
individualizing teaching by attempting to release potential in learners. The
examples were chosen.for their faithfulness in representing the actions of
classroom teachers in seeking ways to achieve individualization,

.

This volume has been developed cooperatively -through discusSiOns
in whith members of the committee have engaged during national confer-
ences of the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development.
and on several intervening occasions. Therefore the pronoun "we" which
is used in these pages has more than an editorial import. Members of me
committee have given their general assent to major ideas stated in each
chapter of the Yearbpok.

We of the committee tecogniie that discovery and development of
human potential represent only one facet of education' We believe, how-
ever, that achieving individualization which effects release of human poten-
tial has long been an important function of classroom teachers. We wish
.now to call attention to the need for deeper understanding of the meaning
of potenlial..and of ways by which the individual's potential may be re-
leased through teaching:

We realize how little is known about the theme we have attempted too'
explicate. Accordingly. we choose to regard the Yearbook as being open-
ended, leading to further inquiry into matters which lie at the center of
efforts to improve teaching,

7
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/ individualization and
. Human Pbtential

Robert F. De Haan and Ronald C. Doll

IN THE film, Passion for tile, the French schoolmaster
expresses a wish to "get behind the laces" of his pupils, to know more about
each child as an individual. The schoolmaster's wish has been shared by
teachers throughout the centuries, Ygt each insightful teacher knows that he
views the individual learner as "through a glass, darkly," not radii, face-to-.
face.

Accordingly, the teacher often has settled for a superficial view of the
individual and of individualization. He has &Ed, "Surely learning is an indi-
vidual matter. Each child brings to my classroom personal' characteristics
and ways of perceiving and responding which are peculiar to him. When I
teach my whole group, its members are probably being affected in different
wa The.nature of the group itself may make a difference. If sey perhaps
ow principal can group my pupils before 1 receive them, so. that reachhig
the individual will be easier in a group in which the childrenare more nearly
alike. We should test all the children so that.wc may group them_uniformly."

Comments like these have been heard in American schools for many
years. They serve as reminders of the zeal and intense effort which have
characterized jhe search for ways of individualizing teaching,

Attempts at Individualization

Attempts to achieve individualization of teaching have generally rested
on an assumption that there exists at any given educational level a fixed
body of subject matter which is most worth learning. Some pupils learn the
prescribed content rapidly; othets learn it more slowly. Teachers' major
preoccupation has been with rite of learning: hoW much, how fast?

In 1916, the psychologist Terman suggested a need for differentiated
courses of study, to permit each pupil "to .progress at the rate which is
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normal for nom, viirthcf that,rate tk rapid ot.slow.- proposed ro teach

ers that the) -measure out Ole work for each child 11 proportion to ihis

mental As might have been expected, attention ,SQ011 became

focused upon the eXtremes of "giftedness" arid of 'Sow Wanting, a come-

quence which remains much in evidence today In its 1925 yearbook, the
Department of Superintendence of the National Education Asso(!iation see-

ommentied that the "general core of subject matter which shoe!-I prevail

throughout the nation for the first six grades" be modified in cvodent and

iime allocation to rovide for individual and community different* s.' Mean -

while, Franklin llobtitt, a curriculum authority of the 1920s, had advocated

,determining the curriculum for the brightest pupilS first, then modifying it
for the average group, and simplifying it for the slowest'

The National Survey of Secondary Education, which was conducted
in 1932. rtysaleitl that in more than 11,000 high schools individual differ-
ences were being cared for chiefly by homogeneous grouping, special classes.

and "unit assignments" occurring under the .Morrison, Dalton, and Win-
netka plans. as well a through problem- and project-method teaching.' A'
few years later. Hawn reported that ability grouping was the commonest
method of attempting individualization'of teaching, In addition. he noted.
schools weir adjusting their courses of study to themeeds of slow and rapid
learners. were preOring special courses of study for retarded children, were

developing remedial programs, and were using auto-instructional materials
in the form of workbooks and individual assignment sheets:. However, the

activity..prograni vf the same era tended to discourage ability grouping by
promoting the idea that each pupil should be permitted to contribute to his
heterOgeneous groub according to his ability and interests.

Since the 1930%., rate of )earning has continued to be a central interest
persona advocating various plans for individualizing; instruction. Many of

/the plans haw .emphasind so-ialled homogeneous grouping. though this

' 1 rts.e. 51 Terrourr Mcorrocurrtit intrnvehri. Rostorr Houghton Malin
Comp.rn$, 191h. p

Departmcnt of Supetintendencr. Commission on the Revaith
t..nmpactinp the 1.1enfrothev Si boot Cioricidunt !held 1`e.1114.4., Wa4oinpion, DC'
the Oeparnient, Natioon.il t rht mon As.oi.:6rooro, 14):"$ p 2`;

` Franklin Rohhill II t% to Alal,e a Carttcalrost. Boston' Houghton Main Corn...

Noy. 1924, p_ 41,62.

Roy 0. dleit Promosns for Indoadual Ddietentot. Mapi.ine and Prontotam
dulletin 002, Number 17, National Survey of Education. Ntonoprorn I. Waslii41011.
nG united Stales (io%ernment Printing Office, 1413. p

' Henry Harap. -Differentiation of Curticulum Pracilas and lntruction on Ele
mentary Schools" flit Grouping Pupils NationA !societ for the Srudv of
him "Thirtofth Yrathir,rl. Patt I Chk..ivo- the Soor4'. 191h p. 161,72
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form of gtpuping,has not been found co nsistently effective..° Fdty-two perk;
cent of the principals aflame elementary school districts have reported an
increase in grouping according to ability and /or achievement ltveli, and
46 percent of elementary school 'principals in districts of all sizes have
noticed. this int reaft durinf the period 1956 to 1961. Nearly two- thirds
of high 'school principals have stated that grouping has increased in their
schools during the same period,

Several,proposals that are old and a few that are new are,finding.their
'way into elementary and secondary. schools with some thought of increas-
ing and improving individualization, :These Include ilepartmentalization,
elimination of 'grade levels liVeliarneatary schools, team teaching and em
ployment of paraprofessionals and teacher :IOC'S: prcirramed learning and
language laboratories; and accilleration and cnrichmInt. State-wide testing
and national examinations appear to be assuming greater importance. In
New York City, a committee of high school administrators has suggested
that the four-year secondary ehool program be shorterill to two years. with
pupils attending schooleight hours a day."

Most of ;the proposals carry the implication that standard content
should be learned more speedily. liducator:i have learned, however, that
rate of learning prescribed content is only one consideration in individuali-,
ration. Learning is personal, unique, unstandardized. Fanhermo.Te. learning 4

has numerous dimensions, and a is without limit, 0,bviouslY, then. new
and different proposals are needed if teachers are to use these facts in.,indi
vidualizingteaching.

An Era of Cultural Disunity?

The events which have been recounted in the initial pages of this
chapter have occurred within fifty short years. If one views centuries rather
than a single half-century of history, he may agree with Itollo May that
societies pass through periods of relative integration and unity in which
their goals are being defined, cultural symbols are being clarified. and
productivity in many forms is expanding, Such an era is 50111CliMCS called
a golden age On the other hand. societies also pass through periods of dis-

Ruth B Eckstiom Flperittlental Stu'diet ilitttwi:etteinil drooping, A Review
of the Literature., Princeton. N 1 Educational Testing Service, 1959.

The Prsieci on the instructannal Program of the Public Schools. National Edu
cation Association The Pemetralt toed.. tit the Schoolv Washington, D.C.' the Asso
kt.ition. 1962. p 15

New York Totte.t, October,: VW
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unity and Idierstganizetion in which symbols lose thekunifying power, goals

lose their meaning, and productive potential declines'
Periods of.integration and disunity are never deatly defineeleafsonkz

unifying forces can be found in periods of decay and yice versa. Thus, while

one aspect of culture may be unified, another aspect may be detedorating.
Relatively clear examples of periods ofexpansiveness''and unificatlini, how-

ever are di Golden Age of the Greek period in the FdttoCentury BC.,
the 'early elpistian period, and the modern period beginnini about 1650
and continuing into the Nineteenth Century. Periods of relative disunity
and disorganization arc exemplified by the later tenturies of Greek owe;
the end of the Medieval, period, and the contemporary era l'peginiiing with
the last part of the Niheteenth Century. l'a,

May observes that periods of cultural unification are generally accom-
panied by growth and integration of the persons within the culture. Personal
integralion and grciwth seem te4be attained spontaneously through art,
religion, education, and political life. Symbols and milts unite persons;
the frirward sweep of life Seep to. catch up the hulividual and move fiim
foneatd toward meaningful' goals. On the other hand, periods of (fax and

Sf
disorganization appear to be accompanied by incased anxiety, personal
meaninglessness, feelings of isolation. and lack of fulfillment of human
potential."'

Much Of etc popular, literature of tile middle Twentieth Calm,/ sup.-
_ports the view alai Americans now live in an era of culturaVdisunity and

O
disintegration. According to soh* observers of the cultural scene, Americans

are speedily submerging the individuat in conformity to the norms of his
. group. Other observers criticize the untertaimy of moral and.ethicarvalues
to which children and youth can unequivocally subscribe. Certainly, change
and ffux are apparent hi our society even as our copulation grows and the
number of our subcultures increases. Although the challenge of commu-
nism provides some external pressure toward unification, this force is prob-
ably irsufficient to solve the long-term problerin of disunity because its thrust
does not come from within either the individual or the culture.

Whatever America's pies' nt and future with reference to cultural unity '
,or dis nity, teachers are now noticing the impact of new and altered social
forces on children and youth, and on decisions which most be made about
childr n and youth in schools. Teachers find that learncirs are often alien- ..
ated rom the school environment, and art harrassed and pressured outside
school. Teachers may properly wonder whether alienation today is different

`Rollo May. "Historical and Philosophical Presuppositions for Understanding
Therapy " ri%thotherapy: 'Theory and &search: 0.. Hobart Mower. editor. New
York7 Ronald Press. 1953. p.

*lbid p. 16.
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110121 or stronger than the alieriation'whtch learners have felt in the past.
They may wonder also wh'ether more school people are becoming sensitive
to the needs and concerns of individual learners, and are therefore more
capable of recognizing alienation for what it is..

During golden Ages, problems of personal meaning have perhaps not
been solved as completely as they sometimes appear to have been. In every
age and in every person, there probably have been thinly concealed an der
ever ready to emerge. Educators today should be unusually Watchful for the
possible effects of cultural disunity in causing 'the individual to be under-
valued and to" be inadequately attended to.'

Individualization Of teaching is, under the bestofconditions, a difficult,
easily misunderstood function. IndiOldualizationof teaching goes beyond the
content of the `turrieulum dad- beyond standardized Instructlor.. Certainly
it goes beyond routine academic achievement, for individualization gives
personal relevance to experiences which the individual learner shares with
the other members of his group.

Unquestionably, increased individual responsibility and commitment
are needed in our society. In order that learners may become increasingly
iesponsible and committed, their potential as individuals must be discovered,
developed and released. The times demand this, but not in the sense that the
economy needs more engineers, and that therefore educatod should em-
phasile science and mathematic!, to the neglect of other subjects. The times
demand that the individual's potential be discovered, developed and released
because of the multiple benefits which the realization of his full potential
can eventually offer the individual persoreand the society in Welt he lives.

Aim of Individualization:
Release of Human Potential

. We of the yearbodk cdrimittee consider the chief object of individ-
ualization to be release of potential in the individual learner, i.e., with ref-
erence to the preceding paragraph, potential which is useful both to the
learner and to the society in which he lives. -ft§ human potential. we mean
those nascent powers of unpredictable proportions which are within the
person: powers which can be diminished or expanded through educative
(and other) processes. Human potential is everything with which the indi-
vidual is capable of responding. It is.seen in the individual's dynamic
tcrplay with his envikonment, It is, in brief, total peisonal responsiveness
without preconceptions concerning the limitations of that responsiveness.
The most helpful orientation that an educator can hold toward discovering.
developing, and releasing human. potential is opennundedness concerning
each learner's potential, together with a sense, of obligation to help each
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:caner realize his poienLiA in conformity with his own best inter-

ests and wall social ideals,
.. Lessons of recent years should have laugh' school personnel that they

cannot afford to Judge potential merely by intelligence quotients andrecords

of scholastic aehievernent For :example, during the period 1955-1957.
Strauss studied the careers of 89 men who had earned 'PhDs in physics,
chemistry and engineering at the University of California. Cornell Univer-

sity and the Ohio State University- Their high school, guidance records
showed that time percent of these men had intelligence quotients ranging

from 96 through 100, six perccht. quotients, from .101 ttfrough.110; 29.
percent. quotients from 111 through 120; 36 percent, quotients from 121
through 130; 17 percent quotients-from 131 through 140; and tine
cent, quotients from 141 through 165 In high school, 36. percent of this
group of futtire high achievers 1/11 science and technology had ranked below
Me top tenth of their senior tiasses, Sum s concluded that the significant.

.scharacteristies .oUthe ..group were drive le suceeea, non7conformitye and

\iesponse to the helpful interest and concern teachers or laymen." Even

ore dramatic examples 'of the unreliability of intelligence quotients and
:holistic records intpredictidg lifelsuctess have been discovered by ana-

1 ling the careers of men and women 9t other fields.

Edueators. tike other persons in our culture, tend to oversimplify

man. Eiic Hoffer sr ites a danger in this oversimplification "lt is an awe-
,.some thing." he says, that the most breathtaking example of daring we
have witnessed in, the second quarter of the Twentieth Century was the
daring to think low enough of human beings. Both Hitler and Sti4lin dis-

played this daring in an unprecedented degree. catching the world unawares

and almost overwhelming it."- '2
Totalitarian powers in the past have tried, to remove from man his

essential humanity, and thereby make him a predictable robot to serve the

purposes of the stare. The genius of the Hebrew-Greek concept of man is

its insistence on the persieir with unlimited potential. IL effort to cherish
highly his unpredictability and to find in the weakest and smallest of men thee

potential fur it new movement toward meaning in society. is toward the

discovery and release of hidden isinsets that educators need unceasingly to

bend their cfloth:
'Teachers tr,:ed to empharaie di5toier t of potential in kjintItt. They

.in do this. in rig, by providing oppOrtunities for learners to discover

their own powers as they participate in. the numerous mental, emotional.

t. Samuel Strauss 1,floliing Backward on Future Scoentists Mr Science Teacher

3115; 193.

;la Eric Hoffer iluw Natural h Human Nature"' Sureodut: 1:4r.nmie Pug, January

I L 196. p 36
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acsatietie and social interaktions involved in the learning process. The Waal.
er's cotictin should be not only with the content of learning or with the
end product of the teaming ploctess, but also with the continu g process
Of self-discovery which should accompany learning and give the content
and the learning process personal relevance, Education show be accom-
panied by wonder and surprise brought about not only by c iscoveries in
the obiective world but also by discoveries in the subjective; w rid in which
the learner finds personal worth In a teal sense; the goals of education are
only partly reached-when the pupil achieves %sell academically, The goals
are most fully attained as he continues to dowser himself in the process of
-getting an education.-

A second meaning of diseovery of human potential is that of being
discovered by others.. Teachers should be interested not only in the pupil's
discovery,of himself and of the exciting forces of growth that ret.,ide within
him: teachers should he interested also in making, for themselves, disedveries
of the talents and abilities of learners. We believe that teachers shohld be
surprised and delighted at the potential they see in children and youth, and
%i expect teachers to communicate their surprise and delight to their
pupils In this way teachers can participateein the discovery of human
potential,

Another meaning of discovery relates to the process by which the
having discovered within himself something of himself, can in turn discover
in other human lie;ngs their value and worth.

The teacher t-as a role, too, in the dereioporein of potential in learners.
lie accomplishes this by emphasizing the developmental needs of learners
and by regulating teaching according to these developmental needs,

Development of potential causes its release' for useful service to the
individual and to society. We see release of human potential as being the
maior goal of teaching for individualization. Release suggests a reduction
of restrictive forces which hold the individual back, but it suggests also an
affirmative, dynamic freeing of the individual for action

To reah:e his potential, the individual needs to pow and develop
through time and experience which are of greater duration and significance
than the school can supply 1 hercfvre, we choose to sio, that while the
school helps with the realization of human potential,. it is likely to make only
a part of the total contribution to ultimate realization or fulfillment.

Some Expressions of Human Potential

Both hi aorie.111) and curr,:ntl one can find in which human
potential expresso. 0.4.11

t In 'Western sonic 411 tli: hot it human thinking and



creativity has been generated by the liberal arts awl the tatunanities. In the
study of philosophy, literature. and an one can find 'many of the highest

aspirations of man, When these subjects Ale taught in such a way that they

become relevant to the learner's life in his own times, they .can have the

effect war only of releasing in 'shim expressions of his unique self but also of

a permitting him to contribute to the great' tradition of the liberal arts in
Western, society.

2. Science and technology have provided avenues down which many

persons have advanced in improving the welfare of mankind while they
were living out their unique selves.

3. In the areirof corporate and political living there are formeddavi-
ing displays of what the human psyche can produce both fin the total benefit

of man and also, unfortunately, for his detriment, In studies of such an

area of social sciences a student can reveal a part of himself which might
remain chased in other areas of studs.

4.. Perhaps one of the greatest stimulators of the untold teaches of

man's mind occurs when he enters into the spirit of a culture which differs
radically from his own. For example, to live in Imagination the life of a
South Sea islander who navigates his canoe by the delicate sound of the

waves slapping its prow, or of the Eskimo who releases the art form in the
object that he holds in his hand Is-to find in one's self untold capacities

for imagination and appreciation.

Toceimphasize the creative freedom inherent in the human being is not

to deeinpluisize his capacity to be committed to ideals, to be engaged in
exacting mental and physical pursuits, to be loyal and self-sacrificing, or to

live by principles and convictions. We are concerned with freedom within

si social context. We are convinced that hurrian potentia is released in pan
by participation in and interaction with groups and all the commitment

that such participation and interaction require. Although living in a group

exacts a toll of freedom and energy from each member; such participation

repays what it rakes, with interest, in security and belongingness,vhkb in

turn can serve as a basis for releasing motivation and creative insights.

How May Human Potential Be Released?

These examples are meant to indicate that human potential is a multi-

dimensional, many faceted, personal possession of the human spirit with
which educators are concerned it is the responsibility of school people ,to

manage the educational content and the learning situat on in such way that

for each pupil these inchoate forces within him het ome awakened and

relca'
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Nu one can say specifically and assuredly what releases human pOiCZ-
tsar m a given ins, ince or situation. The factors which effect release are
apparently numerous, and they are also complex ipotbeirinierrelationships
and in timing with which they should be introduced. Villa strikes a

chord in one pupil may leave another completely untouched.
Moreover it is possible that a given stimulus may fad to stir a pupil at one
time whereas ember, or p:rhaps later, this same stimulus might have been
ellective. The human being is always growing, chafing, adiling new experi-
ences, forgetting old ones, and refusing to be simplified so as to conform
to a neat ediscational divvy .

Furthermore, human deselopment has uf it elements of unptedict-
ability. Though there is a core of human behavior and learning that is amen-
able to scientific study, this predictable core of behavior is the least impor-
tant factor in making a person a human being. Refleaes, instrumental

'conditioning, and kearned responses which man shares with the whole animal
world ate not what give man his uniqueness and dentity. Man's potential
for creativity, on the contrary. is a necessary ingredient of his humanness.
This creativeness is essenfiall) unpredictable. Therefore, one should look
veith suspicion at dogmatic statements about what tehniques or procedures

or will not work to release man's essential humarusess.
Consider two contesting examplt!. of the unfolding of human potential

under rather different conditions:
One day during the reading hour, a second grad teacher noticed an

inattentive girl who was ens 'ossed with something. that she was hokling
beacath. for table. 'During ine oume pf .the day, the teacher found, an
oppornmity to ask the girl what she LA been playing with during Ihe
reading period. Although the gal looked startled at first, she responded
to the smile of interest that she saw in her teacher's face. From her pocket
she drew a link figure made from a wooden dieic-cup spoon. A face bad
been crayoned on. the spoon. and the doll was dressed in a Ion skirt.

1 'Ibis is Sally." said the hale gals "Teil me about Siilly," asked the
'eviller. The girl then revealed that Sally wa. one of many characters she
had.cremedShe went on to describe the pia; she was making up for her
characters. Perceiving how involved the girt was in her dramatic productioa.
tt : teacher encouraged her to work on 1t openly in her free time. She see
a,ide a comer of the classroom for the child's dramatic play, knowing that
other children would catch the !o'er of Cfeali% sty from her This is precisely
what happened, Soon a large part of the.ctass was involved inPcieating
characters and dramatic situations in which they (:04.1 perform. S,. eh an

._...sagcherics-may-ikettal-to &Wren an akpect el themselves of which formerly
they may have been quite unaware, qnd %tub will forever remain in their
memory as a small pointer to what they might 'ckentually become.
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The second csampie is of an csactine.. &mantling teacher of science
vibo chiphasued to his pupas the impottance ar kotw.ledge, al..;uracy, ira-

fotmatron and persistence Some of his colleague-set many of his pupils

thought toughought he was -too tgh What he cominumea learner% however.

a-as d spirit o ...mhusiasni. bounilss inquisitiveness, and as for the world

that is t&atlelf by screntific methods The force of his ickas made a ire-

. mendous inipac- on tits pupils. At 10710. the coat/seemed utmost oblivious
to the individual lottelers before him. yet he kit each one, with an etpari.
sisencss and molls mon that surpitsed cu. m the pupils themselves. WILMS
C1170)Cd the c tklif:Ktion. that comes from mlte/tee and craftsmanship
lhroogh all his 1patrit d.,regArd for ii:1$ilsiduah in the cErAtootn, the .

to iptmnually threw out leads. suggestion and intriguing novilitlities

for learners to take tpiro'd pursue on their on He showed houndloss

prtience far and arrest in pupils, whin can* to hem in a steady stream for
consultant help with thcir individual project%

It should be noted that laths idtialinng teaching is a natter Ot *Fee
rather than art endeasor UndNbledly all teachers ttdrvdu:dou ':
their tcathing to stunt etttnt. and for some pupil "note than others. A
major purpo,.,e tit ihts ycartjoo). Is to encourage feathers to 'become erea-
dimly involved n making, education more relevant to mote pupils on Tyre
oicasions than they have done in the past

To thii end, the folloveing suggestions. foi indisidualain teaching to
re/ease potential may prose of mterest and worth

1. In Mills odualizing rcaching, the': emphiseb is on the pupil as a person.

the teacher acs4 *mon. mid the intliactirl *ieti place between them

In such an 'pipit can. the Otorld and

accept himself rele.c of potential
F'or eunWel# -:ardent recentli).Lpproacheel his biology pro.'

lessor with a whether he cohtinue his premedical

program. Ai mudent stated. alriit'v 44.11,hiitirptise about him-

self, that in the pa4r he had been planning. iillutudy fnedicine primarily4o

pros, to himself ow he possessed cnouph btainpoaer to finish rnedicll

t,ehool I* hail rtaket 1Jiked %oh anyime about why he wanted to bc a
phy,ician or what he in the medical profession Recently. hoarser. he
had *dtscoveird that he %.,11/2 hemming terribly afraid he might fail. His

anxiety v.a.s mounting to a point at which he was bi..corning physically 411

and actually beginning to fall in his college work

. In his interaction with the imtructor. the student began honestly to
liter the requirements of the %wild and his inadequacies J.4 a person, so that

he Nal able to release the energ,,s' that Alaik tied up in his anticty about

himself as at person ikteitP4 the instructor hal,picsiously responded to



the student as a whole-person. the student perceived him as one with whom
he could talk about things so important to himself and yet so. threatening
that he had never revealed them to anyone else.

What was the spark that the instructor piovided to. touch oil the stu-
dent's explosion of self discovery' Was it the- teacher's enthusiasm for
biology which reflectod the student's one's lack of enthusiasm to the student
himself? Was it the:look of self-doubt which iaxasionallA appeared in the
eye of the student to which the instructor we. 'sensitive. and responsive?
Was it 'ust the fact that the instructor was at hand when he sensed that the
student would like to have an opportunity to unload his burden? We cannot
say for certain, but we-can say that the teacher asinterested in'the student
as a person with feelings, doubts. questions and aspirptions. and not just
as a name on his seating chart in tla? course "Biology 1

2, Individualization occurs hel a teacher recognize! and responds
to the emotional reaction of the learner as well as to his academic achieve-
ments. his intellectual Aistakes. or his mental deficiencies, i.e.. when the
teachei' responds to the pupil as a whole person and not itesi as a learner
of specific subject matter. .

One can push- this idea even further It is important fur teachers not
only to respond in emotional reactions when they occur but also to seek to
establish conditions%for emotional as well as intellectual' responses in the
learning situation. Teachers need to behave enthusiastically, so that they
may provide the call to pupils to respond. to act. not just pi,Ssively to receive'.

in passing. it should be mentioned that pupils may be attracted to a
given teacher because of a variety of motives. not the least of which is
sexual There is a feathery line of distinction between a teacher's being
evocative and Nine .provocative Teachers need to recognize that many
motives drive their pupils. and they themselves nett to respond to pupils'
motives that are most closely allied to the learning situation:

. 3 indiVidUJI0/4110r1 when the teacher goes beyond ordinary
lilevement One teacher. for esample, may teach the three Rs with preci-
sion arid persistence.. as a consequence. his pupils achieve well i 'is, educa-
nimal goal vs teached Another teacher makeS achievement in the three Rs
a means to the end of motivatigg the !upil to further learning. of exciting
the pupil about sonic aspect of his world to be further explored. of releasing
in a learner confidence in his own competency. .01 triggering in another
learner a burst of creative endeavor. The second teacher has come closer
to intlividualizine teaching than has the lust ..

4 Individualization also occurs whin the teach r ..unsiders the pupil
to be an individual with unique remotions. values, concepts and needs,
send when he cre,itivelx- ppiniunines to enhance the pupil's
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individuality. Teaching is designed to make learners less like each other
rather than more like each 'other. It is the teacher's responsibility to bring to
learners his- perception' of what they .can become, to bring this perception
in such a Way that he releases the catch-spring of their desire to achieve the

best that lies within them.

5. Individualiiation is meant to le to commitment and purpose,
to sensitivity to 6thers' needs, to awar css of the demands of truth and
justice. For 'example, students on a fie tip to the state capital may fail
to internalize the lesson such a trip off s if the teacher doeS not help'them
analyze and accept fully their responsi ility to become personally involved

in representative government.

Neither this nor any other book can do full justice to the innumerable
ways in which the latent forces in learnerscan be released. Each teacher,
being a unique person, has in his own personality and in his own teaching
situation unique instrumentalities for stimulating pupils with whom he has
contact every day. Two teachers, both of whom are immersed in the classics,

may.use these resoutees in differtht ways in reaching the variety-of pupils
whom they teach. A teacher in the metal shop may literally use the machin-

ery of the shop as a lure to call ?tom his pupils those latent impulses toward
humanness and possible greatness which reside within them.

. Achieving Individualization Through
Curriculum Content

Individualization of teaching does not replace or supersede the content
of education. Rather, individualization brightens and enhances content. If
the role of curriculum content may be compared roughly with the part the
booster rocket plays in the flight of an astronaut, then individualization may
be analogous -to the last-stage rocket which puts the capsule in orbit.
However, in education the booster rocket and the last-stage-rocket fire

simultaneously.
We believe that individualization of teaching is increased when edu-

cation relies as much as possible upon reality and upon actual experience
for its-eontent. Observations, firsthand experiences, and direct tontacti,with
the world arc the raw material of education. In general, the more direct the
transactions the pupil can have with such raw material and the more often
such transactions'oecur, the better.

Two qualifications need to be added immediately. however. First, to

say that observations and unmediated experiences are rava4 material of
education does hot imply that all education has to be built upon direct
experience. Certainly, pupils can learn vicariously. Nevertheless, their vi-
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carious experiences will be more meaningful and relevant if they have liad
firsthand experience. at some time during the educational process sil that
they have at least the flavor of what it is like to deal with the phenomena
of nature with their own senses. For instance, a pupil who has seen a bird
build a nest or who has watched hydrogen bubble up from the materials
in his test tube in the laboratory has a better foundation for understanding
abstract concepts of nest building aad. of chemical reactions than a pupil
who has not had such experiences.

Second, education is just beginning when direct contacts with nature
and human activity have been made. Education is the process by which
the raw material of these experiences is fashioned into the more or less
finished products of generalizations, theories, poetry, and artistic production.
Acquisition of skills, as in reading and arithmetic, by which the pupil can
transform his raw experiences into some formulated product is one of the
main tasks of education. In the process of teaching these skills, a teacher
must indeed be blind if he cannot find at least a fiw opportunities to point
out the personal relevance of the ongoing activities to the lives of his pupils.

Reality and the mechanisms for its perception are not formless and in-
coherent. There is pattern in each, and the pattern can be discovered and
formulated. In discoVering and formulating patterns in the raw material of
nature, pupils may learn what past generations of thinking men have said
concerning their insights into the patterns of nature and of human life.
However, past formulations are not necessarily complete or sufficient. They
need not be worshipped. They can be studied and understood, and insights
into the historical and social reasons leading to the formulations can be
learned. Teachers should not always be content with them, however, par-
ticularly if learners have not participated in their own personal process of
formulating and creatively expressing the patterns which they perceive in
the raw material of their experiences.

The possibility and desirability of reformulating old concepts and com-
bining these with new concepts should be held up to the learner as being
within his grasp just as they were within the grasp of geniuses who lived
long ago. The Darner need not be wedded to the past, but he may legiti-
mately consider past formulations incomplete and amenable to further
elaboration and refinement. Thus the learner can in principle join great
thinkers of the past in their efforts to clarify reality and thereby become
more deeply rooted in the human enterprise. For example, a pupil may
observe that a steel nail held in the yellow flame of a white candle will
produce black smoke. He has probably perceived comparable phenomena
many times. Other men before him have observed the phenomenon and,
like him, have been led to explain how it happens.

Whether experience of this kind becomes personally relevant for the
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pupil, however, depends largely on the way the teacher handles the situation.

Is he himself moved by his perception? Does he wonder about the relation-
ships among the nail, the flame, and the candle? if the teacher himself is
insensitive trthe world around him, or if he lays out dogmatic descriptions

and explanations of phenomena, the pupil is likely to assume a passive role
toward his experiences, a role in which little internal unfolding of imagina-
tion and insight takes place. Much of life may go past the pupil under these

conditions without his responding to it. Countless opporninities may be lost

for him to join in his own way the efforts of mankind to comprehend the

universe.
If, however, the teacher structures questions that lead the pupil to in-

quire into what he has observed, to respect his own hunches, to formulate
hypotheses and to test them, the teacher can help. the pupil. make his own

statements of cause and effect relationships. The resultant discovery, whether

formulated by the pupil in systematic scientific terms, or in a poem, or in

a painting, becomes his personal possession. As the pupil delves into the

past to study how other scientists and artists formulated their problems
and their solutions; he joins them by Vicariously sharing their contributions.

Barriers to the Release of Human Potential

There exist several massive social barriers which reduce pupils' po-
tential to learn and to beCome as completely human as possible. Such bar-

riers are racial segregation and restriction of freedom, cultural deprivation

as found in populations in the inner city, social malaise, disorganization

and apathy, and general dissolution of mu. that people hold dear. We
believe these barriers create problems which belong to society as a whole.

The problems impinge upon educational effort, and the educational system
must either work in concert with other social institutions or work indirectly

through these institutions.
There are, in addition, psychological barriers which inhibit the teacher

in releasing pupil potential. To these internal, psychological barriers we

now turn our attention.
1.- Teachers may feel uncomfortable and even frightened about con-

ceiving of their professional task in such esoteric terms as "discovering,
developing and releasing human potential." Teachers may ask what their
daily teaching duties have to do with discovery, development and release

of hidden forces within the minds of pupils. For example, a kindergarten
teacher may want to know what "show-and-tell" time in the kindergarten

has. to do with children's discovering their inner powers. When Johnny
paints a picture, can one really say his potential is emerging? When a class

visits city hall on a field trip, is the potential of its members being unfoldedY
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Or are we simply rationalizing in abstract, flowery terms what is really a
routine activity called 'teaching?

To the teacher who faces a classroom filled with what to him may
appear to be recalcitrant, and obdurate human beings, the language and
idea of releasing human potential may seem to be exceedingly idealistic.
Indeed as we have implied earlier in the chapter, educational activities in
and of themselves do not necessarily release potential within pupils. They
only provide the situational context its which individualization can take
place.

We do not seek to have teachers idealize the teaching-learning prOcess
in romantic or sentimental terms. In fact, we prefer that they be tough
minded and reality-centered rather than sentimental about the learning
process, the content of education, and the individualization of instruction.
We do, 'however, desire that they be able to perceive and try to understand
the chaiti of psychological events between little Jane's telling and showing
to her classmates in the kindergarten and her discovering something about
herself and her powers that would not have appeared but for that activity.
'For example, Jane may show her classmates the doll set that sherceived for
Christmas. What happens? Only the alert and sensitive teacher can tell what
this experience means to Jane. Does Jane come out oflier world of fear and
fantasy more often after this experience? If so, The teacher might be en-
couraged to give Jane similar opportunities later. Does Jane lord it over her
classmates during show-and-tell time? The teacher might then wonder why
she is driven to do so. Perhaps Jane needs to be encouraged to respond more
favorably when otheichildren take their turns. Or perhaps she needs to have
the umeserved praise of the teacher, to satisfy what may be her unformed
feelings of emptiness and longing for acceptance by others. Only further
exploratory moves by the teacher car determine what the experience means
to Jane and how she can profit from it. By pursuing questions such as those
raised here,' a teacher helps to individualize for Jane her part in show-and-
tell time.

2. Teachers may also feel that emphasis on releasing intellectual and
emotional powers within pupils forces teachers to become psychotherapists
rather than pedagogues. If discovery of human potential it 3 important,
is the role of the teacher as instructor obsolete? Arc we advocating-that
teachers become psychological counselors?

As every teacher who looks at his teaching knows, there is much about
teaching that is similar to psychotherapy. More psychotherapeutic principles
can be apph,ied to teaching than one at first realizes." Counselors and psy-

Mociation for Supervision and Curriculum Development. Perceiving, Behav-
ing, Beconuag: New Focus for Education. 1962 Yeafbook. Washington, D.C.:
the Association, 1962.
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chotherapists emphasize the necessity of dealing, in any interactive process,
with the feelings of people:. Teachers, too, understand that feelings of pupils
affect their learning, and counselors point out the importance of communi-
cating to the counselor one's understanding of the counselee's internal world.
Furthermore, psychotherapists underscore the necessity of communicating
genuine affection and respect to the person. So do teachers. When this com-
munication occurs, therapy in the broadest sense of the term is going on.

Being responsive and sensitive to the feelings of others and communi-
cating basic understanding and affection do not interfere with the teacher's
responsibility to transmit the cultural` heritage or his responsibility to see,
that pupils know bodies of facts or that they develop intellectbal and con-
ceptual skills. Striving for openness and treativity, while trusting the pupil
is both therapeutic and basic to good teaching, and it is by no means con-
tradictory to the many different roles that the teacher must play. Further-'
more, developing a feeling of identification, is both possible and desirable
for the teacher. For example, when a teacher has made a reasonable assign-
ment, it is possiblefor him to say to his pupils: "I know that learning this
set of facts is going to be difficult for you. I appreciate the frustrations
involved in learning it. Nevertheless, any experience with other pupils has
told me that you will need to know this soon, and if you do not, you will be
handicapped. With this in mind, J have made the assignment and will hold
you to it."

There is much about teaching, however, that is not therapeutic in the
sense intended here. In saying this, we -recognize that the teacher plays many
roles besides those of counselor and instructor." He is also an administrator
who must make decisions about people as well as with them. He must deal
With the pupil's performance and achievement as well as with his person.
Ordinarily a therapist does not need to engage in evaluative, judgmental
activities. A teacher, however, cannot escape such activities.

Furthermore, the teaching role not only fails to correspond completely
with the therapeutic role but also goes beyond it. There are aspects of the
pupil's life and achievement that are of no concern to a teacher in his role
as therapist. For example, development of skills and attainment of new
knowledge are largely irrelevant to the therapist but are an integral part of
the teaching function and 'should not be doWngraded in importance in the
eyes of the teacher.

The "nontherapeutic" aspects of the teaching 'role are not to be ignored
or rejected in favor of the therapeutic. Rather, they are to be set in the
context of a therapeutic attitude toward pupils, just as the therapeutic role

" William C. Trow, Alvin F. Zander. William C. Morse and David H. Jenkins.
"Psychology of Group Behavior: The Class as a Group." Journal of Educational
Psychology 41:322-38; 1950. .
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6 of the teacher must be set in the context of the instructional and adminis-
trative roles of the teacher. For example, a teacher can evaluate the aca-
demic progress of a pupil therapeutically by including in the evaluation
information for the pupil about how he can improve his performance, and
by bearing in mind that the mark he gives the pupil will have repercussions
in the pupil's feelings and his self-evaluations. The teacher needs also to
consider that these feelings must be taken into account in further dealings
with the pupil. Perhaps the pupil is dejected over a low grade or 'a poor
score on a test. Is this of* concern to the teacher? Should not the
ation also show the pupil how to improve? Or if the pupil is elated about
being placed on the honor roll, is not this response also a part of the whole
educative process?

3. One of the subtlest probleins facing a tel,zher who attempts. to
individualize his educational efforts is the matter of what concept of society
should govern hiS efforts. Our society has been described in many differept
terms: affluent, bureaucratic, enclosed, postmodern, technological, tyrart
nical, depersonalized. A teacher does well to examine his own concept of
society to see to what extent it enters into his relationships with pupils in
the educative process. Do the efforts of the teacher lead pupils toward suc-
cessful living in the future in a particular kind of society? For instance, in
a technological or akl affluent society? Has the teacher pointed his teaching
toward a golden age that no longer exists? Such considerations color the
relationships a teacher establishes with his pupils. For example, a teacher
who is excessively idealistic may rapidly lose contact with those adolescents
who are in a rebellious frame of mind, and who are discontented with a.
romantic view of society.

Teachers sometimes have had held up for them the:Ideal of a simple
idyllic world in which man is pictured as being "exquisitely rational" and in
which the only barrier to self-actualization is psychological defensiveness."
To what extent does this portrait of society lose touch with reality? Does
such a goal in education prepare pupils to.exist under less than utopian
situations? Does such a goal alienate from school those pupils who experi-
ence the world as a disjointed place? D'oes it create in pupils an idealism
which is likely to' result in the reverse reaction when reality of life outside
school is faced?

The position of the committee responsible for this Yearbook is that
education should prepare students to live in a pluralistic world. This is a
world which 'cannot be characterized by anything short of paradoxes and
contradictior s and difficulties. Such a portrayal of the world does not rule
out idealism. It does not mean, however, that, a student needs to accept

Association f.* Supervision and Curriculum Development, op. cit., p. 31.
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such a contradictory world without attempting to do something to change

it. Neither does it rule out the realism of facing today's and tomorrow's
difficult social conditions.

4. Teachers may, raise a quest& concerning the relationship between
authority and the process of releasing hurtle potential. Is exercise of
aufffbrity,detrimental to release of fiuman potential? Does human potential
find its release only in a nonauthoritarian atmosphere?

Studies of authoritarian personalities," particularly in the home, in-
dicate that harsh; threatening parental discipline, parental love that is con-
ditioned upon a display of approved behavior, and concern about family

status and family hierarchy seem to produce childrn who become authori-
tarian adults. On .the other hand; when the childhood situation in the home
is characterized by reasonable parental discipline, unconditioned parental
love, equalitarian family structure, and nonconcern about family status, the
product seems to be a person who lacks authoritarian traits. Extrapolating
from such studiei, one rn,ight suppose that the real issue at stake is how the
teacher uses his authority. If authority is exercised with reason and accept-
ance, and if pupils are given opportunities to make decisions and to take
direction in at least part of their schooling, then we may suppose that the
effectiveness of authority is beneficial to pupitpersonality.

Unquestionably, society invests in teachers a certain amount of author..
ity over the lives of pupils. However, the teacher needs to- earn the right
to use authority by giving evidence of his competence, his humanitarianism,
and his discretionary use of the authority invested in him.

5. Teachers may also be concerned about the relationship between
"dialogue" and "sequential" learning as related to individualizing instrucL
tion." Dialogue learning might be called "mosaic" learning, in that it pro-
ceeds from established "islands" of learning to the formation of relation.
ships between the islands. This is the kind of learning that occurs most
readily through informal discussion and participation. It is a way of ap,
proaching a problem from as many points of view at a time as is possible.
It is what occurs in "buil sessions" and friendship groups.

Sequential learning is the kind that usually goes on in schools. A given
topic or problem is dissected and its parts areorganized into a sequence
to be learned in "proper" order. The learner attacks one segment at a time,
as in arithmetic or science, and is not allowed to go on to the next segment
until he has mastered the previous one.

In mosaic learning, the learning is incidental to the experience. Con-

"T. W. Adurno, E. Frenkel-Brunswik, D. .I. Levinson and R. N. Sanford. The
Authoritarian Personality. New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, Inc.. 1950.

" Marshall MeLhan. "A Fresh Perspective in Dialogue." The Superior Student,
January-February 1962. p. 2.
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sider, for example, the waya boy takes his bicycle apart and reassembles
it (assuming that he is mature enough to do the job in the first place). He
it likely to begin the task at anY point and carry it through to completion,
with perhaps more than one gentle nudge from his father. He learns much
about the-mechanisth of a bicycle in the process. The process is not formal-,
ized, subdivided, and put in sequential order. Rather, learning occurs in
a form that can best be described as a mosaic. Insights are obtained wher-
ever possible without having one step built upon another. If the boy were
to learn bicycle repair in school, however, the whole process would un-
dotibtedly be unraveled and put into a logically ordered sequence.

There are advantages to both kinds of learning. Mosaic learning is
more natural and probably more involving and personal; sequential learning
is probably more efficient. It is desirable, from the point of view of individ-
ualizing learning, to introduce dialogue or mosaic karning.in. additional
portions of the curriculum..

Among the psychological barriers which may preVent teachers from
working effectively to release potential' in their pupils, then, are_teachers'
own misgivings about their tasks and roles, teachers' concepts of society
and of authority, and their views of dialogue and sequential learning.
Despite these barriers human potential is released both fortuitously and
by plan. We urge that planning for release of human potential be made in
the future much more consciously and carefully than it has been made in
the past. Having now considered cultural factors which undergird the plan-
ning, we project in the next chapter an image of man which bears directly
on ways in 'ihich teachers may work with individual learners..

4
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/An Image of Man:
The Learner Hinfse If-

James B. Macdonald

KNOWLEDGE about teaching is directly related to and at
times is a direct corollary of man's knowledge of human nature. It is hardly
possible to conceive of a teaching situation that does not involve, at some
level of operation, beliefs concerning human learning, development and
relationships. These beliefs are .present and embodied in the actions of
teachers as they plan, organize, interact and evaluate in classrooms.

The sources of beliefs about man are va! led. Some beliefs are learned
through our own developmental experiences as primarilirrincidentai mat-
ters, perhaps through the attitudes of others. Other beliefs arise frotgs our
common sense analysis of life. Religious beliefs are further common sources
of our beliefs about man. And, of course, scientific knowledge can be the
cornerstone of our beliefs.

During the past fifty years many attempts have been made to shape
the beliefs of teachers about the nature of man. Child study movements,
courses in the nature of learning and human development, and the use of
psychologists, social workers and psychiatrists .in school settings come
readily to mind. Whatever form these attempts have taken, they reflect a
common belief of a most fundamental nature: that the functions of teachers
which promote learning are inseparable from the nature of the human
beings who are functioning and learning in the school situation. It is the
purpose of this chapter to reaffirm this belief and to rephrase it in the
form of a specific image of man which reflects our empirical knowledge of
human nature.

Knowledge of man that is open to empirical validation requires more
than empirical methodology. It requires a schema for selecting and organiz-
ing empirical data. These organizing schemata have been called many
things from metatheory to images of man.

The sources of our images of man are not at all clear. These images
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are not entirely empirical in derivation; rather they are emergent through
the totality of man's experiences. We' believe, however, that' an image of

man is necessary for the selection, 'o'rganization and interpretation of
empirical data. Further, it is our image of man, rather than so-called
which guides us in our conscious cognitive interaction with others. It is
this understanding which may help to explain why many research data Ile
untouched, for without a- coherent image of man we cannot expect usekti
research or intelligent understanding of the 'results.

Images of man are, however, not free of their empirical groundings)
They are heuristic devices to be accepted solely on their successful ordering
of the data of human experience within the framework of empirical meth-
othilogy.. Thus, images change as man develops more knowledge about him-
self and in turn fertilizes the development of further knowledge.

The social scientist as a man is never free from the basic social and
cultural value orientations and forces in the milieu of his existence. There
arc of necessity deep and lasting psychological relationships between the
social scientist's scientific image of man and the fundamental values of his
total existence. Yet within that limitation there is a range of images within
which to order the data of his experience. Nevertheless. one would be
remiss in failing to point out the corollary of the proposed scientific image
of man and such fundamental social values as freedom, individuality and

human- dignity.
As we have implied, the purpose of this chapter is to present the out-

lines of ari image of man which at present seem most harmonious with

scientific knowledge. This image also corresponds with the personal values
of the waiter in relation to the task of ordering and selecting experiences
with human behavior in the classroom. The outlines of this image of man
v-111 be given substance by addressing ourselves to four questions: What
process of development? What conditions for growth? What kind of id(
image? And, especially, what kind of education?

The Process of Human Development

The process of human development is considered here to be a process
of becoming.' As such, the process cannot be described by'analogy as an
unfolding of an organism along predetermined paths. It is, rather. a process
whereby the person is' always in a transacti 'nal relationship with his cn-),

vironment. This relationship includes individually unique choices and the
vagaries of unpredictable circumstances as well as the mechanisms of bio-
logical growth and the predominant socialization processes of a society. .

(iordon Allpyrt. lircomsng. New Haven Yale University' Pre Inc . 1955.
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Development is, in other words, a creative. self-actualizing phenompon.
4 well as a predictable pattern ol.tutristh and socialization.

The essence of development eludes the viewer unless the realm of
personal responsiveness is considered as foremost in the appraisal of devel-
opment processes. Or, to put it another, way. growth, maturation and
socialization are much more useful for understanding similarities than they
are for the consideration of differences. Thus, when viewing the socializa-
tion process. we may rLadity see how language becomes a cart of the child's
development; how self- concepts emerge; and so on. What is missing is the
dim*erision,of personal responsiveness to the socialization process. Likewise,
in the biologbail realm, the forces of maturation explain much about walk-
ing. sexual ruaturatioq. etc . but little 'abinit personal responsiveness to
these developments

What this means is illustrated when we view man historically and
individually. Rather than ask the question, "How could rrfan have come so
far in developing such technology and social life", we are more proiie to
ask, "Why hasMan failed so miserably in ridding the world of war, disease,
famine and starvation?" Or, rather than marveling at individual men and
asking. "How could an Einstein be?"' we may ask, "Why are there so few
great men ?' It is because the answers must lie,in the realm of whatantan
and society do to the element of personal responsiveness that the questions
are phrased differently. in other words, we pre not concerned here with
how man can condition, and has conditioned, himself to his present state.
but with how this very conditioning process has affected the creative, self-
actualizing, personal aspect' of his development

The basic propositions underlying the approach are. then, that man
has a personal, self-actualizing and creative capability not limited solely
by biology or conditioning; that personal response is the avenue through
which intliviOahs stretch and may reach their potentialities; and that a
view of human development which wishesto focus upon human potentiali-
ties must center upon the developmental aspects of personal responsiveness.
Gordon Allport 'catches this. feeling well when. he says

we common. therefore. ;Kg person:tlit is goer tied root only Ivy, in ,3 Cl
of stimuli upon .1 skittle, endorrent tit %hoes %,:ootrorl to the vectes the
prOCes.% 01 /14:4:0nung Is goeettled, tq .1 tlopo.dli <1 to icJII/C as pos.

4 to !count 11,jtak:101\11kSJIII. ht11311 .0 AI 1.4:4:s of do eloment
And one at tt, cJp.teitter most urgent Iti ottlt% Oft:it ,I11,. :yr 111C Ih.,t ult.,,ware
selt.erelf...11 an t kell,ellhanclor '
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In anothetconteXt. Ai Iport uys

Hence the individuality of man ei:tends indium's beyond the pbny ire.
dividualliv of plants and animals. who are primarily or culuseictrataluret
of uopism or *wino Immense horszons for indirklualoy open when billions of

cortical, cells are added to the neural equipment of kisser specie-. Man talks.
laughs, feels hard. dc.clops a odium, prays. has a forelnosskdge of death.
studies theology. and wives for the impzovement of his own personality The
infinitude of resulting pauerns is plainly not found in creatures of Mina: For
this reason we should exercise greet conies when we extrapolate dia.:J.9)=LT."
tines, methods and concepts of Loynd and Inologic41 science to Our subject

matter. In paiticular, we botad ref4pc to Can over the indiffaence of other

sciences to the prebkm of trwlividualoy'

The individual cycle is a, process of becoming characterized by

the individuality and uniqueness e4 the human being- not each becoming
a man in a generic sense. but each becoming a human individual with
myriad potentialities not known or 'predictable in any absolute sense.

Just as an historical view of man may be seen as lacing a -triad of

. limitations" 6 with the goal of overcoming them, the life 'cycle view of man

has its purposefulness. This purpose may be seen as. Bubec e views it in
relatedness, or. as ' secs it in freedom from anxieties. Fromm ° calls

this goal proiductivity; and Lindner,' productive er.bcilion.. Whatever view
elf purposefulness we choose, throughout each view runs the thread of
freedom and individuality: wits:the( for individual maturities' sake or as
the basis for higher relatedness %lutes= its terminal status, it is as Maslow

var. "a sell:actualizing process:' and set is unique to the circumstances and

heredity of the .gives! indisidual,
The development of an individual is an extremely complex and per-

,. plotting matter, 'Beams abound and. organizing schemata lazy from

Freudian phases to development tasks." or nJrraative lachavims" What
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is most often omitted is consideration ek mama, response tope /or respon-
sibility in the developmental process. end upon this aspect the image pre-
wogs! here is focused.'

What Conditions. fall Growth?

The optimum development of human
,

potential is related to' bite sets
of conditions which have been called "the a priori conditions," "`bbd} social
conditions.' and "the =lintel a:seditious" " Full opportunity for poten-
tial to develop is dependent upan the tiaistence of all three was of condi-
tions, each in its own- away.

The N Mori aviation'

A priori conditions Are genetic and physicll irt.character, An it vid
ual must possess an adequate genetic structure to develop humanness,.must
experience normal (for him) physical growsiE arid must have properOutri-
hone .,are throughout. The lack of se or all of these Conditions will
result in the thwarting of the development of human potential. These can-
didates are epos ant to all animal life but are necessary before human
potential may develop, They `are "givens" which are basic but not specifi-
cally hansanin nature.

An undetstandilig of physcal growth. nutrition. and genetic lack
ihysioiogica! damage is essential for providing the background -of
development of human pommel, It is considered here to be the rY
coo :on for 'developing potential and will be asst med as hickpotend in
limber (Immune.

The Sail& tot.ditiom

Human Wire; develop and Jft distinctly recant:mad* as sudtin the
context of social relationships which invoke the use of signs and symbols.
Societies and cultures provide fmnicivorks forihe development of hymn
beings. They.ti ach the individual how to act, hoe to syrnholos and con-
ceptualize, and how to percent himself and has environnwnt

In order to become minimally. human. an WI% Id 114101.i WM to
,.ntetraci with others and must operate through the alent symbolic

-system, aid-in the process, h: must learn to --cee- himself and his world
at others see him His tv.I.ic guest as toward mastery of common under-
standings about. statics and roles. objects and ideas humelf Ind others

The mantle( by which the individual as "socialized- as also of -sew
importance The *we of understanding. love. acceptance. recognition,

° Hits idea *It tourved tt the wok 04 Matkt viol. P,-.
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hotality and aggression. (or example, will have deep consequences upon
his personality formation. So. the ctintent of his world and the process
which he encounters will be sct by his' particular social conditions.

Social conditions arc minimal conditions. They provide a franfe.work

by which the individual bee° es human They arc, however, essentially

I loved in nature. No matter ++ at the structure of a specific cultuie may

he, the individual is closed in is smbolic universe and world viaw,. its-

customs and mires. its functio and object.
.

Thus, the basic problem 81 developing human potential appears._In

order to be human, one must experient.e the closure of the socialization

aocess One is taught what it is appropriate to be curious about what
ilings,exist and what they are called; how one manipulates these objects

of attention symbolically and .physically: how one may maintain one's
personal integraticat in this culture (often via defense mechanismi3; and

how one should perceive and interact with others. Yet, to develop his
potential, a person must be open. and it is openness which provides the

maximal conditions ior human developn...nt

The Maximal Condrboris

To. be open to life is the maxima{ condition for developing human

potential T.o, be open in thoughtfly flexible and original; and open
in affectexperiencing the potential feelings in an activity; and open in
poreeption-jmeeting the potential 4fimuli in the world!. these are the ways

to maximum development of human potential To he open to life. hqwever,

is a risky business demanding a "courage to be" and a sound ego inte-

gration
Fingarett has presented an insightful viewpoint for conceptualizing

the maximal conditions for reaching potentialities in essence. thirframe-
Work proposes that ,anxiety and ego integration are "two sides of a' coin."

The state of anxiety (which is more than eie common feeling labeled

anxiety) is essentially a state of ego disintegration Tgu integration or
disintegration Ps seen in terms of meaning schemes Thus when life is vital.
meaningful,onti purposeful, the egg is relatively integrated. When life is

experienced as meaningless, dull, ,r purposeless .1 state of anxiety or ego

disintegr, ttor!4% predominant
Meaning schemes are the uays in which one refsitild111' relates oneself

to tines past experience, present situations and aspirations in his existent

world and to his undeistanding opt himself', tither% and olienoilft;fia in his

obit:et world 'thus., thee indwdual and or the culture creates meaning

schemes to orient hiniscll or itself ro We as a personal and unique
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existence. and to life as part of a general structure or system of objects.
When experience is meaningless, living, is a state of general anxiety

in the sense that present meaning schemes do not promote ego integration
at higher levels, but reflect a process Of disintegration which most often
causes the ego 4o restrict its functioning in controllable areas..Thus, the
process of closure is evident, and the use of defense mechanisms to ward
off the movement of the ego, into potentially open areas short-circuits the
potential enlargeTent of ego-relevant new experience.

Schachtel speaks of a similar phenomenon in terms of the affective
development of the individual. Although for our jrarposes here his termi-
nology is not as useful, it embodies one concept that is especially descriptive
of the viewpoint being 'expressed. This is the idea of embeddedttess.
Briefly, when the avenues to personal growth and potentiality and closed,
they are embedded in an affective state of equilibrium. Thus, the person,
under the threat of new experience and activity, is aroused emotionally
to seek equilibrium, to return to a lack of arousal. Rather Than turning
outward and exploring the new, he turns his activity toward restoring the
old.

The old may be an embeddedness in primary (persottal) meanings.
or an embeddedness in secondary (cultural) meanings. In either case, the
circuit is closed to the development of potential. and one may say the
person is embedded.

The individuars,ego .structure may he viewed according to these two
basic postures described in similar terms by Fingarette and Schachtel.
Meaningful situations produce either general anxiety or open activity.
Anxiety, it shall be argued here, short-circuits the becoming of the individ-

. dal, whereas open activity fosters becoming; and the process of becoming
is creative realization and development of human potential. Thus, as one
looks at developmental behaviors as these are received by the world and
ted b ek to tiltt child, one looks for the existence either of anxiety or of

. open activity. When anxiety exists, one may assume that potential is en-
capsulated; and when open activity exists, one may look for the enrichment
and unfolding of capability.

Anxiety may he the feeling of boredom which is akin to knowledge
of the meaninglessness of one's activity for self-becoming. Anxiety may
arise from threatened or genuine separation from a state of embeddedness.
Also, it may undergird pleasure when preasure is essentially a need satis-
faction which incorporates the object "pleasured" into the safe ground of
embeddedness of the subject. It may be productive of hope whien hope is
mere wishful expectation that somehow_ everything will change for the

I rncst Schaclaiel .11, ilitforplit,+,% New Yank isit: Hooks. Inc , 1959
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better, or it may motivate joy, when joy has.the quality of magical fulfill-
ment which suddenly changes the whole character of life, and of the world.
Or, anxiety may be seen as psychosomatic symptoms which remove the
person from an ego-threatening encounter with the -world. Whatever its
form, anxiety provides the vehicle by which the organism maintains a state
of quiescent equilibrium in relation to the environment. This equilibiium
is in effect the removal of the self from any new threat in the face of
already-felt ego disorganization.

Open activity produces feeling which arises from direct encounter
with the world. It is openness and responsiveness to the impact of the
world not sheltered by an embeddedness in some other context, but rather
a direct transaction. Open activity is stimulation and activity, involvement,
and the pleasure of contact with objects "out there." Encounter with reality
is the significant.aspect of open activity, not the distortion and subsequent
incorporation of reality for the sake of equilibrium. It is joy not linked to
any expectation but is a felt experience of acts Of relatedness. Open activity
is realistic hope, founded in satisfactions based,4n the encounter with
reality along the way toward goals.

On the levels of thought and perception, these basic ego structures
guide the behhior of the individual. When 'ego integration is dominant,
one "sees" what is in reality to be percei'ed. The individual's thoughts
are bound to the structuring of cognition0o enhance the basic ego struc-
ture and affective orientation. When anxiety pervades, one thinks what
one needs to think to preserve equilibrium (e.g., "rationalization"), oi-4

one thinks what one can grasp as he faces reality.
Human development, then, may be viewed as a biological given with

its environmental and social conditioning, and its personal responsiveness
in the form of ego orientation and its attendant affective states in the world.
It is this last which seals the biological and social forces and processes in
embcddedness, or which utilizes the biosocial avenues for greater realiza-
tion of human potential. Human development forms the contrast between
an end product and a never-ending product; the contrast between a closed
system which "sees" and "thinks" what it has learned to se and think in
its attempt to maintain an adjusted equilibrium, and an open system which
reaches outward and inward in active search, discovery and creativeness in
its encounter with reality. Furthermore, it creates the contrast betAveen (a)
an individual for whom reality is the defined and internalized feelings, sym-
bols and thoughts learned in culturally or biologically embedded anxiety,
and (b) an individual who eperiences reality as becoming in the creative
transaction between a person and his interactions in the world "out there"
and "in here."
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Self-Image: The Focus of Action

When ego processes are weak, the behavior of the irilividual is essen-
tially defensive. Behavior is protective of equilibrium, and the individual
adjusts to the world by means of defense mechanisms which accompany
distorted perceptions that allow his equilibrium to' remain rather than
encourage him to take in new information. Weak ego processes are 're-
flected in a negative perception of self as inadequate, undeserving and
unworthy; in a perception of others as threatening, hostile and controlling;
and in a perception of the world as foreign and forbidding. Thus, the

.individual so affected experiences the environment passively, with little
curiosity and manipulation. Ego strength, on the other hand, is both result-

. ant from and refiecte4.4openness to new experience. In contrast to ego
weakness, ego'strength is characterized by a positive concept of self, others
and the world; and by an active participation in the world7Bower's remarks
are most pertinent to thl subject. He says:"

Of major concern to behavioral scientists and educators are those factors
which encourage a defensive reaction of a 'person to an event and those which

`encourage a coping pattern. . . . (in] terms of the thinking of such writers as
Klein and Ross "' and Murphy '°° coping is an approach to the handling of
stress or a problem of living in such a manner that the result is a stronger and
healthier organisman organism in a more fluid and effective homeostasis, or

'balance. On the other hand, a defensive pattern constitutes an approach by the
_ organism to the stress or problem that results in a less resilient stateAhat is,

a more fixed and rigid homeostasis. Consequently an organism that employs
defensive ego processes will, in time, lose the ability to function freely with
new,problems.

Perhaps the most useful approach to thinking about the nature of
man, with reference to the classroom, is the idea of self-perception. At
least it appears that the person's concept of himself is an available phe-
nomenon for inference from observation on the part of the teacher. A
student's behavior can be interpreted with reasonable accuracy to reflect
certain positive or negative self-perceptions, other perceptions, and modes
of behaving in the world.

" Eli M. Bower. "Mental Health and Education." Review of Educational Re-
search 32:447; 1962.

'6' Di C. Klein and A. Ross. Kindergarten EntryA Study of Role Transition in
Orthopsychiatry and the School. Morris Krugman, editor. New York: American
Orthopsychiatry Association, 1958. p. 60.69.

16' Lois Barclay Murphy. "Preventive Duplications of Development in the Pre-
School Years." in Prevention of Mental Disorders in Children. Gerald Coplan, editor.
New York: Basic Books, 1961. p. 218-48.

Also The Widening World of Child/wad. New York: Basic Books. 1962. by thesame author.
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When the student enters the classroom, he brings with him a self, or
reflection of his ego processes, which has been built thrdugh his own unique
heredity and experience. If the child's self-perceptiolts 'reflect adequate
ego strength, he will see himself as adequate to the performance of curric-
ular tasks as well 'as liking what he sees. He will be open to new experi-
ences, ready to grow, willing to experiment and discover. Hckwever, when
self- perceptions are negative, they have a debilitating effect. Curricular
tasks will be seen as too hard and as imposed 'unreasonably.

The sense of self is' present in all children. In the child's early infancy,

one sees a gradual acquisition of self-consciousness, a separation of "me"
from the rest of the world. By the time a child is ready to walk, it is highly

probable that the awareness of "I" is present.
The bodily self seems to develop first. It grows from the stream of

recurrent organic sensations from within and the barriers imposed from
"out there." The bodily self remains a basic cornerstone of our existence:

Recent work on sensory deprivation has shown how much we depend on
our sensory stream for our sense of self-hood. Subjects who He inactive on a
bed for a day or so, receiving absolutely no outside stimulation, ad a very
minimum of internal stimulation, complain that they virtually lose all sense of
self."

As locomotion develops, the child begins his journey toward auton-
omy. So strong is the desire to become autonomous that this is often
spoken of as a need for autonomy. Whether it is a "need" or not, the
beginnings of self-esteem arise in the functioning of the child. He begins
to see himself as adequate or inadequate in relation to hiS experiences
and attempts toward autonomous bphavior.

The social self-image commences to develop during or shortly after
the beginning of autonomous behavior. The child gradually comes to know

that his parents waft him to be a "good" boy, and that at times he is
"bad." Although his conscience is not yet developed, the foundation for
goals, purposes, responsibility and self-knowledge is being formed.

Upon entrance to school, the child undergoes an enlargement of his

sense of identity and self image. The presette of significant adults and
his peer group provides many new and broad possibilities for the enhance-
ment of self. Recognition of different standards and expectations from
those of his parents adds immeasurably to his potentiality for self-growth.
Shortly, the child recognizes his developing ability to cope with the world

as a rational being. Objective knowledge becomes for him a fascinating
quest, whether it is in the form of academic activity, baseball averages, or
some other kind of socially available "know how."

11 W. A. Bexton. W. Flerar and T. H. Scott. "Effects of Ifecreased Variation in
the Sensory Environment." Canadian Journal of Pcycholagy 8:70 -76: 1954.



As the child grows into adolescence, he in a sense withdraws from
the objective world and turns inward in renewed search for identity. The,
brash reality-testing self becomes a more careful prober of ,,ossibilities. On
a more mature level, the adolescent tries on many roles mach as the pfe-
schooler wears different hats. He is. searching for his self-identity, his adult
personality.

A certain aspect of the total development of self is a striving, pur-
poiing function. It is as though the self were continually trying to actualize
itself. In some ways, one might say there is a restless, searching quality to
the growth of self. Whatever this may be, the self may be said to aspire
toward goals or ends which are the individual's own.

The self as a reflection of ego-processes strives toward meanings.
These meanings are of two general varieties; they are perhaps best described
by the-prescriptions-"know thyself" and "know thy world." The self is not
"actualized" in a vacuum but in a world. The world is, however, primarily
as it is perceived by the self. For the world to become only what one feels
it is is to retreat into psychosis; but for the world to be accepted only as it
is defined, in terms of rational, cultural knowledge, is certainly a form of
neurosis. In'neither case is the ego integrated into a functional, open and
reality-oriented structure.

It should be apparent to all that the growing self must have personal
meanings and cultural meanings for adequate realization. Further, it follows
from this that the two meaning systems are not separate compartments
within the individual. They are (in the healthy state) functionally integrated
into the purposive striving of the person.

Success in the attainment of goals becomes tof crucial significance to
the self. When failures are recurrent in self-relevant, or ego involved areas,
lasting feelings of inferiority arise, and defense mechanisms are developed
in order to avert encounters which arouse these feelings. When this occurs,
the youngster closes< his contact with reality and becomes embedded in
some structured feelings which will thwart the development of his poten-
tial by warding off the learning of new meaning schemes.

Thus the pupil as self provides the teacher with a way of entering the
life of the individual in meaningful ways: through helping the pupil see
himself clearly, and by fostering his sense of identity and success in his
striving toward selfhood. All the learner's experiences are relevant in the
development of selfhood. Success or failure, joy or shame, pleasure or
guilt and/or anxiety in solving an arithmetic problem feed as lirectly into
the development of self as do peer group reactions or parental attitudes.

Furthermore. the actualizing quality of self places the destiny of the
individual within his own hands. To some extent. at least, one may become
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what one hopes or wishes to be; and a teacher can provide the guidance
of this development of realistic hope and desire which may give far more
lasting meaning to the life .of a child than the multiplication tables per se.

More significantly, the child's concept of self 'provides him with his
most manageable and productive means for self-actualization. This concept
is, actually, the only rational way by which the child can enter into his own
development to influence growth through the setting of ideals, purposes
and commitments which strengthen the ego processes as self - perceptions
change. Here is a crucial point at which the teacher may hold open the
world for a child.

What Kind of Education?

The implications of this image of man are numerous. The teacher as
the socializing agent in the classrbbm must provide opportunities for chil-
dren to reveal themselves, must promote relationships which bring aboit a
positive affective climate, and must open vistas of relevant cultural knowl-
edge. These three tasks are intricately related to each other, since the
classroom environment which is relatively free of anxiety-producing ele-
ments will by necessity offer opportunities for pupils to reveal themselves
to self and others and to experience the cultural and physical environment
in self-meaningful ways.

Of special significance to anxiety production in the school, as in
socializing agencies generally, is the imposition of authority in the context
of right or wrong arid good or bad, rather than in the context of appropriate
or inappropriate. The essential difference. between the perception of an act,
idea, or feeling as right or wrong, good or bad, rather than appropriate
or inappropriate rests in the closing of alternatives in the developmental
process, in the stultifying of individual judgment. The feeling of inappro-
priateness provides a qualification which allows the door to remain open
,for other circumstances. It poses the question, "What is appropriate in
this situation?" without the finality or absoluteness of what is "good" or
"sight."

There is another way of viewing the concept of appropriateness.
Behavior is appropriate when it is personal and a part of the individual's
own becoming. We may be sure that a person "becomes" within the context
of cultural values. No person is beyond these values unless he is alienated
to an extreme degree, for example, as in psychosis. Appropriate behavior
should also not be confused with behavior associated with amoral or
psychopathetic individuals. Although the hardened criminal, for example,
may behave in a completely ego-centered manner "appropriate" to his
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own gratification, his behavior lacks a feeling relationship to others capable
of contributing to his ow: self-realization.

On the contrary, appropriate behavior is value-directed and moral
behavior. It is value-oriented beeause it is purposeful, and it is moral be-
cause it includes self-relevant behavior in thelcontext of productive human
relations within which the individual assumes responsibility for his behavior.
It is not, however, beha\dor which serves the purposes of other persons
alone.

The question of the motivation of the socializing agent is central to
this distinction. When the child is led to feel his behavior to be "right" or
"wrong," "good" or "bad," then the motives of the socializing person are
drawn from outside the immediate relationship transaction or specific
growth context of a given pupil. In a sense, the socializer is attempting to
prohibit or avert the emergence of critical or crucial situations by teaching
the child not to respond in certain ways. In so doing, the child is deprived
of .any experience of his own from which he may derive his own feelings
of appropriateness. Socially conditioned fears, anxiety, shame. guilt, satis-
faction, gratification and pleasure thus encircle the child and cue off exter-
nally imposed response patterns, which block the child's own ego int1gra-
tion. The basic question is, then, not one of specific. response,or behavior,
but of the meaning of the behavior (i.e., its function) in the existence of
the child. (

Bruner's comment about reward and punishment is relevint at this
point:

It is often the case that emphasis upon reward and punishment, under the
control of an outside agent such as the teacher or parent, diverts attention away-
from success abd failure. In effect, this may take the learning initiative away
from the child and give it to the person dispensing the rewards and punish-
ments. This will be more likely if the learner is not able to determine the basis
of success and .failurp. One of the great probleni in teaching, whitli usually
starts with the teacher being very supportive, is to give the rewarding function
back to the learner and the task.'

Thus, necessary reality testing (assessment of success and failure) can not
take place when good-bad or right-wrong embeds the child in a reward
and, punishment system beyond his control.

Obviously, the crucial aspect 6f this distinction does not rest in the
surface reaction of stopping a given inappropriate behavior, or of exercising
authority as an adult responsible for children. The crucial dimension lies in
the reflection upon the self created through the-overt activity.

We may, in other words, "teach" our youngsters to be "good" and

"Jerome S. Bruner. "needed: A Theory of Instruction." Educational Leadership
20:531-32; 1963.
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"right" so that they learn to see themselves in these terms and to have feel-
ings of t hame, guilt and anxiety when "bad" or "wrong." The "badness"
and "wrongness" encapsulate. the developing individual in an affect -eni-
beddedness which becomes a powerful drive for equilibrium, for returning
to the security of what is "good" and "right." What we must "teach" our
youngsters is to act, feel and think "appropriately", in those situations
which call for such reactions, by focusing them upon the search for self-
relevant behavior in a wide variety of circumstance.

We must stress the essential difference between "right-wrong," "good-
bad,"' and "appropriate ;inappropriate," for in our cultural thinking It is
easy to shift the black and white quality of one to the intended meaning pf
the other. Appropriate behavior, regardless of its action conte:,t, is behav\
for which is one's own self-relevant possessiqn. It has the element of \
self-acceptance of discovered appropriateness rather than the stamp of
human authority beyond the boundaries of one's self. Appropriate behav-
ior, then, is in essence self-disciplined behavior, and more: it is behavior
at the service of the individual, not behavior which serves merely some-
thing or someone beyond the individual.

The act of recognizing the word "cat" niay be any of these-things. At
a purely cognitive,'judgmental level, it is `fright," "good" and "appropriate."
But in terms of the affective dimension, it cannot be all things. At this
level, the affective, such recognition becomes "I am a good person because
I recognize 'cat' "; or, "I am right in the eyes of authority when I see `cat' ";
or, "When Vsee 'cat,' it helps me to adjust to my world appropriately."

The affective impact of "good-bad" and' "right-wrong" built through
out the curriculum reinforces previous embeddedness-affect in youngsters.
Learning becomes an affect-embedded necessity to maintain balance by
escaping shame, guilt and anxiety, and if king socially approved satisfac-
tion and gratification. For those incapable of academic success in the school
program, embeddedness at a nonschool level is reinfbrced and is 'seen by
such behavior as withdrawal, aggression, illness, and fantasy. The school,
in other words, facilitates the social or autistic embeddedness of the develop-
mental 'process that alienates the pupil from social norms.

The teacher stands, in many ways, at the crossroads of meaning in
the life of the pupil. On the one hand, he is attempting to stimulate the
accumulation of, and provide the opportunity for, 'growth in the under-
?landing of human knowledge. On the other hand and at the same time,
the teacher must provide or stimulate an immediate, expressive commit-
ment to, the meaning of now. The immediate meaning must be generated
out of creation of a new vision which serves as the context for 'ew commit-
ment, or motivation. The' more general and lon&evrange meaning is part
of the development of a rational, cognitive, systematically usable.world

5
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view or meaning scheme. Thus, the pupil must lidve a meaningful relation-
ship to himself and his immediate commitment, and to his world and his
cognitive structure of it.

ale concept of motivation in learning is the closest common referent
for the idea of immediate commitment to a meaningful experience. The
great misunderstanding of this concept in education has led to a failure of
teachers to stand between the two meaningful contexts, between the per-
sonal existence meaning scheme of the pupil and his cognitive, culture-
oriented meaning scheme. Rather, the usual concept of motivation has been
a manipulative procedure whereby teachers attempt to "motivate" learriers
from the vantage point of one meaning system.

To stand between the two meaning systems means to stand with the
pupil. It does. not.mean to stand in the personal meaning system of a given
individual, nor to stand in the common meaning system of a society. Rather,
it is centered in the reality of the person whose self-realization is dependent
upon the growth of ego integration through the discovery and internalizing
of more and more productive meaning schemes in both spheres.

Within recent years, Louis Raths has spoken much about the process
of .value clarification in the schools. This would seem to be one ftnitful
way of stimulating a student to examine his self-image and by so doing to
lead him to identification of purposes and goals and rejection of defense
mechanisms. The value clarification process thus would seem to be a
teacher strategy for developing self-relevant aspirations, increased ego
strength and involvement iu life's activities, or, in other words, a strategy
for standing with the pupil between his two meaning systems. As Raths sayS:

If we want these children to have a deeper understanding of themselves,
and a better comprehension of their own epoch, it will be necessary to intro-
duce curriculum materials which are consistent with these ends. And, in addi-
tion. the curriculum materials must provide the opportunity for children to
express attitudes, feelings. beliefs, interests, purposes, aspirations, and to dis-
cuss their activities, in and out of school."

The behavior of the teacher is central in the clarification process. It
is a questioning behavior which is essentially nonjudgmental and which
does not reject pupils' answers. Sometimes the teacher may repeat what a
pupil has said and ask if that Ic what he meant. At other times, he may ask
a pupil to define his terms. Always the teacher listens, and listens with the
belief that learners try to make things clear to the teacher, but that first
they must be clear 10 themselves. There may be times when the teacher
simply asks the pupil to elaborate, or to tell what he thinks is good about a

" Louis Raths. "Sociological Knovlolge and Curriculum Research." Research
Frontiers in thc Study of Children'.. Lcartmo:. James B. Macdonald. editor. Milwau
kee: Uniersity of Wisconsin-Mikaukee. 1961. p. 27.



particular idea, belief, purpose or activity. Should everyone think and feel
this way? Is. this an important or significant idea? Perhaps the teacher may
sense an inconsistency and ask the pupil to think about it. Regaidless of
the question asked, the interaction ,in the clarification process is clear, It
is an attempt to help a youngster see himself more clearly and to provide
him with a useful vehicle incorporated in a teaching strategy to think about
and clarify his own aspirations and desires and his relation to the environ-
ment in which he lives.

The ;development of thinking goes hand in hand with value clarifica-
tion. Clarification of values always involves thinking, and a cariculum
oriented toward value clarification will have a problematic character: Both
vine clarification and thinking share the unique characteristic of Iturnanistic
rationality. It is this ability to 'achieve rationality which the Educational
Policies Cominission has called the "central purpose of American educa-
tion." 20 Rationality is,not to be confused with cognition or knowing, for
to be rational is to think with values. The process of mere. knowing can
lead one astray, as is illustrated by the old cliché of "knowing the price of
everything and the value of nothing." This is npt the process used by the
rational being, for whom thinking and valuing are always interlocked.

In relation to thinking, Maths again has relevant suggestions for
teachers." Curriculum tasks can be oriented toward the maximizing of
possibilities to develop thinking at any level and can be woven into the
patterns of methodology to the enhancement of self and society. The process
of making comparisons. of seeking similarities and diffeit noes between

.poems, characters, life forms, mathematical proofs, or language transla-
tions involves the exercise of thinking and judgment. SwnmarizInf experi-
ences, or stories, or text material, or discussion will foster rational behavior
and expose values to be clarified. To pose problems for solution, to make
systematic observations, to classify and criticize provoke thought and'
decision-making.

Imagine you are at the North Pole, or that yvu could solve the prob-
lems of our times. What would you need, and/or what would you do?
What is the meaning of what Jones has written? Interpret these data and
tell what, reasonable conclusions can be drawn. Look at these advertise-
ments and analyze them. Tell what you feel the motives and methods of
the advertisers are. Construct categories to group these motives and meth-
ods. Or perhaps., follow the most mundane but fruitful procedure of all:
'planningplanning for activities, for projects, for gathering apbropriate

*Educational Policies Commission. The Cr,ftrul Purpose of American Education.
Washington. D.C.: National Education Associaton. 1961.

" Univervity of Wisconcin-Nlilwatikee. op cot p =8 - 1O
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resources. for doing research on a topic, or for the use of personal Or group
time in or out of school.

Central to all these processes is their rationality, their use of reason,
value and choice. Each process demands individual commitment or use of
judgment as the mind is put to use by the individual.. Each outcome is
unique to the individual, is tied to his own ego and his perception of self,
and contributes potentially to the development of a more adequate self.
concept.

Implied within these processes are nuances of relatedness, relation
ships to human being's and to one's cultural and' physical world. As
Huebner observes:

Relating to others cannot be a goal of life or education, for it is the ant
qua non of human existence. To relate or not to relate to others is not a choice

. offered to the child, not even to the adult. The problem is not to relate to others.
but to find a mode of relationship, and a way of talking about that relationship?
which offer the greatest meaning today.'

The teaching-learning situation is a relationship whose intention, on
the part of. the teacher, is to foster and provide other relationships or
transactions.. Thus we may say that the personal characteristics of individ-
uals are important. but values', thinking and needs find their expression in
relatedness. The quality of this relatedness may well determine the direc-
tions of personal development in both, immediate commitment atd,more
pervasive cognitive structures. -

Ashley Mbruagu's Education and Human Relations" ddveiops in detail
the theme of human relations as the primary meaning of education: to be
educated is to be humanized, not to be instructed. It is well to remember;
however, that human relationships arc not ends but the sufficient condi-
tions for becoming a social being. What kinds of relationships will provide
the conditions for a maximum amount of open activity rot. pupils?

Bills," Rogers." Murphy," and others most certainly offer cues con-
cernieg teacher attributes and behavior in relatedness which till facilitate
the development of human potential as conceptualized in the context of
this image of man. Perhaps an even more direct way of discussing this

Dwane Huebner. "New Modes of Man's Relationship to Man" Association
for Supersispn and Curriculum Deselopment 'New 'houghs; and the etortculson.
1963 Yearbook. Washington. D.C.. the Association 1963 p 144

New York: Grove Press, lac 1958.

"Robert E. Bills. "Education Is Human Itelauors+" Asooillon for Supervision
and Curriculum Development. op, cis

(*Carl R. Rogers. On BeCnr, one a Per SaPII Boston, lloughlon. hi Co., 1961.

Gardner Murphy. freeing Intelligence Throigh Teaching New Yolk' Harper
& Row, Publishers, Inc . 1961
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image is through the ettstenu'al concept ut authenticity. ,Regardless of
which approach IS taken. the view of becoming which vie accept will include,
in some form or other. what Rogers t* discusses,

To facilitate pupil growth, teacher behavior must be congruent. ix,.
consistent with the teacher's real self: The teacher must be what he is
without false pretenses. The teacher must, in other words, meet his pupils
Kiwi-to-person, not status.to-person. When teachers hide behind status,
pupils do not reveal themselves. and consequently their potentially/ for
growth is limited. for they are closed to avenues of development. The
teacher who is genuine provides the ptipil with the possibility of an authentic
or du' vet. unmediated contact with reality through a relationship. The
teacher who is otfferwase raises defenses within the learner.

Empathy is a second cue to teacher -pupil relatedness. A teacher must
be able to use pupils' personal meanings as if they were his owe. This
ability is essentially different hum understanding as an evaluative iaxIgnient.
This ability is, an contrast, a Mat feeling, one of kpowing rather than of
making a cognitive statement about anotjacr pecan. The teacher enters the
&ably of the world of the pupil rather than arousing the perceived misty
in terms of outside' =ley norms

Positive regard is intricately related to congruence and empathy. It
triers to having a positise attitude toward the pupil, to prizing him as a
thinking, vilduing person biyood his 111111!cdtate actions When a pupil is
positively minded, be is freed in his feelings to be what be at the '
moment, thus opening up his MI reality to himself. This r, not pamissivte
ness in its paternal or .sentimerital aspects. but a directed respect for the
individuality of the person:

'Thus, in the proczeses of clarifying values, developing thinking, and
relating to pupils, the teacher may find cues to opening of expenetex and
growth of potential in pupils: Iiihiugh these procreeses and possibly others.
the teachaecan gain access to the two areas ormeanay-schemcs ..40 nem,
wry for thi growth of Human pot enial .

The child may grow large ceulogicalle a in school. may learn well
(perform academically ). arid may act sociably (get along with others)
without the school's contributing a gnat deal to the deselopment of human
potential in the deselopmeneil process the school can lay claim to the
effects upon petformJnce %Fitch count not hac come Y. thous the school
experience. But th:seloprnental!), any p:oixduee which reinforces cm-
beddedness is J pcnr,y ,..1w.pound footr%h" procedure which thwarts the

"tor es or. Dena,: Vanden ti Ltrctimcnolitm in rbc Anc-ohcbc %matt),
Ftil Withal* c4t,ori 1/,.41,,d I jurotho71 Rr re. 1: it,s $7. it46:

. 'Cali Roprry The Infrtprr.oni.1 kclotOnthiri Cost o! (whianix. Ila surd
f ju40.,,,,pul.Rtikot t: 1 I 6 29 196!
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dess..opitx.nt ol sellidentity and cgo unolverrient to ide The schools may
be generating adequate role plasyss at the .cot of human development
For: as Fromm sus

.

Jr is u:. fact Out man isocs nor esperience turnst-11 a' the active bum of
Ns own powers and richness. bur 41S An impaserished -thing.- dependent on
power. outside of. hi If Limo grforn he ha, ptoircted Ps kVIAS SUbganCe-*

The school, which vognizesilic image ofman we have been ;limns-
mg. and which incorporates the image in .it, curriculum is not child - centered.
or socicty-centered or subject-matter centered. Jr is re .thr).ceniered, By
this. we simply mean that the school does not exist primarily to incukate
our cultural timber. not priticipally to *sick" ro players for testy.
nor primarily to meet the needs and interct of learners, The school exists
to Wing learners In C01113Ct %14113 reabty: of which our society. ourselves.,
and out -cultural heritage are parts .

The basic pals ul the reality-cerireted school are to meet the to
needs of learners. i 0 . to het them to deselcip thinking and values in
relation to our cultural heritage. and to encourage creative response to
reality. Einixithed in the goals is an awareness that learners must be
free to explore, mist fuse symbolic tools exploration, and must focus
upon cultilially. and socialhdefirscd c pats or fora as points of orients-
from for esploration

In thereahtlicentetcde%ihotA. thin exists riot only to be mastered
4nd imitated: but also to be discovered d uniented Reality and man's
symbolic glasots. for %.itIng it slim:A to infinity Symbolic forms are
utilized ti; meet all of rellity To catch a bird talk net of a child's'view
is to petcesse sometning to be classified. examined, counted, described.
obsened. rhythmically felt: poetically known. and otherwise related to
one's own personal meanings For there is certainly as much melody in a
bird as there arc featlietm to count as much rhythm in the many of a bird
s; there arc hchasiols to observe

The tia,ic method ii !to of the reality-oriented school ti sinivie It Is
founded upon the prop& -tion than alt childrvn are setf.actualtang. and that
cuficiSits.is #1.1..ic 10 rtli'l process Children's actiiity is cam ert4 to seeking.
searchine iliscot-sivie inixot,np, ti)ing examine, researching and expert
frientin Tcat,hc.Pv../i tiiIr I. .:11..tv.scitrifv,1 hil, falinulatin!, guiding. clarify.
in:', hel:ii.iii and u;-port,

The lealny,evnicA .4;izotil i- in `'rpen school lieu,. kamong k
seen as thr maim,: ol personal respor;-isenct:s to %vie s-arietges of stimula.
norm anti %ids: IlJile; / -sni[itilit: ino.h.# Criikhen are seen as unints, self.
actualleci :Ind C.11::,':+11., Jut: ION:lora il Olt school is 1,!., challenge and

"I * .P tC*ti RMVot 41%1 WOWOO Inc
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sums ate the chiW's creative encounter with reality. Social relationships
are also seen as objects for stimulation and creativeness, not sjmply as
closed' normative procedures for facilitating other kinds of learning. The
communication procesS in this milieu is characterized by more emphasis
upon object stimuli themselves without the necessity of continued Mediation
by the teacher and other secondary sources.

Contrast this with the "closed" school, Here, learning outcomes are
synonymous with evaluated 'performance. 'Learning is described as condi-
tioning and/or reinforcement, problem solving (with predetermined an-
swers), remembering, and recognizing. The children are organisms, or role
players, or.types. They are objects to be manipulated and consumers of
school goods. The function of the school is simply lift adjustment, or occu7
pational preparation, or cultural Indoctrination, literacy or citizenship.
Social relationships are primarily bases of confirmation, sanetiolarid moti-.
vation: and communication is a process of attending to predetermined
stimuli with the production of predictable responses. Everything is, in a
sense, inside 'the reality of prestructured relationships. . -

In a reality-centered school, tests and grades per se function only to
facilitate a broader evaluation of twc types Individual progress is seen
through the feelings of individual worth and productiveness, satisfaction
and gratification experienced by the learners under the guidance of the
staff , Program evaluation is in terms of the degree of involvern.nnt, vitality.
enthusiasm and productive work (thinking and valuing) which exist. The
key to evaluation is quality of living as previously described in the school
environment, for the reality-centered school retognires that living is-learn-
ing and the quality at Itymir is the quaint. of learninv

Against this image of the learner in a reality-centered school, we
project in chatr Three some uses_of subject matter in releasing human
potential through teaching
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3/A Child Goes Forth:
Ideas Invite Involvement'

Frances Minor

There was a child went forth every day
And the first object he looked upon, that

object he became,
And that object became part of hint for the day

or a Certain part of the day,
Or for many years or stretching cycles of years.

-WALT WHITMAN'

A GIRL of seven skipped down stairs to the street. "You're
. a teacher," she said, pointing her finger. "How do you know?" the teacher
asked, startled by the suddenness of identification. Pointing to her play-
mate, who skipped up behind her, "1 just know. She didnIt tell me. Nobody
told me. I just know."

Rue as we may the possibility of a tereotype, the youngster had
discovered pattern, some regularity from hich her generalization had
been derived. This, in turn, served her to predictvery accurately in this
cage. Her data were the stuff of the world. Though seemingly yet incapable
of analyzing it, she "owned" it nonetheless, had shaped it, had given form
to her content.

On the baseball field a boy is at bat. Surveying the field, he sizes up
both the players and their positions, gets the feel of his bat, considers his
"job," and then makes his choice; He relates what he sees tO )Vhat he
thinks he can do. In scanning the field, he derive/ the data he needs,
searching for initial possibilities to make a strategic /choice, the best com-
bination relevant to his' problem. He has collected his data, and has or-
ganized the stuff of 1:is world: all the years of holding, rolling, throwing,
and hitting a ball, again and again, various distances and innumerable

' Leaves of Grass. New York: Random House, 1950. p. 287.
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times. The act of shaping and reshaping his data has totaled to this. He
may not ye, have reached a point in his development where he is able to
analyze what he has done, but his body owns.the information he uses for
his present task. *:

The gi ace and skill of young girls skipping rope never cease to.amaze
us. The kn,c..k for slipping in, just as the rope has passed, to be well set
for the skiff, and the ability to time: these are not simple arts. Ihen:
"Double Dutch!" Two ropes are in alternate counter-rotation as the
youngsters hop. To a physicist, this is a difficult problem. He would s eak
learnedly of frequencies, and of rotational and harmonic motions. He
would, with difficulty, et tablish the "phase angle" between jumper nd
ropes, while the speed of rope-turning and the timing of hops wo Id
become trigonometric functions to this wielder of the slide rule.

Not so for the youngster, chanting an age-old rhyme as effortles ly
she hops. Pressed for an explanation, she will likely reply, Weil, I do 't
know . . . . You just sort of jump, I guess." How can _she put into wor
the skills she has learned by watching the older girls, by listening to slaps
of rope on the ground, by long apprenticeship as a rope turner? She
probably does not realize how often she has swayed in time with the rope,
her body absorbing the timing; or how often. she has watched the eyes of
the junipers and has softly chanted the rhymes to 'herself while others
have jumped. % f"

The youngster at the swings in the playground.Mth his older brother
also comprehends the basic physical laws of the .,.world. With no more
instruction than "Now you push me!" he is capable of sending the larger
boy through a wide arc. How has he grasped The concept of "natural
resonant frequency?" Does he consciously understand that the push he
gives must be timed to the square root of the length of the swing and
inversely with the acceleration due the earth's gravity? Or is it that
somehow, inside himself, he has recognized the physical relationship bp-
tween thee timing of the push and the motion of the swing? He has literally
and figuratively learned through the feat of his pants.

Children Shape the Cpntont of Their World

Here, in its forming, is a "natural spontaneous concept."' The child
at the swings may not operate on the same analytical level as Galileo,
who was the first to explain the isochronoui nature of pendulums, nor is
the hall player at hat conscious of solving his proliem with Newton's
laws of acceleration. These children still 'cannot refl,:ct on what they have

1 . S. Vygotslss. and Laniqwee. Catnhriilve: The M.I.T. Press. Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology. 19(12. p. 108.
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discovered. They cannot explain.the why, but they nonetheless utilize the
rich, organized content of their experiences.

The child becomes conscious of his spontaneous concepts relatively late;
the ability to define them in words, to operate with them at will, appears long
after he has acquired the concepts. He has the concept (i.e., knows the object
to which the concept refers), but is not conscious of his own act of thought.'

Youngsters of all ages and backgrounds have varied experiences with
objects in space and time. It is in the very nature of the human organism
to orient itself to its natural, physical environment. With this stuff of the
world each of us must establish ties; this indeed, is the stuff of the scien-
tist's world. Children receive data from their world, correlate significant
items, and "predict" future results by applying the ideas they have gained.
They utilize all their senses to take in data, and they respond directly in
motor fashion, yet they are constantly observing, comparing, organizing
and reorganizing the content of their world. Here we would convey no
implication that such activity constitutes teientific research, because the
child, seemingly, cannot yet reflect on his own act of thought. He appZars.
limited ih his realization of what may have relevance, while his ability to
discriminate essentials from nonessentials has yet to be developed. Thus,
at such a stage, every experience becomes grist for his mill. For educatoise.
a key idea is: children do shape the content of their world, and the shape
of content assumes the stamp of a unique personality, becomes a reflection
of individuality.

Most of the illustrations' used to this point have dealt with grasping
the relations between one's body and the physical world. Yet a child must
also grasp the relations between himself and the world of people. In
sensory-motor fashion, he feeds on the world about him and digests it in
his oven particular way. He observes adults with an ear keenly attuned to
nuances of inflection. Imitation and active role playing enable him to get
the "feel" of difference. As he assumes the postures and attitudes of those
about him, the tone of voice and the words of mother or father, big
brother or sister, teacher, policeman, doctor, he discovers the patterns
that reveal individual identity. He explores the world to discover himself.
As he learns what others are like, he is able to identify himself more ade-
quately. He absorbs the data bodily. Intuitively, a child responds to his
environment. Just as in his relationship with the physical world, his predic-
tions, made on the basis of his notions of adult life, meet with varying
degrees of success, so his eyes, ears, fingers, nose and moutVinform him
of what alterations in his relationship with the social world are necessary.
This feedback and the original signals, operating as they do through the

/hid., p. 108.
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child himself, receive the stamp of the child's unique personality. It is
his eye and his ear and his evaluation of his data thus presented which
determine both the quantity and quality of feedback. This is the essence
of personal meaning. Personal meaning grows out of involvement with the
stuff of the world, received through all the senses and shaped as one
discovers its itvealed regularities, its pattern. "Meaning . . . is . . a
function: it rests on a pattern. "4

Throughout the ages, man has been concerned with the discovery of
pattern as he has surveyed the world of which he is a part. He has given
form to the content of his world. However, he has not done this once and
for all time. He has structured and restructured his world as he has become
increasingly conscious of additional pieces to be included in his repertoire.
Children, too, are constantly involved with this search for pattern. Each
child, in his development, finds it necessary to shape and reshape the con-
tent 61 his world and, as he encounters more and more elements, he must
include these in his nascent model.

Yet something happens to separate the child from the stuff of his
world. How and when does this schism occur?

When I heard the learn'd astronomer
when the proofs, the figures, were ranged in columns

before me,
When I was shown the charts and diagrams, to add, divide,

and measure them,
When I sitting heard the astronomer where he lectured with

much applaUse in the lecture-room,
How soon unaccountable I became tired and sick
Till rising and gliding out I wander'd off by myself,
In the mystical moist night-air, and from time to time,
Look'd up in perfect silence at the stars.°

Man and Child or Man vs. Child?

The poets have long expressed their revulsion at dry-as-dust scholar-
ship. They are not alone. Many children have expressed similar revulsion.
Somehow in our view of content, we have failed to mesh the content to
be taught in the schools with that which the children bring to school.
Children feel this schism between themselves and their world. Could it be
that we, in "teaching the facts," have hidden many realities of the world?

By themselves. facts do not give us reality; on the contrary, they hide it,
which is to say that they present us with the problems of reality. Facts cover up

' Suzanne Langer. Philosophy in u, Nen' Key. New York: Mentor Books, 2.
p. 56.

Walt Whitman, op. cit., p. 217.
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reality; while we are in the midst, of their innumerable swarmings we are in
chaos. and confusion. in order to uiscover reality we must for a moment lay
aside the facts that surge about us and remain alone with our minds. . . .

Reality is not a datom, not something given or bestowed, but a construction
which man makes oLt of the given material'

under the burden of myriad facts which man has defined as khowl-
edge, the wonders of the world have been lost to far too many of our
children. The fascination of achievement that comes with the ordering of
one's world' is gone. Patterns are obscured by the chaos of too many bits
of data. Too little or too much serves equally to make ordering of one's
world difficult. Information rests in the organization of the data. Herein
lies harmony discovered. The "feel" of how the pieces fit together is a
prerequisite for "latching onto" the world, The natural, spontaneous order-
ing that comes by way of body response described in the rope-jumping,
the swinging, the time and distance judgment on the ballfield constitutes
the initial "feel" of order. It is this grasp for order that propels man to
construct and reconstruct his reality from myriad facts.

A key to the problem of schism may be the fact that, in schools,

teachers have taker from the child a vital functionparticipation in shap-

:ng the content of his world. The world of the child is the same in substance,
atom for atom; brick for brick, star for star, as the woad of the adult.
One way in which teachers hive deprived the youngster of active partici-
pation in shaping the content of his world derives from having given him
"content" 'in established forms, preordakied and absolute. Tutored and
trained \in "proper" perspectives, the child loses his most precious birth-
right:, putting the stamp of his unique'ilbsonality on the understanding of
the world of which he is a part; seeing things in the freshness of his naiveté.
Instead, teachers have made it the task in too many schools to learn the

world which is mandated, bit by bit.
Yet the dynamic nature of man's conceptions precludes the preordained

and the absolute. ThroughOm history, rigidity of form has disserved the
creation of new knowledge. As long as mathematicians believed in the
"self-evident truths" of Euclid as the only "eternal verities," man was
bound to this one formulation. Then in 1826, two millenpia later, it calmed
to not one but three mathematicians (Lobachevsky, /Bolyai, and Gauss)
simultaneously that these were man-made assumptions.? At this point,
mathematicians were released for the leaps and bounds which they made'
in the knowledge of their field: more development in the seventy-four re-

Man and Crisis. by lose Ortega y Gassct. Copyright 0 1958 by W. W. Norton &
Company, Inc.. New York. p. 13.

Lillian and Hugh Lieber. Human Values and Science, Arc and Mathematics.
New York: W. W. Norton and Company. 1961.



maining ydars of the Nineteenth Century than in the prior twenty-two
hundred years',

Even as men have been released from the binding rigidity of forms,
so' must children be prepared for being releas.ed. There is nothing as
deadening to human creativity as forms imposed on content.

Form is based, first, upon a supposition, a thente. Form is, second, a
marshaling of materials, the inert matter in which the Mine is to be cast. Form
is, third, a setting of boundaries, of limits, the whole extent of idea, but no more,
an outer shape of idea. Form is, further, the abolishing of excessive materials.

whittever-rmitecial-is..extrimena to inner harmony. . . . Form is thus a discipline,
an ordering, accoriltng to the needs of content'

In the rigidity that deprives the child of forming his content, we have
denied his identification with mankind. This is the substance of man-child
alienation.. What men have discovered, children receive in predigested
form. When the child is not initiated into the mysteries of exploration and
discovery, the wonders of man's systems for ordering the world are lost to
him. The child fails to see himself as a partner in inquiry and as partner
in the shaping of content. Under these circumstances, what the school
offers seems far removed from th.1 world with which the child is involved.
He feels alienatedseparated from the mainstream. To overcome this
alienation requires establishing identity ties with mankind.. This is the key
to personal involvement.

A child who begins to recognize that the stuff of man's world is the
stuff of his child's world and that the senior partner has done some won-
drous things with differing modes of organization, feels that identity. He
asks: "What does this mean to me'?" As he grows toward maturity, he asks
further, "What difference will this stuff make in who I am; who I may
become?" These questions are posed, then, not merely in terms of material
rewards but in terms of human potential, revealed only 'in the process of
'living. A child may begin to sense the vast range of human potential as he
becomes increasingly aware of the concepts conceived by man, generated
through eons in the process of exploring his natural and physical environ-
ments and establishing ties with the world. Neither child nor man knows
the limits of what there is to explore, nor how what human beings do
discover may serve to reshape the content of our world.

Today's scholars and educators are very much involved in thought
and discussion about structures of knowledge. All fields Tv in ferment,
with a new consciousness that reflects man's ability to look back the way
he has come and to reorganize the patterns inherent in what he has explored
and discovered to date. Scholars in the fields of biology, chemistry, physics

Reprinted by permission of the publishers from Ben Shahn's The Shape of Con-
tent, Cambridge: Harvard University Press. 1957. p. 70.
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and mathematics are attempting an organization of the data in their respec-
tive fields which concentrates on catching and holding the mind because
such organization makes sense to the learner even as it does to the scholar.
Says Whitehead:

We cannot think in terms of an indefinite multiplicity of detail; Our evi-
dence (data) can acquire its proper importance only if it comes before us
marshalled by general ideas. These ideas we inherit. .

When scholars and educators realize what ideas serve as organizing
agents, they use these ideas to spark exploration and discovery, and,the
pupil is invited to participate in the processes of inquiry. What man has
learned through the ages is thus put to use to save' thi next generation
froni the laborious ways taken' by each past generation in.its reach for
knowledge. Men 5re learning that they can bequeath to their children a
heritage of cultural content through involvement in the processes of explora-
tion and discovery. Child, youth and man become partners in inquiry, a
first step toward healing the schism.

Even as they are aware of man's new structuring of knowledge, schol-
ars and educators must also be aware of the structuring of man himself.
There is danger in that, all too often, we tend to separate thought from
feeling, for there is a profound relation between intellect and affect.
Thought is bound up with the fullness of life, with all the personal sensing
and responding that take place in an individual's interplay with his environ-
ment. It is feeling that initiates thought." Ideas themselves fife often trans-
formed by the vivid evidence of emotional experience. Activ emotional
involvement must grow in the process of searching, and desire for such
involvement dies in passive listening accompanying mere telling.

A child can mesh with the stuff of his world, which needs forming to
inform, only under conditions which allow and encourage response with
feel*. If we are not to tell; if we are to encourage personal sensing and
responding, personal exploration and discovery; if we are to value fully
the relation between thought aneaffect, what is ow' responsibility as edu-
cators? What is there to share with our children that will help them to
capitalize upon that which they share with all mankind: the need to order
the data, to shape the content? Are there some clues, perhaps, that invite
ever-increasOlg participation?

' Alfred North Whitehead. Science and the Modern World. New York: Mentor
Books, 1954. p. 187.

"John Cohen. "Individuality of Thought." Identity and Anxiety. Maurice Stein,
Arthur J. Vidich, and David Manning White, editors. Glencoe, Illinois: The Free
Press, 1960.
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Clues: Ideas That Invite-Compel Search

The kindergarten: youngsters are working with jigsaw puzzles. Some,
without hesitation, move to complete the most difficult designs; others
struggle in limited, nonpatterned trial and error, and then dump the whole
thing. What is this basic difference between children? One group has been
cued for action, knowing there are clues in color, shape and size. Some
children seem to discover these cogent clues on their own. Others discover
but-one or two clues, and still °that" are seemingly unaware that there is
anything significant to look for. These are the lost, the frustrated, appar-
ently lacking means for "latching on."

A pupil who is given a significant clue may be released for explora-
tion, eveneas mathematicians were released by the notion that postulates
are man-made. If the teacher knows what is involved in the solution of a
puzzle, then observation and/or questioning should reveal those clues
which any particular pupil employs. Now, the teacher may intercede for
the "lost one." 'The teacher will not tell him merely where to place pieces.

*Rather the teacher may suggest that the pupil feel around their edgo, to
encourage using each sense for obtaining information. The mandate to the
teacher is: Give him a clue: to use his sense of touch. This action leads
the pupil to necessary information while he is still involved in his search
for, and organization of, data. A spreading grin of delight, at the ensuing
competence, is the teacher's reward.

Thus, the teacher intermediates, rarely interferes; and this form of
mediation is ac nplished by the clues which may release the pupil for
more exploration, to further shape and reshape the content of his world..
Such release can guarantee personal involvement in learning. Which clues
are there to invite, or even compel, participation in search? Which clues
are there to serve threads to guide one out of a labyrinth of data?

Now conies hint for action, a first clue, We must awaken all our
senses. To be fully alive and involved with the world, of which we are
integral parts, requires fuller utilization of all sensory apparatus. Intake
of data is severely limited if we use only our eyes. For children, the pri-
mary mode of learning is naturally multisensory. This fact we have long
accepted, but we may erroneously suppose that multisensory learning is
necessary for only the early years of childhood. Once we have mastered
the printed word,.everything, it seems, must come to us through our eyes
alone. Yet the geologist or the chemist, for instance, may derive many
data through touch, taste and smell as well as through vision. Apparently
we limit the use of our eyes to the printed page, depriving ourselves and
our children of vital encounter with lthe stuff of the world. Indeed we
deprive ourselves of that spark which sets the fire of our involvement in
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the depths of knowledge. "In obtaining an eye for an ear, Western man
clearly abandoned depth or structural knowledge in favor, of applied
knowledge.""

We come too soon to take our sensory apparatus for ranted and
thus fail to recognize this prime source for data gathering. As a conse
quence, data processing suffers, for inadequacy ' data can impede the
discovery of pattern, a prerequisite for the forming of content. Honing the.
senses becomes, necessarily, a teaching responsibility. Teachers, recog-
nizing the import of sharpened sensory awareness, send out messages in
the opportunities they provide for a reawakening of the senses.

Thme deprived of the use of one or another sense have much tiltell
us of human potential in sensory utilization. Michael, who cannot see,
demonstrates his acute sense of hearing as he plays ball in the park,.and
he displays his informing sense of touch as he.. explores with his fingers a
topographicalfmap of the United States. Greg, who cannot hear, reveals
remarkable ability to take in the stuff of his environment through his eyes
and hands. In the forming of words when he attempts speech, he feels
sound more than he hears it. His body is alive with its sensing and respond-
ing. A significant increase in the quantity and an alteration in the quality
of data occur with the sharpening of the senses.

One bask evidence of individual differ 'nces is the manner in which
each person takes in sensory data. All too often, despite what we say about
individual differences, we assume that every child receives sensory data in
the same manner. Working with youngsters who have learning difficulties
indicates that there are sensory preferences in children whose complete
sensory equipment is intact. For one pupil, kinesthetic experiences must
be utilized to reinforce what the eye sees and the ear hears.'2 For another.
the inability to shift from one sense mode to another creates problems in
reading."' The teacher must provide opportunities for and encouragement
of fuller utilization of senses whether in kindergarten or the twelfth grade.
Failure to do so deprives youngsters of indispensable data.

The clue that sharpening the senses has much to offer operates in

" Marshall McLuhan "We Need a New PictuN of Knowledge." New insights
and the Curriculum. Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development. 1963
Yearbook. Washington, D.C.: the Association, 1963. p. 62.

211 Newell C. Kephart. The Slow Learner in the Classroom. Columbus, Ohio:
Charles E. Merrill Company,'1960.

'The Institute of Developmental Stthlic .. Department of Psychiatry. New Yor k
Medical College. has beep investigating visual and auditory efficiency of children and
the ability to shift from one modality to another. Children who have difficulties in
learning to read have been found deficient in ability to shift from modality to
modality.



two directions As opportunities arc provided for pupils to discover and
gather a wealth of information, teachers have the opportunity to discover
and gather a wealth of information from children. The teacher should
consider MA a particular pupil's sensory preference is, how his prefei-
cace m,,y be utilized, and how the pupil may be stimulati.d-to fuller aware-
ness of all his senses. The clue oscillates from teacher to child to teacher
with much information for both.. The specific nature of a strengths
and difficulties is revealed in two-way communication which moves edu-
cators far beyond gross categorizing of individuals as "slow," "average"
,and "bright." Differenti;''ion of instruction may then be based upon more
profound diagnoses of differences in sensing and responding. .

Here is a second clue: search for patte Man has long since dis-
Covered this to be his major clue in ordering the stuff of his world. By
observing repetition and regularity since time immemorial, he has derived
his generalizations. Pattern is an arrangement' of parts, elements or details
that suggest a design or an orderly distribUtion. Pattern reveals a complex
whole, characterized by a definite arrangement or interrelation of parts
--so says the dictionary. The true nature of pattern is rhythm; personal
involvement seems to grow out of bodily rhythms. Initially, the child dis-
covers patterns intuitively in the way that children previously describe:4
discovered them.

This writer recalls a recent experience. a first experience in the warp-
ing of a loom. The teacher explained the step-by-step sequence. Despite
concentrated effort, the learneP could not remember thee sequence. Then.
by watching the teacher's movements, she caught the rhythm. There it
was! Onc body moved through the same rhythmic pattern as Vie other.
and out of bodily rhythm, memory was created! A somatic kno4ne was
established. Step-by-step analysis followid, but 'even then with difficulty.
Is it possible that this rhythmic`faclor contributes to a body's iniline know-
ing by virtue of i,,trich intuitive 1. arc ar;ornade? It is the body that remem-
bers the pattern. There is eviden e, too, in this era of electronic senlory
researeg, of the rhythmic nature of our sensory motor apparatus and of
the presence of a pattern in the very intake process -We have reason in
believe that sensations 'are based rarely ever on the frequency code of
one single afferent, but rather on a muhi-tiber modulated pattern which is
transformed on the way to the final receiving centers. of the bra i."' At
this stage of man's knowledge of himself and the world of which he is a
part, there seems to be a meshing of what essentially is the biological

Karma t pf.inii Re I upt,t 11,0 S. Plf,r% Pug Kcploitcd try perinission ol
Yale University Press. New Haven, Copyright 1955 by Yale Unisersiis Press, p 7
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nature of man, his own thythauc patterns, with those patterns be has
discovered from the world:

As Oman says: ".. . . all possible worlds. are within us i they an our
present and inherited responses to information from sense organs bid
down with reasonable phylogenetic constancy,""

Pattern reveals the essence of a structure, its essential form. U we can
orient our youngsters toward discovery of p:tterns Inherent in their en
vironments of persons. and things, they will remain active participants in the
weld. The discussions ?f educators and other specialists regarding the

'inherent structures of man's organized knowledge are pointed in this direc-
tion. "Our electric mode of shaping the new patterns of culture and
information movement is not mechanical but biological. This' is the shift
iirstructtue in the process of education today. .

It is 'in the word "biological" that we may have key to the re-
establishment of ties between the child and Lite stuff of the world organized
into his school subject matter. Can we not' capitalize can this biological
mode of leamin ;7 The wonder of it all is evoked from Sensing and tesppoci-
ing.to the whokness of things Teachers need to develop

prototypes of experiences aimed at t tie appreciation of structure
through engaging the children in actually building least part of lb,. structure
theurielves. In this sense the learning described is rally mote akin to an artistic
than to a scientific experience; it is suggested that 'heart of mathematics is more
readily accessible to being appreciated by ettildirn than the science of iriathe-
mattes klnce childrerrhake learned to enjoy the beauty of something as a whole
structure. they can then. perhaps years later, learn to analyze 'the structure to
a scientific way. I child's lay- of looking at new things is one of "bonder and
enjoyment: it is only we sophisticated adults that tend to swam all the beauty
out of things."'

Clue t Ideas That Serve as Organizing Agents

A necessary component for pattern search that reveals structure is
the iuxtaposition'of material which, by its very nature. invites its discovery
Suet presentation can serve to provide a number of clues as it elicits
comparison The teacher' ri ho has grasped the inherent, structure and the
ideas invol%ed in a particular field knows the clues ihat lead to the dis-
covery of differences and similarities Thus the teacher who has grasped
the p, -'ern of the generalized nurnhcr ,yskrn recognizes the principle of
recurrence of numerals in any such system and the utility of MO. He

1111/41, p 9
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grrlieDIS % %kin iuiuposcJ 011144 number s)stems so that
yoUngstets may trasp pattern When asked to compare these with the
Roman, number s)stern: %.hildren 'discover the variety of pattern conceived
by man They note the value of zero, the wonder of that simple symbol
that habenabkdiman to come so far in his development. They recognize
the role of positional notation in any number system. and they come to
appreciate the structure of their own number cvstent Juxtaposition such as
thii enables a child to 'dandy hi, on system by a process of differentiation,

The same mashies of comparison can also operate successfully in the
\, social sciences It would seem that. Inherent in Taba's recommendation

for coniparative education.'' the juxtaposition o materials again plays a
\, most significant role in the discovery of patterns. As children in a fifth

grade class literarily explored the world of another people (Thirty-One
Brothers and Sisters and Semen Grandorhery "1, they identified with
Ncuuusa, a girl in a Zulu chief's family, and her siblings. They discovered
a ,patletu is family roles ana relationships. While people are all different.
essential human patterns emerge in their process of juxtaposing another
culture with their own In exploring the world. one discovers oneself!

This is the essence of the three-dimensional programing we need
to do as teachers if we would reasonably guarantee personal involvement
vitamin& It is quite different from the linear programing of the ..wping
machine. Such itataposition of content ptovides children ssith focus, as a
functioa of depth of fieldi which so many of our children well in this time
of blurred images, This kind of focus contributes to the development of
ability to differentiate. Essential patterns emerge. yet the child is not
hraitt4 only to patterns already' Iscovered There are times, too, when
.childrio make discoveries that contribute ta't a teacher's insight and that
operate to improve his future teaching. Feedback of this kind is available
only to "teachers-in-the-round."

A group of' fifth graders studying Africa %as reading myths. folktales
arid animal stories. in a discussion about these without teacher planning or
suggestiote,janie observe& "Some-of these are just like our Beer Rabbit
stories: Tiow come?" ianies-discoyery of-PatterolbtAl to finding connections

',between the African culture and our own. Evidently. the idea of searching
for patterns serves to stimulate thinking about thing s discovered in the past
as well. These same children. in connection' wiih acting out and then discuss-
ing the role of an African tribal chief. were impress.ed with the people of the
tribe and the responsibilities they expected of theit leaders They recalled.

"Hilda Tabs "Education for independent Valuing." New hitighri Cur-
fkuhent. Association It Supervision and Curriculum Development. 1963 YeadroOk-
Waskunglon. Dr.:: the Association. 1963. p. 221?

"Both volumes by Reba Puff MstOY. Chicago Follett PublishuitCompany.
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that, in their study of American Indians.mo years before, these people- also
had such expectations. The train of thought set in motion by cultural juxta-
position raised many significant questions aboutelected leaders in their riwn
culture. As a consequence, there. was a grappling with m re profound .con-
cepts-in-formation about democracy. This continuous, o 1-ended search
for patterns to discover meaning calls. a teacher's grasp of structural
knowledge and .1 sensitivity to pupils' patterns of thought.

During recent years, imaginative research into the. cognitive life of chil-
dren has indicated that there is individual patterning of thought.2" As teach-
ers, we need to become increasingly aware of children's differences, to re-
spect these, and to make provision for differing cognitive styles. Children
may be dealing with the same content, yet they use varying approaches to
it and varying forms of organization of it. It toachers utilize the clue, search-
for-the-learning-patterns; they should be able to garner information which

4

will enable them to free children for further exploration of the world.
For instance, Susan, an exceptionally bright youngster, could not cope

with mathematics at the beginning of the school year. She understood the
most subtle relationships in other areas of living, recognizing Patterns in
studies of people and of the natural and physical environment. All this was
evident from her contributions to class discussion and from her writing.
Yet; in the realm of number, she was stymied. For her, number just made
no senseand Susan could not learn by rote! Unless she could see the
pieces tit some pattern, memory failed her. There are some persons who
would say, and did sayo that this youngster need not be "good in every-
thing," and that good old-fashiOned drill would, help to pull her through

This attitude toward subject ,matter carries the seeds of future disaster.
Because of it, potential may be destroyed be ore it is discovered. In Susan's
ease, further investigation disclosed that the youngster needed some clues
to indicate how the stuff of mathematics held together, some sense. of its
structure. She had not been able to find out for herself; therefore her teacher
needed to know the structure and how to present it. When Susan discovered-
the ideas which underlay and held the structural keys to our number system,\
a "now I see" look appeared on her face. When she was asked to use the

,,ten symbols of our number system and to reflect on the ways in which she
had used them, Susan discovered the principle of recurrence of numerals.

"'Z. P. Dienes con( ept For-mu/um wig/ Personafity. Leicester: Leicester Univer-
sity Press, 1959.

J. Kagan and H. A Nloss. The Psychological Significance of Styles of concep-
tualization. Unpublished manuscript. 1962.

A. Thomas, H. G. Birch. S. Chcss, and L. C. Robbins. "Individuality in Responses
of Children to Similar Environmental Situations." Journal of Psychiatry 117: 798403:
1961.

The Annual Report of Center tor Cognmve Studiel. Cambridge: HarVard Uni-
versity,.1962, contains a description of ongoing work in perception and cognition.
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She found out about positional notation and the role of zero. How beauti-
fully consistent and simple are these ideas!

On understanding the consistent, orderly quality of our number system,
Susan needed one further clue: there are many ways to solve a problem.
Now she was freed; she could think! She could shape the quantitative con-
tent of her world because she grasped those ideas which serve as organizing
agents. Once she was able to perceive these ideas, she could manipulate
numbers with facility, with far more facility, in fact, than those still ap-
proaching arithmetic as operational steps rather than as a set of consistent
ideas.

A primal test of this child:s ability came the day she arrived at an
incorrect answer to a complicated problem. When she was asked what she
had been thinking to get that answer she revealed a most fascinating ap-
proach to the problem. No other child, nor the teacher, nor the textbook
author had thought to do the problem In quite this way. It was a longer,
perhaps a more naive process, but it was a demonstration of true mathe-
matical thinking. Her error lay not in her thinking but in the final step, at
which Susan took one-fourth of a number instead of the required three-
fourths! Susan is now a high school student Who can think in mathe-
matical terms. She is an example of a person whose pattern of thinking
includes the ability to sense the structure of a particular group of ideas,
before moving to utilize availaNe facts; in a word, she is a "conceptualizer."
All teachers haVe worked with similar children, who are sometimes least
rewarded in schools because of their inability to regurgitate facts!

Steve, on the other hand, had scads of facts at his fingertips, especially
facts of history. He had cluttered his mind, bit by bit, with many blocks of
subject matter strewn in debris-like helter-skelter. each on another. The
form of his content was merely a listing, of names, dates, events; this, for
him, was history. He could not pull out the facts he knew when his group
discussed a pervasive social problem of our time, desegregation. As the
group investigated how a situation like that in Little Rock. could occur in
our country.. Steve contributed nothing. He knew the "facts" of history.
but his facts hid reality. He could collect facts, but he could not order these
except in mere 'chronological sequence. For him, history was no more than
this. Steve might he described as a high-memory learner. a piecemeal oper-
ator. All teachers know such children. for whom involvement with the world
can be severely limited, even when, like Steve. they are highly intelligent.
Yet teachers reward these children in much of they testing done in school.
For Steve and children like him, the function of memory is mere reproduc-
tion rather than vital reconstruction."

° Sir Frederick C. flarIle11 Remortbermi: I otidon Candiridee I'mwrst} ,Press
1933.
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History could be different for Steve. With a teacher's help,.he could
learn to capitalize on his strength of memory. He could be encouraged
to search his storehouse of historical data to build a reconstruction of that
past, an accounting of events which seem to hold together. He needs to
discover that it is in some pattern that we find meaning for events. A few.
clue questions could indicate the possibilities in seeking relationships. Who
are the people most directly affected? When did they first come to America?"
Under what conditions? Pertinent questions could serve as threads to lead
Steve along in his search. He has the material; now he must give it meaning-
ful dynamic form. On gradually getting the idea that relationships can exist
anci are there for the Creating, he could be freer to develop his own thoughts,
his own response to time past and present.

Susan and Steve have different cognitive styles. Each demonstrates
areas of strength and weakness. Susan inclines toward forming data so
that pattern emerges, but a gap exists for her: she cannot store data unless
it fits some pattern immediately. Steve is able to store data piecemeal, but
he has difficulty in relating and interrelating the stored material. A teacher
must be sensitive to the differences in cognitive patterning. To release chil-
dren for increased participation in life, teachers need Pal-search for patterns
of learning as they,. exist and ihen to shape their teaching strategies
accordingly.

Proficiency in organizing intake data, as one explores the world, de-
mands that one use a wide range of clues. A vital clue for personal involve-
ment is,-this: shit t your vantage point for viewing. Special action is called
for. To obtain three-dimensional picture of the world, one rittit view
objects from different angles. When one looks at the front of a building, he
has a flat, two-dimensional view. A fuller comprehension of "building" can
come to him only when he shifts his viewing point.

A fascinating book for young children, All worth adult reading, is
It Looks Like This.' This book tells the story of four miceHigh Mouse.
Side Mouse. Front Mouse. and Back Mouse (so named because they live
in those parts of'the barn), each of whom perceives a cow, a horse, and a
pig differently. Each is convinced that the other is wrong until a cat arrives.
In frantic haste to escape, the mice run and hide together. Now they dis-
cover that each is right, for they all see the cat from the same angle. Each
time the enemy turns, the mice see herfront view, side view, back view.
Would that human beings might absorb the lesson from this story early
in life! How much more receptive we would be toward others; how much
more willing to stay with the stuff of the world, to explore it from many
angles! One viewing and labeling deprives us of any reasonable encounter

*Irtna.1 Wrtiber r4c-* Yotk Wilisam R. %coil, Inc '1944
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with reality." To know,cin a personal sense, demands multi-viewing.
This clue operates at different levels. It is not only a hint for action,/

but it can also be a clue to the discovery of relevant data. Each discipline
is essentially another way of viewing the world. In effect, each discipline
is also a different way of responding to the world. Artist, scientist (social
or physical), mathematician: each responds to the world of people and
the natural, physical world quite differently. By virtue of these differences
in what the individual sees and seeks, different content is garnered. There
is an aesthetic component in each body of content: an ordering, with its
friliftxpressed; a harmonizing of discovered relationships. To obtain any
reasonably composite picture of the world, one must shift his vantage point
for viewing, as man Must have done since time immemorial. Depending on
what one wants to know, as he interacts with his environment, he will shift
his vantage point. Consequently, teachers must help children to an aware-
ness of this indispensible clue. Mere telling will not suffice. Teachers must
devise situations in which youngsters can cognize the basic utility of the clue.

One such fascinating opportuttity has been provided by an imaginative
physicist, Robert Karplus," who is experimenting with fiiiiJamental scien-
tific ideas in lofts for children to explore. He has two observers, Mr. 0
and Mr. 0'. Mr. 0 stands. in a toy truck alongside a wooden block. Mr.
0' is outside the truck. The truck is rolled across the floor, viter which
the children are asked whether the block is moving. This seeming visual
absurdity leads to the sudden discovery of the valuable idea that it depends
on where you (Mr. 0 or Mi. 0') are standing: your vantage point for
viewing! Shades of relativity! What a wonderfully fruitful discovery that
can be applied to all aspects of living!

Teachers can provide innumerable opportunities for pupils to make
this discovery again and again in all stages of their development' if they
recognize. the potential energy in this most vital idea. The idea may serve
to release children in several ways. The vast knowledge :which man has

accrued enables him to approach `and respond to our world in different
ways, and should free us and our children to respond in our own individ4
ways. This essential part of our nature, individual difference, we have yet
to take fully into account. if a composite picture of our world is to be
gained from our different viewings, then 'each of us has a point of view to
contribute, as did Dr. Webber mice Sclfcontidence in ones own point

uErneit Scbachtel. Afeiamorphocii. New York Basic Books. Inc , 1959. Note
particularly the chapter on "The Dcyelopment of Focal Attention and the Emergence
of Reality."

Si Dr. Robert Karplus has been involved on an esperimenfal progra n in the teach-
ing of science at-the UnivetiY of California,. . CJIIttirnve tic A at present at
the University of Maryland.
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of view is essential for individualized learning. We can gain additional
ideas from this notion. It takes many more than one point of view to develop
a composite picture. Thus, points of view must be shared, and from such
sharing 'will come an education of our perceptions. The expression, "Look
at it from my viewpoint," now has real meaning. If: as Arthur Combs says,
"seeing is behaving," then how valuable clue may be!

Noting differences of approach as one shares one's perception with
others can be releasing even in the field of mathematics. Add this column'
of figures:

9
8
7
6

Have you learned to work down to add; up to check? Most people have.
This is one way of adding, a way designed to establish a feeling of security
that there is a way. Yet how many other ways Ire there to add this column?
Some work has now been done with groups of children and teachers in
helping them vary their methods of addition. In a group of teachers-to-be,
one of the members suddenly gasped, "I always thought I was sloppy at
addition!" She had used combinations of numbers, but she felt guilty about
her approach. How many of us freeze to one way as the way? A part of
reaching out for other "leamings" comes from a sharing of perceptions.
"I never thought of that," denotes awareness of another vantage point for
viewing. Points of view are the bricks which build the house of thought
with the mortar of imagination. There arc many implications inherent in
this idea (e.g., the treatment of controversial issues in the classroom), but
lack of space necessitates that the reader find his own.

To this point, we have discussed dues which are primarily concerned
with the ways in which learners absorb the sensuous stuff of the World; the
ways in which they may become more fully involved in the handling of,
data; and their ways of shaping the content of their world. We have been
concerned with dile:. which should easonably guarantee a measure of
reedom: to sense, to respond, toeseleet, to relate, to organize, to interpret

i ways that will show as a learner's own rhythmhis patterns of thoughts,
fe9.1iigs and actions. In attempting to analyze the kinds of clues which oper-

`5te to increase personal involvement in living, we need yet another category
of ideas which promote identity. These arc ideas that add an affective
component which ties us to other people, times and places: contribute to
the development of a sense of belonging; provide a sense of the ongoing-
ness of human endeavor and a sense of resilience in the facerof difficulties.
They strike II feSpOilSIVC chord in all mankind, contributing to the shaping
of content in both our public and our private domains.
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When one surveys the stuff of our world today, he needs to remember
that each way of viewing, each discipline, haS a history. This is a clue. Men
have thought about the stuff of their world in the past.- are thinking about
it in the present, and will continue.todo so in the future: Ilarners,4
fascinated with this idea. Wonder grows as one stops to think about
time when he was not. Kindergarten youngsters leave a look of wonder
on their faces as they arc told a story of the ways man counted before
ever having such tools as numerals. Later, this story comes suddenly to
memory, helping a yOungster cognize that counting is essentially match-
ing; and later, that "matching" is termed by our mathematicians one-to-
one correspondence.

A group of second graders, struggling do develop their skills foi recog-
nizing the printed word, were enthralled by an exploration of the era before
man had a spoken language. Their own difficulties with communication
and their ingenuity in overcoming them established a tie with the main-
stream of mankind. These were flesh and blood difficulties. They felt them.
Spoken and written words take on cogent meaning through such an experi-
vice, and language is no longer taken for granted.

A group of eighth graders. assuming 1,)o much, were floored bY a
second grader's question. fhey had gathered a good.bit of information
about American electoral processes. Just before. Election Day, they were
invited to tell the second grade about what they had found. Then a second
grader said, "That voting ideathat's a good one Who ever thought it
up first?" The eighth graders went running to their teacher because they
did not know the answer. A second grader had sent his seniors for further
basic inquiry. An idea had been planted .and thoughts were now ingested
with a new vitality. if learners are given opportunities to discover .and
explore new and emerging ideas, they may find that they, too, can con-
tribute to ideation. Newton once said creators of ideas stand on the
shoulders of those who have preceded them.

There is a living, dynamic, propelling quality in man's creations,
revealed through history. This fact was indicated in negative _fashion by
a seventh grade group. which had been very active in investigating aspects
of The physical world. When they were asked which brand of science
each of them might be interested, in pursuing if they were to rzcome sci-
entists, their unanimous opinion was as follows whatever the branch it must
in some way deal with outer Space, Asked why they had chosen this special
focus, they ''Well, it's new. We don't know very much about it.
Maybe y e can discover something nobody else ever. hay. in most of the other
stuff like chemistry and biology. everything has been discovered." There is
an urgent message for us in these statements Children want to ufrntify with
the mainstream of mankind to nuke their contributions
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Ideas Invite Involvement

An historical search may, in a general sense, establish this identity
with the mainstream of mankind. Yet it also oper Ates to establish identity
in another more particular sense: the identification Of self with time past
as one seeks rootedness in time present. This was revealed by Linda and
Laura, each of whom responded quite differently to the data collected dur-
ing an historical search for those multiple events which led to our current
desegregation problems. Linda wrote het book report after readingevery;
thing she could find about the Negro people:

North Star Shining* was a book of famous Negroes and how they lived.
It also told about the slaves coming from Africa and praying to God for free-'
dom. Yet, it was sad treating my people.so badly. So sad that you would cry.
Some slaves got jobs and became famous. If it had not been for Negr-oes, the
South would have been very poor.

In spite of troubles, Booker T. Washington became famous in education.
Marian Anderson became one of our greatest singers. George Washington
Carver became a great s.:ientist. I enjoyed North Star Shining and will remem-
ber-it for a long time.

We can infer from what we know of Linda that she was seeking
sustenance from a sense of rootedness. If her people could overcome past
difficulties, then she might, too. The ability to overcome difficulties con-
'tributes to resilience and maturity in growing4Jiistory gives us evidence of
this fact. The struggle to overcome difficulties and,the struggle for freedom

it seem univarsal battles that individuals have fought throughout ages. Ciom-
mitment and responsibility develop from this personal identification, as

ri Linda found by rooting herself in her people through "remembrince of
things past."

The same focal problem may elicit quite different responses and series
of connections. Lent's story told of a crucial experience.

When 1 was going on the bus to Louisiana with My mother, the bt s dopped
in Tennessee for all the people to have their supper. I didn't notice at the time,
because I had never thought of it. but the colored peoplekad to eat in a separate
room than the rest of 'the people.

When you walked into the dining rooms. one door going into a different
room said "Colored" and another door said "White" going into another, room.
My mother and I ate and then we decided to get a postcard to send, to
Daddy. We went into the waiting room. They had souvenirs, postcards and
little glass animals I told mother that I wanted la get a little glass horse and a
postcard for Daddy. Mommy said she would like to send Daddy a postcard also.

They had separate waiting rooms too. But I don't see why, because what
difference does it make' All people are the same! I

Ifildeprde,114)1 Swett New York, Will-Lam Morrow and Company, 1947.



Outside of the building were drinking -fountains and there were different
drinking fountains too.

After we got to Louisiana we met an aunt there and her. little girl. We rode
the city bus home. The colored people had to sit in the back of the bus. I don't
know why though. I had never thought of it before, but when we started talking
about segregation, it just came back to me.

Laura was questioning. Suddenly she became aware of something
which she had never before thought to question. How will Laura answer
her own questions? This we do not know. However, here was a type of
response, personal questioning, which makes possible some movement to-
ward assuming responsibility." Imbuing oneself with ideas Ithich can
make a difference is an important part of living.

The sense of rootedness inherent in history is something we all need
to sustain us. The human urge to belong transcends any confines of family,
ethnic, racial, peer or national group. It is a feeling of fixity in; firmament
of time which evokes some cosmic sense'of responsibility so necessary in

"Way's,. as in yesterday's and tomorrow's, world. Grqups of adolescents,
visiting with old people at a Golden Agc center; had been given a direct
glimpse of the near past through those who were living when "old New
York" was somewhat younger. The young pared with the old and each
contributed to the 'other. How seldom we establish such rapport with
another generation! Yet, there are always other generations available, to us-.

A group of student teachers in the social studies was asked to visit
such a center. Initially, the group expressed great discomfort at the idea.
What would younger people talk about with the older? Would not this be
a somewhat painful experience? With reluctance, the group went--and evi-
dently found something its members will long remember. Conversation
came more easily than they had expected. the old-timers, ages 65 through
90, were happy to have guests. The members of the younger generation
watched; then found themselves listening more than talking. With what
were they impressed? Unlike the children who came away with some sense
of the past, the adults came away with some sense of the future! Back in
class, bre any discussion, there was quiet contemplation; then. the flood
of- rises:

"There is so much these old-timers redo."
"Did you see the head Mr. A. was sculpting? He's over 80."

"Dwayne Huebner. Professor of Education. Teachers College. Columbia liniver-
sity, touches on the theme of responsibility in his clvaptgr. "New Modes of Man's Re-
lationship to Man," in Association for Supervision and Curriculum nevelopment.
op. fit. During a recent conversation, he juxtaposed on a piece of paper the words
"response ability" and "responsibility."
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`It is as though they have just begun to live. Mrs. G. never painted
before. She worked in a factory until three years ago."

"You can discover things about yourself you never knew."
"If old age can be like this, hilinot afraid of it any more. Back home,

our old people just wait to die. We don't even want ,to think about getting
old. Why can't we have a center like that."

A near-past generation served as a bridge to the past for youngsters
and a bridge to the future for adults, evoking personal responses from each.
In all ways, our historical view of human .responses to all aspects of our
worldscientific, mathematical, artistic or whatevermay contribute to
some sense of identity or rootedness. And it is this feeling of belong-
ing to the world that leads to development of a sense of responsibility
and commitment.

Another universal idea contributing to iderttification with, others in
botj time and place is this: man, throughout the ages, has expressed himself
with similar mediaarchitecture, sculpture, painting, dance, music, drama,
literature. Yet, while the 'media have remained, their forms have changed.
Even a cursory survey of changs in form, contributes to instilling wonder.
Seventh graders involved with the Far East suddenly were struck by wonder
as a knowing teacher 27 opened the field.of Oriental literature for their ex-
ploration. As they read Chinese and JapanesC poetry in translation, they
noted particularly the use of things of nature as symbols for universal ideas
such as freedom and peace. Then, having found these, they sought the
poetry of their own people, only to discover that the same human pattern
emerged here, too. How different the forms, yet the ideas evoke universal
response.

Another teacher," 'believing that ideas invite involvement, worked
with a class of third graders, studigg Japan..(Note th4t they were studying
Japan, not about Japan.) The children read Haiku poetry and thcn at-
tempted to write some of their own. They had grasped the Haiku idea
for creating a laconic imagery, though the exotic peculiarity of its meter
escaped them:

Children are in houses
Everything is quiet.

Back come
Hundreds of
Wings from the south

r Morris Salz teaches at the Little Red Schoolhouse in New York Cits.

ii* Elaine Flory Fisher. a student teacher at the time. is no33 an art teacher in
Lexington. Massachusetts.
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In the woods
Deer look for food
And rabbits hop around.

The children imitated- the-Japanese style, but the content was their own.
To follow through, this young teacher-to-be 'provided the children

with an opportunity to respOnd, to their world as would a Japanese artist.
The brushes, the paper, the.ink were all available. Three ideas became the
children's action foci: negative space, harmony, and spontaneity. The
teacher gave no definitions for these words, though they symbolized im-
portant ideas. Ilb

To enable her eight-year-olds to grasp the idea of negative space,
the teacher had the youngsters contort their bodies, and then asked what
portions of their bodies occupied space. How would they describe the
space that was unoccupied? It was "empty." Very quickly they grasped
the idea that there is a relationship between space filled and space empty,
So it is for the Japanese artist who is extremely conscious of this relation-
ship. When the teacher asked Jimmy what harmony. was, he said, "That's
in music when you have different people singing different partsand it
sounds nice."

"Yes," said the teacher, A hav harmony in music. If that s harmony
in music, what do you suppose an artist means when he talks abot t harmony
in a pictUre?"

"Oh, that must he when you use different colors and they loOk good
together,'' answered Ellen.

Spontaneity was an ilea the pupils could not define from their experi-
ence with language, so the teacher told them about it. Then they painted
beautiful scrblls on rice paper, but more than this. they had planted within
them a seed of an idea.the idea that there was a wa of life different
from their own.

The ways of the Japanese seemed difficult to understand because
the children had to give much thought to them before taking action. The
children heard and used the word "contemplation" for the first time.
Once more, they experienced the need to think before taking action when
they attempted to write their names in Japanese ideographs. As they pre-
pared to copy the symbols for their own names which had been prepared
beforehand by a Japanese woman, Jimmy s,id, "Oono, I'm nervous. I'm
gonna goof."

Mrs. Fisher reassured hill by demonstrating how the Japanese womv
held her wrist from beneath to pick her hand. Jimmy promptly grasped
his wrist from the topside amil proceeded to make hi,' lines.. Thus. the
children established a tie with persons of another culture and obtained
a glimmer of what it means to he different but still the same.
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Symbols: Media for Conscious Shaping of Content

The preceding description of a teacher at work with ideas that invite
involvement has within it another clue. The way in which Mrs. Fisher
elicited definitipns from her children indicates an approach to language in
w hick, youngsters have an dpportunity to make words their own. Before
one can. become fully involved with his world beyond primary, sensory
experience, he mu,,t "own" words. Language is man's creation, but he
uses many symbol systems In fact, each discipline has a symbol system of
its own. There is a language of words, of mathematics, of music, of art, of
geography. . . .29 Without such symbol systems, we would be unable to.
commtinicate or record our experiences, and without communication and
recording we could not develop our thoughts beyond the sensory-motor
stage. Only through symbols are we able to grasp and structure any reality,
to give some form to our ideas.

A word does not refer to a single object but to a group or to a class of
objects. Each word is therefore already a generahz..tion, Generalization is a
verbal act of thought and reflects reality in quite another way than sensalion,
and perception reflect it."

"Owning" words, then, becomes a more complicated matter than
repeating some mere object label sounded by-an adult. The world of experi-
ence must be greatly simplified and generalized before it can be translated
into symbols.st It would seem, therefore, that our ttsk is far more compli-
cated than we had supposed. If we want children to achieve personal mean-
ing as they move out to explore their yorld, they must he able to utilize
tools of language for more than mere basic conversational %;ommunication.
They must use language as a tool for thought. To own words requires a
multiplicity of experiences to establish a tie between them and their refer-
ents. Only in this way may-children and adults grasp the meanings, the
concepts, which are involved. !However, language may limit perception if
one ha, only one word to go with one referent, or vice versa, Stereotypes
may and do emerge when language is limited. Language actually offers a
vane of ways of referring to things. It is mukiplicity of expression which

dren must be helped to discover to free them for ever more meaningful
xploratiQn. If we urge children to use a dictionary or if we tell them the
eanings of words before they have made an effort to generalize from their
xperiences, we deprive them of signal opportunities to make words their

own, to shape the meanings of words from their experiences.

Language. here. refers to them3ny symbolic systems created by man rather
than to the word as *fined by linguistic specialists, who refer to the spoken word
when they use the word **language**

*L. S. Vygotskv. op co p s
" !hid p
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Mrs. Fisher invited her youngsters to create definuums out of their
experience, and they'did this with great success. As children grow, they
may derive their own definitionsif we give them some clues to the struc-
ture of their language. Yet, for the most part, we say to them, "Use the
dictionary!" Of course, the dictionary may well be used to check one' i own
definitions. In this way, it is possible to discover that one knows more than
one believes he does, and the experience is decidedly satisfying. However,
there arc so many everyday words which have different meanings when
they are used in the languages of different disciplines that one may not gram
.the ideas they convey until one becomes acquainted with these lanintagts.
A group of children and, in fact, a group of teachers, thouglIt4itat they
did not know the meaning of "rational number." Their 6rst'reaction was
to give up and consult the dictionary. When they were asked what "rational"
means In everyday language, ,they gave reasonable defu2idons. Then, with
another clue (to look for the-word'root ),.both the children and the teach-
ers found that they could define the word: By active participation-in-search,
an individual makes his that mini; which constitutes a discovery. As
White says:

Effectanee motivation must. be conceived to involve satisfactiona feeling
of efficacyin transactions in which behavior hits an exploratory; varying
experimental character and produces changes in the stimulus field. Having this
character, the behavior leads the organism to find out how the environment can
be changid and what consequences flow from these changes.*

We have heard much about the importanceef, and modes for, motivat-
ing children to learn. Mainly, psychologists and educators have investigated
the emotional, social and physical developmems of the child to get at those
factors which seem to have embolic tendencies for his intellectual develop.
ment. These categories having been analyzedleparatelf in the main, intel-
lectual developm,ent has suffered as a consequence. We are only now 'be-
ginning to realize the dynaniic relationship among the develipments, each
Patterning being highly unique and individual. Also, we are beginning to
accept curiosity as inherent in every human being. If we de so, we must
capitalize upon ways for freeing curiosity so that we may open possibilities
for all children' to engage in wider and profounder exploration.

As educators who tend to focus on nerds, drives and habits, we have
too often omitted the ways in which ideas operate to affect the very per
sonality of an individual. We have long emphasized ways in which indi-
viduals' perceptions influence ideas in their perceptual fields. However, we
have yet to become fully aware of those ways in which an idea itself can

"R W White "Motivation ReconstAlcted. 1 he Concept ot Competence
PtKhologrcal Rf'if11 66 3:9. 1959
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and does act to open individuals- perceptual fields Actually.

an idea contain., potential energy . it ts the conscious form ukcn
. by out feeling and impulses.. itcontairts within itself a ihnamic power to

move .

'This chipter has been an attempt to clarify the K lys in which'coger_it
ideas. developed by men exploring their world), may be utilioxl as clues
for helping children become more fully ,intolved with exploring their world.
The stuff of the disciplinet is the stuff of, our world. As we hold fast to
this idea, we are caused to rethink all foes of curricular opportunities whick
we offer childrev. With our eyes *used upon our children exploring the

,world, we should examine with care the structure's of all tkviplines to
discover ftu:064cleas which may serve as clues for opening new possibilities
for &wove:MAW 'desIdeping the potential of individual learners.

e*/ "Charles A, Pferli Introduction to J. B. Bury lhr idea f Pi, 4rtil New York
Dover Publications. itink.p et and
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fostering Individualization
in the classrobm

The Yearbook Committee
iffrooperation. with LptAraZirhesa

IN THE preceding chapter. an examination was made of the
uses of subject matter in releasing human potential in etassreont and schook
in the"Pitsent chapter. we .highlight the interactive- process by . whicb
human, eing *its human being in releasing potential. When teacher and
"pupil' iriteractin the.classroom, the teacher .plays .3 predominant and sig

!: nificentrole. Therefore wieshall give major attention in this ehapterto what
the 'teacher sloes to help release human potential thrriugh aninging.and:
encouraging desirable interaction, .

.First..however. wr feel it necemary to reaffirm our faith in hurt= pi)-
; tenlial as we h.ive defined it heretofore. Each person yearns for a sense ,of

hump dignity and .self-respect, and cich strives to establish ateaningiul
ties with- thes.natural and physicalworld 'mid with the' world-of people,
with peers, with teachers, and with all other persons who ire pan of his .

world. .

We arc concerned with those processes'of Interaction that toectentaii-
cat; to learners the fact that teichets Ive Funhermore, sc ate interested '-
in those ideas that help tci.prevent the chi/dm) from the sdenol
community. because we rtCognize that alienation leads to 'leek al commit:..
Ment and to lack of responsibility:both of which are vitai .nr*.'vmsties for
discovery and development of humsin prifoitial. In the following discusuon.,)

offer -tot alitivariteed prescription. for curing abetuition, but father sonic

* Members of the V'Uibook Coionsittec'eub to-efoleitbary for chaplet haw
Included SIsf4k 0. hfelby. *ha oritsuited sod wrote ist.%- of the chow ossiest;
Homes Mom who willSeWed 'frubtfehots k, seterichon, totkte Atvoreeths sod
Rwhattt L Mattesico., *tio rwtxted rditOrild soggeosoos 'sat tittoolaboo toss
7.1thei lewhedinost of the ilhotiatne material. a voill poitoo of et from t tom'
vious irtilutvi and the tettuiqiatt kir% eat of,,kercatooe in &Ulm. kteg rienPfUlled
levels1 of thc rotiellot,

a 1
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Ideas that we believe may Serve as significant guidelines, ideas that operate
acrost ages and stages of humin development.,

The. .Teacher's Role

At the outset, the teacher shorild think about his role and come-to.
recognize what is of significanceln the dynamic interplay of humankind-'
as each human being explores the world of people. All that we know about
the direction and force of human growth. all that we know of the-naturel
and physical world .of which we arc a part, and all ,that we _know- of our
cultural context come together to result in a pattern of behairic4 Which. is
highly specifk for any one individual Therein be our essential differences.
Even as we recognize these differences, the. universals which arc- our
Similarities emerge as Well.

.

The 'welter -Meets with his group:of-pupils da the lint day of iny
school yearc.he crinfronts s mais,tif .feceS. There is asameness about them
all. but only for a brief .period of time, Gradually. individual facesenierge
to be matched with patsies, with ipecille ideas expressed. with personality

.,,revealed. The amorphous_masi takes shape as the teacher differentiates
onepeeson Iroin another, Only when he knows each member as a FCESCHI
dews become to trio* the true nature of his group. Only then can he operate
to free the potential energy of the individuals within the group..,

What does the teacher do as he views his group? He takes five important
!mellow. -fa) He becomes alert to significant clues; (b) he responds to these. /
dues; (c) he is SCUSILIVe to time and tuning; (d) he diagroa6. and (e) he
encourages Untied:Con that is continuous and self-perpetuating., Each of
the five actions is described in the following pages.

The bathe( Is Aleft to Chows

To guide his initial' action, the teacher begins a search for dues
Sensitive teachers kim to -tune in on all kinds of wavelengths and ob
all types of communication Recant work in human communication indicates
that there is more than one communication mode that needs to be con-
sidered. and the CUI7C/11 icalizauon that nonverbal cammunkatuxt can net
human beingS valuable data it especially vital to educators. The spec&
sensitivity which teachers need is a disciplined sensitivity which reflects an
understanding of the dynamics of human growth, and which is character-
urd by 'dully of perception and ability w to otganizr she data perceived
that essential patterns of behavior arc revealed

Children, communicate in sortil babe ways lo observing
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these ways, ietteliers can draw valid inferences as long as they view the
learner in his total' patterning, for only then can the inferences:have
meaning and justification.._

1. There is physiological communication, involving physical demeanor.
A 'pitta's position may reveal. how he feels about himself. For instance, be
may communicate, by the way he .sits,. how he is relating to an ongoing .

activity. A facial expression at a particular, time and, in a eartictilar cdntext
may tell a sensitive teacher: a great deal. ,A clionge of color, the quivering
of the corners of the smith, the clenching of 4and, the raising or lowering
of head or eyes: all these physiological clues may reveal.a learner's problems
or'feelinres. .

2..There is communication through action or the absence of' action;
Experienced teachers are 'familiar with children who move in to tat:l '
job With alacrity, and with children who arc hesitant and tentative is what.
ever they do. Action or the absence Of it provides dues as to what the
teacher, should do with inclayiduard pupils and with groups of pupils in
specific situations

3. There is,. of course, ve'bal communication By means of it, the
teacher obtains most of his data. or at least most of the data on which be
.usually "relies,.

Consider the child who, in "situation Act situation, expresses him-
self as not desiring' what he malty wants because he feats that be 'will

'be unsuccessful, He Says he ao..s not wish to participate in a school play
However, the leachef; knowing the child in his particular patterning, insists
that he -come to the auditorium :alms' to watch the rehearsals As the child
,watr.bes, be enters the activity despite himself. does creditably as an actor,
and discoveri an unreocaled aspect of his potential

When child expresses feat or teserution, the pitch arid quality of
his !,:iiisce may reveal more than the wars he utter An increase -..tn volume
or a rise in pitch may indicate rising, emotion though the words are calm
A decrease in volume or the absence. of the usual mfkction may indicate
apathy, nervousness or fear

Raising one's voice at the end of the sentence turns a ',catcall:at into
question and may be the only way b fuel) the Lamy ,can reseal his

uncertainty or need for help F:,7t instant e, Douglas pained little from his
reading. his word recognition was high, but his 'comprehension was poor
Searching for the reason, his teacher noted that though Douglas read well

he read scsetal statements on.each page as if they were questions
When be discussed the punctuation marks with his teacher, . Douglas showed
understanding of ponctuition, vet the habit of raising ti voice cixtuntled
The teacher then began k t3;l with ban .ilxtut c,tch scittcnce in which this
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happened She discovered that Douglas was able to iccugmze many words
and was competent in Working out the sounds of many others, but because
of an extremely limited vocabulary, he did not know the meanings of the
words he read fluently. He had been telling his teachers this for several
years by trading aa questions all sentences that held no meaning for him.
but previous teachers had missed the clue.

The teacher needs to assess what children are telling him through
their speech against what they are telling him through other modes bf com-
munication, Actions often are more eloquent than words. Accompanying
bodily motementi_iuidliaciaLcaptimsions_may hC rnorriasealingihan_actual.
speech content While some children learn to cover up their true feelings
through guarded speech, a similar veiling of trup feelings through guarded
gestures. for exampk, is less likely,

4_ There is mulumodal commumeation, Much of the tt.uie, the teacher
is sensitive to a combination of all three Modes of commune Won, i.e., the
due that isgiven through .physical expression is 'repeated or strengthened
through a type of action and or through verbal expression. In the fallowing
account, the teacher uses a combination of tommunication modes to acquire
the knowledge and information needed to -round our her portrait of the
child,

ca

After sn confescrice'ssitb Betts's mother, I obsessed trie,child most closets,
particularly during the more informal periods of the day. During informal des.
turgkah, it was flattifilt for the children to vsalk and talk ssith.sorneooe: As many
times as 1 obsessid ibis coming and going. I newer saw Betty s'4king with any-
ooe She had a habit of getting up close to the wall and edging along the wall,
an action %Ouch in past muscled her departure. but in part kept hir remoscd
from the other children I also obsessed that as the children assembled in the
aiming and as the!, prepared to go home she safely, if ekes, talked to mom.
and the children fatet1. It OCT, talked to her She SCOTIAd to he an ignored child
%o wonder she had remarked to her mother that she hated outiioorplas periods

obNctscj BOO during usork period: In seam' she uo,tcd diligently and
quirt's Ani sure I MSC/ heard her soice -odt of turn She did not seem to
mind speaking sr: !tont 411 the grow, sb: etpsessed ber411 yell for an eight-
:cave/Id It scuffled to. be Inc consmationsl settings from which she iiithdresi

tam d Bcfh to be csiu-cd train gsm hecausc sse weer practicing
tIA.licitmli *LW,: Carta atpc 1,4 Live, Lit me becau,c I don't 'hiow the ball seri
sill It ors Shit Beth Mikti rnefe adept at folk dancing than she %a
it ball

Re1/404. ,Axdoukcis;z 1,,i.n4; reinforced the 1.5ca th.si perhaps !kW.'
js Muff' q,/hytcti thin rainiest ?kr; ss.ks an important ciu.e in thinking about

th: ts t inici-a,tion that ascated help BOts find hey #1-0/e firitatc %elf thrivirt,
erhftc fcliflOft Math tict prv:



the Teacher liesp9nds to the Clues

the teachey who Is able to assimilate a wealth of intotmation about
an individual by listening, by observing, by quotioning, is guided in hfs
curricular planning by viewing individuals not as they should be but as they
really ate. The teacher who is able to respond in accordance with the infor-
rtiation received is guided in his response by iewing,CliffiCIliar content.
in part. as an aid to freeing the individual to discover his true serf, his
potential.

The teachet who assumed in investigatise role. in the foicgoing illus.
uation.. plays a helping role in ths; following account as the narrative

intinues.7

In pondermg this problem. it seemed to me that it was necessary to help
Betty 'find a way of becoming a part ones group. working through both the
child and the group: It seemed. important for the group to do something for
Betty. and to have Betty do something for herself through doing something
for the group I fesponded through attempting In facilitate both proceforia

The f)rst direct opportunity to have khe sttupozintrtbuit to the child's need
came juselbelnre 4ristsn* Vjt.140t),''Beity Was absent w tth searletina and
would crag, de k a k unle aliet the holillays.:-Thi,eluaii.44 through" with
scscral suggo,..tioils of th)ngs we could iio for' &sty. uiduding writing her letters.
..ending cards. avail ',..inamg 'her. the, !ictroorneW.;0:1Per 'In their

opftififan told glow the '-gadlishiliahad dit;t1 and aboul.stie nc& 000 we
1sci .Jiy4--,;.1.4C4111947: and soti'd be by,: &:scral told about the
Clutstirias and C'hanutwlwft cads we :writ gAing to stood YOu
one Scs.eal esprest COAtivit'cnrr,tia illness -14,4 hope >our lt be well SOOn"

une4arge enve,lope of farm ea.L des for thice.davi On the fourth-
314f-"cSie ni;o5Ittl ibc 'group and or ihr 66'114 we i:mt
the s4hour newspaper itio furl* bringing the, riNelopits, gfilting
the 4ininp.>, arid mailiitg The lettct.4

Duthisg the morning mooing on the tint d.i1/2 of 8(Th 1/2 tligen. she thanked
".tfh: ch,gren tot the letict JAied ihent,scr,. nitgh, arra i tead them mans
units." (14 1.,tcr fh..4 rite fetichs Wit! rvetorne worn with

"'award It*. ..pfar44:(.11 the- ttcif. planned opportunitv
,,-

to 41iC ;'strIfsc canbilitit!on le:1 v greql..Kisslis. The children en
llccilVt; tritl **10) boltt (.11,c inJ ctle..tisencsv Now

,-,rigd 1 I vdstalv otoltriAon t11.1k!%. IJkot in iTIAllftt: group toouIhuttgA
:I, n140 J tons vitn) 1/2h0.Ft. stx+e5pell ,Inktritis,woc OTC itnt dr1 Thr
Mirihnry` inant.!. Act,1 ,itt All list f.hililtrn part,i.
raw,' the 01,1,-jfcf, f .itt 111:ide 1,40 OVA titali:IP 14000MITIM
Iniitors slyprig ah,los 1/21/24' fOT on rt.111 and ..hotus pars1.

Wit% :And ts;;;0.1J ttls, ft 0(:.froi the '.5(11% V.IOf{,
kles, vi trtc tr;11, es 41.f itt:. 11,1j j1/2(-4'..1%,f;i?;11 11.:11, .111 oftfrfr -41.iograhr,
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taken in the tall o1 the yea The two girls worked together in plinning their
contribution

The Ugly Duckling was shared with otherthird grade children in the build-
ing. Both the participants and the audiences enjoyed the activity; however.
I feel that the value derived was the result of the process of having each child
participate in his best wax. While many children were afforded this eppair-
wady, this retrospective look is focused on Betty, who was delighted with both
the development and the presentation of the story.

Late in April, Betty and her family moved: I was sorry that it was neces-
sary_ for filjat to leave at thatiime, J felt_ that a beginning had beeomado in_
.helping her work out mart: comfortable group relations-The children were 6:
ginning to notice her more. I recall two girls talking to her one day before out-
door-play period. I used the opportunity to remark. **Are you three girls planning
your game for today?" Elaine and Carolyn looked quite surprised, a.s though
they ,hadn't really thought about it up to that point. I 'recall Tommy, in par-
ticular, who on occasion would make it a point to talk to Betty. Any social
conversation was a step forward. It was not the talk itself that was as important
as the "someone-wantsto-talk-te.me" feeling,

"i',erhaps the best evaluative statement I can make concerning Betty's prog-
ress over this abort ix:nod of time is that she seemed to become more comfort-
-able in her quietness as she began to feel that she had a part in the group.
Having just flnished.playing a vital role in a group activity through co-working
with rchild whom she adatited must have sent her on.her way with a better
feeling abOut her tole ir, the old school and with more confidence in adjusting
to ab&new..

The. teacher in this sau:ition remained close to Betty's problem through-
out a perioa of time. The teacher accepted the problem as a challenge which
meritedber own careful and continuing response. in the same manner, the
high schoc leather who discovers a troubled pupil in one of his classes
arranges to talk with the pupil during a free period or after school, and
refers the pupil to an empathetic guidance counselor, but continues to keep
in touch with the pupil and his problem Adequate and continuing response
by the teizher is required if appropriate interaction is to be achieved. Also.
the teacher who would respond ellectisely must recognize the significance
of um: and timing.

The hackie It Sun:rime ro fire' o and foray
,

.

'"Turing in" requites time time to listen, time to respond. For each
human being, time is an ebb and flow of thought, of feeling, and of action
as be interacts with his envItonrrni. He 'needs time if be is to become in-
volved in this intcrachon The need for adequate time is expiessed by Combs

an Snygg
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The discovery of personal meaning is a process which, scents to proceed

best in an unhurried, unturned atmosphere, We have !.een'ibat perceiving takes
time and good teachers are keenly aware of this fact. They know it is possible
quit the pressure of speed may destroy the process of exploration entirely..'
organization and reorganization of perceptions in the phenonienal field is an
active process best accomplished through some form of interaction of indiViduals
withltroblems. The value of a learninisituatinn can be completely lost by tuch
an emphasis upon speed 'that the learner is reduced to passivity while subject
matter is poured forth at a rate he is unable to comprehend. Almost any student
has at one time or another been exposed to the teacher in.such despefate.haste

----to--"tover the:subject" that be succeeded in burrinwit-forever.-L

There is another aspect of time ,with.which we are more familiar as
teachers, though' we may often fail to 'utilize it fully: the "right tune 4 This
is the aspect of time that makes for economy in learning. We have all gx-
perienced the effect of correct timing upon ourselves as well as upon. our
pules

One dimension of correct timing appears in the individual's unique
rhythm of growth, for all growth is characterized by uneven developnient
'Within the same individual, there arc some areas in which growth is rapid,
others in which growth is slower. It is this unevenness that mikes timing a
MOSt important factor in the' teachinglearning process, Flow.often have we
hadflie experience of "teaching" some item and finding that it has not been
learned? The point at which something "clicks" for a youngster or a group

-.of youngsters it the result of a number of factors: As the teacher takes in
the clues youngsters give and adjusts timing accordingly, pupils may be
released to move on in their exploration br the weld&

Another dimension of right timing develops according- to interest.
experience, concesn, and'personal-need. Perhaps the right time to explore
an-idea is when interest and enthusiasm we high, when a strong, personal
ntotiOe exists, or when the solution of a personal problem suggests the
learning, that are needed; rather than when predetermined curriculum sets
the requirement,

Irtgerubility .'of scheduling prevents facilitation of both of the above
identified requirements, enough time, and the :right time. Tight scheduling
in 30,minute compartments does not lend itself to listening, to responding.
to sensing the rhythm of development within j group or tvithin'individualsi
to discovering potential Note the advantages of flexible scheduling that
are suggested bythc following example

My fifth graders were -seals fatototc books tfuough its oral sharing of
highlight' Tbc tone for sermina4ng the pc' it was OCJV sr hand when Billy
tugged at my sleeve arid v.ith an air of Clrei.!.1f1C1 ple.sded his CAW, '.Ay, MK%

Arthur W. Combs and tilstild Sn)gg, I." th 141041 firkatw he* Yost' tfaspet
£ Rout, Pubilperl. foe $' 54 r vul
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Smith, do yon case iftfry something? I've got a keen. idea." Billy's keen idea
tas to engage hi tecen4 fimsbcf pipi& mache figure in: conversation about
the book he was sharidg with the group. Aslie proceeaed with his plan, some-

.thing of an untisual fleir for imprcivisation, tsar dramaticiouch, for reaching
an audience, fOr 'Making a point through the media of dialogue shone through
for a child who was otherwise experiencing' several academic struggles. The
teen idea was picked., up by others, some of whom were anxious to carry on
book-talk with their par mactuitgures then and there, °Utez i. of whom pre-r

ferred More "thinking 'through" time,
The termination of the period was delaYed to allow time %or this idea to .

----be-tridoury-other-chttitttrrty- enough r otherrierlf3SUre-thr =Tess o
sugteition. the, termination of ihe,period was delayed to allow 'time .

for the message concerning Billy's newly discoveredialent to be adeoliately re-
ceived by mernherf of his peer group.

Whal.wouldhave tiappenerti.rheenteriftfott of ideas tor future
talk, to the ,stimulation of making glitentare plans, to theencouragement of
trying out:sug,gestio.ns, to the self-realization of Billy, if the .teacher. had
answered, "SOrry, Billy, time is uppciriraps some other time?" What other
advantages of Ilekibtlity of scheduling arc erased"through the passing of
classes its mandated by _the bell, through compartmentalized otganization,
through departmehtalization7 ..
. .

The leacher Diagnoses

t. . Sooner or later. the teacher 5hOuld diagndge the strengths and weak-
npwc,the advantages and4feeds of indivkluid learners. Initially,' heeding-.

closes. , irtatively and informally.. Ac the evidence on which he may base ..

more carefdl diagnoses continues to ateumulate, he becomes,compariblc.
wino the internist in incdione, 1.ho gains thorough familiarity with the
tt.namIts of the human body so that he may diagnose and prescribe with

7confidenee, The skilled teacher. diagnoses situations in his classroom with.
canfidence, though he may say he leaches "intuitively," "s if he were

ling with elements beyond his controt Could it be that the "intuition"
upon which lk bases his actions comes from the same thorough familiarity

th leimers and the dynamics ollearning situations' that the internist ha.s,
correspondingly. in his field' is it possible that the skilled teacher is able
to receive clues from his perceptual field and to respond to them immedi-
ately? Consider the following instance .,

During a block of,f.tine.resersed iSceVy for Intkpendent writmg, several ,

i.bildren had wrktten original static-. OthPrN had written letters. and Ned had
qaried a brief thankloil nos; uhiett te inindeil'to mail on his way home. His
rewher: native that he Ailed to he in troiible, jked whotter be co`uld,betp. --

When 8eil mo.ed over in tits C11.,Ntlt: decided that he eiptcted her to sit down



. and read what he had written.. The conversation between' teacher and pupil he-
gan as follows.

Neil: You see, I always, kin* what I want to write. bin 1 can't always
spell all the cords, so I think up another way of 'Saying things before I go on
writing. Thor. I don't have to erase or .Copy.

Teacher omiling1Lgh. I see! Do you suppose you could or set by think-
ing about the wori% you can't spell. and letting me help you with- diem before
yi u begin to write?

Neil:lhat's a good idea for net time, but what jbout this time? (Showing ...,.N.*

the teacher his paper) Does this look 0.K.7
____Teacherilsh3nIsee_any_misspelledsvouls,-aad-y-our-palier-is--naah--

Neil: Yes, but I wanted to, say "friend," and I wasn't sure'whether it was
le ,,r el, so I wtote."paL" Then I wanted toisay treceived." but I wasn't sure
whether it was vi or re, so I wrote "got.". Please don't ask me to uselhe dic-.
tionary. It takes too long to,look up both ways 'of ,spel,ting A.,%ord. whe9,411.you,: .

,.1 MA. /A.M. it*. which Avev, '-'"'""''
The teachers, further conver\ation with the pupil revealed that his errors

were with the middle Of words. neverwci their beginnings
--, She Ned had'a visual difficulty, so she arranged for his referral
.4 to an oculist. Meanwhile, however, she administered a series:Of pre- and post-

tests*, asked Neil to fist thc.words he was sure he could not spell; and helped
Neil expand his word list (a) by'veritint.related forms of words he was sure
of. and (b) by having courage to write the words hei*nded to write. She
knew that whateVer thefociihst's repcin revealed, Neil would need confidettoe in

ability to spell. Later. she rciight find it necessary to prescribe remedial pro-
cedures, For the present. she made three statements disigned 1i build Neil's

. confidence;
"I'm sun.. you will make progress, and') an reidy to help sattrnake it
"I'm going to help. you stop contours yourult, and-wing up:" ,

,"I'm asking ylu Or stop calling yourself a 'bum speller I.

The teacher had begun the process of .diagnosil which Must continue
her interaction with Neil continued. )

In making diagnoses, the teacher needs to iihsrhve individual pupils
with care He .thould watch for their strengths- e g their *Airy to7see're-
lationship,' to pc). J complex [asks, to scnsc unusual sittiations He.
should .also rime pupil( inhibitions to leatninp: e . apalhy.. anxiety, con
lusion, preoccupation

Individual problems encountered hy learneis °lien block interaction.
and so pre'vent release of potential

With 'Donrrniek it was his name and the Lien Oaf he was celled a
"Pufad" by the boys

With Ellen it was the move fromthc taro to the hiit i t

With Eileen it was di% new trills-.



With.Derrick it was worry about his father, who had been away on.
duly overseas<for almost a year.

With Calvin it was his own long and serious illness and hospitalization,
together with the, shock 'of finding -that he had beep demoted during, his
absence.

With Pauline it was shgme.and anxiety about the criminal behavior of
a relative with whom shebaci been identified by name in lurid bewspaper
accounts.

With Janet it was squeaky-soled shoes and ill-fitting handlne-down -

dresses which made her so self-conscious that she .cataeto scbbol duly,
walking on'the sides of her feet; as though it were -a very pain-1W process,;
and refused to rise from her seat until after the elaSs had crisperied. v?

With Mose h, was a cultural and, racial biaswtüh he felt in all his ,';

_contacts.
With Emiljr it was tier mother's receni,death,'.which site refuse.dlo

accept.

Often the teacher should considirthe, effecifi of his own liehavior.ip
encouraging orblocking interaction. He may do this. Id-part by considering
whither he "strives for openness and rapport. kayes tine and opportunity
for learner to respond. provides challenging tent, andkstimulatris learn;
ers to commitment and .aalon, In addiii nsidertag his Own inter),-',
action' with pupils, The teacher shoujd4ay Ution to t6e.waYs in which
the pupils intorack-withAath at

Careful iliaanosit- can interaction that is continuriuvand self-pt. ,

petvating.

The Teacher Env) ages Continuous aPdi
Self-Perpetuating Irderadion

ntersction characterized by revelation of self on the part of the learner"
anti by an arranging bf experiences based on revelation Q/1 the teacher's part
should become continpotts and ,self-peOtuating. The :drsired interaction
'continues unceasingly as response becomes iivelation, And revelation leads
to aition. Thus. as the learner responds to suggestions tot' action, he further
reveals hintself; and as the teacher feCtiVeS additional information, he fur:
titer modifies and/or eltends the original arrangements, \.

-- ' The functional appwach to di 4ck,,sis and teaching of writing skills-is
an exampk of continuous and sett r :: Ietuating interaction. Writing tikes
place as a p rt of everyday living in as.sjorims. according to pupils' corn-
municatioo s and interests and as a met of self-expression. The -

teacher provi instruction to assist the individual learner in communicat-
iAg his thoughts (Or those purposes that jte personally. important to 'him
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When the pupil writes, she teacher beconies'aware ot .both communicaticut
purposes and communication problems. Thus, the teacher examines the
pup'il's writing to determine his developmental level and the cause of the
commuflication breakdown at his level The teacher also looks at the pupil
to decide how the uncovered needs should be dealt with. If a need is to be
Considered seriously, a teaching-learninggoal is established and the teaching-
learning process ensues. Analysis of subsequent purposes and subsequent
performances reveals tke degree cif effectiveness of .past.emphases and possi-
ble emergence of a nes') teaching-learning focus, The teacher's understand-
ing of the writer's needs makes clear the spry opriateness or inappropriate-
ness oriistriilWe newfiicus at this time. .Future analyses of p rposes,
perfotmanc.es,,and writers continue to determine.the foci of attentie which'
are apwopriate for this writer in soliing his communication problems as he
interacts with his world of people and ideas.

A. Providing Opportunities for Individual
Learners To Reveal Themselves

.
Essential to the process of sensing and responding to the verbal and

nonverbal dues provided by pupils is provision ot opportunities for pupils
to reveal.themselves. For revelation to be.coMplete, teachers, too, must be
willing to retTal 4enisclves as pavans... As long as the label "teachery de-,

fines there status, !tither than person' pupils will respond to the teacher's
role and post n and 'they will not reveal themselves as individuals. The
classroeim vide for the involvement of all its participants itleachers.
wish to ga data relevant to their task of releasing human potential.

Three c Pdren from different schools who were visiting a.relative were-
told a joke that delighted them. When their:laughter had subsided. the boy
in. the group chuckled, "My teacher will' sure laugh at that," The second
child, too, indicated that she was anticipating the fun of staring the joke
with her teacher and class. Noticing that the third child made no such com-
ment, an adult asked if she intended to tell her teacher the joke. "Oh, no,"
was the reply, "I wouldn't tell Mrs. F. Shedoesn'r like jokes; tezidiersedon't
hke funny things:" In this teacher's classroOm, children obviously would not
reveal their sense of fun. and it is doubtful whether they would reveal any
personal feelings to a teacher who is perceived as less an human.

Teachers must create an atcnosphere in which children beraccepted,
No one should be foelish enough to reveal his problems or confusion ,in'a
situation in which he might be blamcd for having them. Many a perplexed
pupil remains quiet when the teacher asks, Is there anyone who does not
understand?" Pupils soon learn that a7eng with additional explanation may
Come criticism of their failure to giav the point earlier, No one cares to
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reveal an aspiration or a hope in a slassroom in which it might be ridiculed,
as when a teacher says, "Yori.w ant to h a. writer, and you can't punctuate
a simple sentence correctly!"

Furthermore, pupa- are reluctant to reveal new learningiOr:experi-
epees to a teacher who requires that they be organized in dull, routine form.
One often hears, "Don't tell the teacher that I read that book or she'll make
me write a birk report." Or, as one pupil who deliberate!), concealed his
ability said, "If they think you don't know nothing, you.don't have to do__
nothing."
. .. Under Whillesinditiorksthen.....do learners tens! to reveal themselves?

'We believe they do so when they knowthat they are valued, when provision
is made for them to respond uniluely, when explor',tion and discovery
arc prized, and when emphasis is placed on big ideas.

Valuing the Individual
. .

. Pupils are more likely to reveal themselves. in an environment that
places value on the dignity and worth of the individual, AsMads Rudd
has said: '

No one can develop or express his greatest possibilities in a threatening
situation. For idea to grow upon idea, an individual must be made-to feel that
his thinking is worthy and appreciated...There must be an air of acceptane:t in
the group. At limes, ideas may not seem to be related, but lift itself is an ex-
perimental laboratory w c one expressers according to his particular taleits.
Where ideas can, be free! expressed, the way is open rot help 'and guidance.
If they are smothered a c individual does not feel free to express his,
thoughts as they come to him, we may be guilty of standing in Ote way of prog-
ress because we use our authority to close 'the door of thought,

So m'ich is done to dAngrade and even to degrade iniiivrdual pupils
that valuing the individuidhould assume especially high priority in the
Schools.

Providing for Uniqueness of Response

Pupils arc also :,tore likely to rev, al themselves within curricular
spericnces that make it possiblejor their procedures, their "takehold"

points, their perceptions their thiio,ing lo.iers. and their ways of organizing
to be operative for then, in 'eliciting their unique .ponces Through the
teacher's providint :I variety of ways te which pupil , may sense, 'test ond,
participate, organize and interpret. each is freed R. operate in ways r 'lost

effective for him as he interacts with his ens ironnient
Responding in a unique manner is more possible Within curricular

opportunities that are characterized by openness rather than by closure,

wrim Ruda Mate to Stretch" MO Kappa Gamma Bidfeiot 2') 49-10-; 1962
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Few classroom activities arc completely open-ended or completely definitive;
learning experiences represent degrees- of openness. However, an activity
that represents the extreme in openness is one that prescribes in definitive
terms neither -the scope, the outcome, the finishpomt, nor the approach.
Within an open-ended wavily, a pupil may more approplately say:

This rather than This
I've gone. is far psi need to, as far I'va- &lobed.

as I can, or as far rei. I choose
to go at this time

1)9 ri_ln_ehangesome .oLmy_plans.. Lihd.exactly viliat_you !kW-- ..

I hope it's going to work, to do the I hope U is ritght,
lob.

Emnot quite satisecil. I hope you like it.,

Zirbes presents contrasts in the degree of openness of curricular experi-
ences throu'gh the following two examples from elementaty schools:

A group of young children manifests omit:amity and individuality when
it is not regimented or repressed by imposed restraints and required con-
lorm.iy. Provided with challenging opponuorties to explore and discover the
possibilities of a variety of play materials, these children have a chance to move
about; to handle things. to act on impulse, to react to each other, and to the
situation. They manifest fteedom to communicate. Ireedoin to be spotaapentrAY
plofulas well as freedom to initiate purposeful endeavor, There is no sign of
pressures which block or inhibit action' or of pressures which are Coercive.
Warmly permissive adult guidance encourages and paces developmental activity
and fosters a sense of'satisfaction in wholehearted involvementt. There is than
for choice. The atmoSpbere is unburned and tree from anxiety,

In sharp contract with this situation another group of children of the same
age range is providA with uniform, stereot?Oed scaiwork, and explicit oral
directions to be followed in unvary ing comphance These children sit in rather
passive. compliant preoccupation will this task, without nonng much else, and
without having- ,anything to do with c uh other. The situation'is clearly one in
which an elf cient type of mass management has everything in con_tiol to an
extent %slue discourages deviation horn directions. Any thought of individnal

would seem to be too precarious to ocCot to children. This accounts
for anxiously submiSsice adaptation, and also for lack of zest. Tbe'rOOrn is very
quiet ind were is nothingdynamic or challe-ging .piir children to go he
vmad what they eras rrqtructi to do, without /vice Or %motion or adjustment
of expectations in terms of evident difletence in maturity or capacity_ Them
is no evidence of rolrinsicsirlisfaction- -no enthostasin

't rum calms 2112, Srwil t Cfrai,be rt.), takcs t tvoistri 14Y0
by C. Patnam', Sun, Rtroreli Pi pcimkoon of r,t poslishcri,
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After commenting that -the blighting ccildstions of uncreative educa-
tion are not limited to elementary levels,'" Zubes gives" the followipg

,
example (Om a secondary school,.

Consiter the ptight of The adolescent who noted a serious discrepancy to
s tintlrtitidtiuucte in a current Life magazine one esening after completing his

ioinework: Whco be brouglit the matter to the attention of his father, be was
`to misult a' standard reference bOok to check on it. Having established

his point waY, the hoy was advised by his father to take the =pito:
to school and share his discovery with his teacher and classmates, At this he
dcnituied with the cortunent that there was no tune for anything but lemons:

bi-irTrUCAWr
all teacheri arc oc like that. but there are uncreative teacher; who do not let
anstlung current or lifereyed break in on the 104111DVI of folmal instruction.
even Alien .its bearing...could enliven learning Of enrich meaninvs

T.:actung-whicti tequttei !earners to be submissive and conforming
rtduce,s.karaing to COMPItaMC and sttflp initiative. When teachers expect
strict conformity and compliance, they limit karners' mks, stereotyping
their reactions and devitalizing their ell iris to I.*m;

, In addition tis providing openness within activities, teachers. should
.Provide opportunity for a variety of activities which satisfy a varitti of
interims and"challogc, a variety of talents. It is possible that thrckzgh each
different type of activity the teacher is able to reach different learners.. ay

:reaching a learner, the teacher means that he has established a Mutual._
communication wavekngth with an individual because be has tapped
something that is real. important, Interesting and petsonally signtficant for

the Md.

Encejiogifig Exploration and Discovery' .

Exploration and tr4Oiltf) invite 'involvement Involvement; m turn.
invites questioning, an the split of inquiry lnvitcs and compels search The
questions raised, however, mast be ere questions whether they are asked by
teacher or pupil Actually. (yowl), etc more than stimuli for Inntted
sponscs, they may wive to foals aucritson, tnifitc recall of past experiences
relevant to the exploration at band, Of %rilIC as clues on IC path of dss-
cowry It cs through insightful questioning that the reacher may release,
the learner It is .through such quesuomng that the teacher may help the
puptl,"opert u.to the woild. may sensitize hint to'those aspects of his
environment vithh have not bi*en brought into the focus of his perceptual
field.

*ibid. u 2221



The reader should note the source of questioning, the establishment of
tentative hypotheses concerning cause and effect, and the tendency to test
tentative conclusions in the following example:

Pete was looking for information about Recife, Brazil. He came to me
and asked about the location of the city. I suggested that he could find out easily
by checking the large wall map. As I pulled the map down, he said, "Here it
issee?" He studied the map for a few minutes and said, "Say, Mrs. A., what
is this?" He pointed to a place inland and northwest of Rio where it said
"Proposed New Capital Site," and remarked excitedly, "What's the idea? Are
they going to move the capital? Rio de Janerio is the capital, isn't it? Sure it is,
see, you can tell because it is underlined. . . . I haven't heard anything about
that. Do you know about it?"

The encyclopedia was considered as a source of information, but was re-
jected on the basis of its copyright date. This only served to whet Pete's curi-
osity, "I don't get it. Why would they move the capital from Rio? Look, this
is way out in the middle of nowhere. There aren't any towns around. Why do
you suppose they would do it? I just can't understand."

Pete grabbed John by the arm and said, "Hey look . . . etc.," repeating
many of the same questions. He then went over to Don's desk and said, "Hey,
Don, come here. Look, I came over to the map to find out about Recife and
I found this!" He and Don discussed various possible reasons for a change
and then went back and got Rick and showed him.

Finally Pete came back to me and said, "Where do you think we could
find out?" I asked him if he had ever noticed the section of the Gazette (our
local newspaper) that answered questions, and what he thought of this as a
possibility. He thought it was a good idea, but he assumed that I would write
the letter. In response to my suggestion that he might write the letter, he thought
for a moment and said, "Okay, but what would I say?" He agreed that this
would depend upon what ae wanted to find out, and that he would ask for
answers to the questions that were puzzling him. "You know I came here to
find out about Recife and look what's happened!" he said.

As a pupil's perceptual field is extended through inquiry, the teacher
provides opportunities for individuals to share their perceptions with others
in the group.

This action may serve several purposes. In the process of such
sharing, pupils and teacher reveal themselves more fully as people inter-
acting with their world. Sharing of perceptions very often leads to shift-
ing of perceptions. (The reader should think of instances in which he
has said to himself, "I never thought of that," or "I never looked at it that
way.") In the sharing of perceptions, a teacher comes to discover the gaps
in an individual's experience and development. These discoveries constitute
relevant, significant data which are necessary for revealing human potential.

When the teacher utilizes questions and observations that seek re-
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sponse in the form of opinions, feelings, perceptual levels, and experiences,
pupils' responses are always appropriate even though they may be inade-
quate. In sveh questioning and observing, errors and mistakes are viewed
as incomplete learnings rather than as shortcomings or occasions for humili-
ation, reprimands, or low marks. Incomplete learning becomes the clue for
the teaching-learning focus, for clarification of perceptions. In contrast,
pupils learn to cover up their inadequacies if their shortcomings are frowned
upon, if the right to be wrong does not prevail.

A positive attitude toward the place of error is essential in a classroom
that invites learning through exploration and discovery. As the idea is
expressed by Combs and Snygg:

Since exploration necessarily involves trial, practice, seeking, striving, and
pushing into the new and unknown, it is bound to result in frequent error.
Therefore, a learning situation which regards mistakes as affronts against 'God
and man is hardly likely to encourage the exploration of meaning. Pcrsonal
meaning can only be discovered in settings wherein one has the opportunity,
indeed even the right, to make mistakes. An educational setting which cannot
tolerate or permit mistakes imposes severe limits upon the freedom with which
students can explore their own perceptions.'

Focusing on Big Ideas

Someone has said that good teaching consists, in part, of helping
learners distinguish between the federal and the municipal, the big ideas
and the minor ones. Focusing on big ideas does not rule out the need for
data, for relatively inconsequential knowledge. The gathering of data, how-
ever, becomes a means toward the larger objectives of seeing relationships,
forming generalizations, and sensing patterns. The pupils in the following
example apparently achieved this kind of focus:

What started as an interest in Thomas Edison and his inventions spread
to an interest in other inventors and other inventions. By this time, the children
had gone to the library and had returned with a number of reference books and
charts which led to the formation of purposes and to fruitful use of the reference
books. There were enough leads and resources to provide opportunities for
choice and the challenge of inquiry.

After considerable discussion of the mathematical problems involved, a
time-line was developed on which the names of inventors and inventions were
entered as the study progressed. The possibility of sharing information with
another group brought about a classification of inventions and the assumption
of responsibility by groups of pupils for an identified category. Thus the cate-
gory of inventions which speeded up transportation was handled by one group;
those which had speeded up communication by another; etc.

' Combs and Snygg, op. cit., p. 396.
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A discussion of possible current and future inventions brought out many
interesting ideas, such as, "Who knows! Some of us might get to be great in-
ventors some day." .. . "l'm not an inventor, but 1 do have hunches and ideas."
Looking at the present in terms of the past and future led to an organization
of our recent studies within .he following four headings:

The Story of Human Advance
The Human Story
Man Through the Ages
History in the Making.

Such focusing on big ideas facilitated a shift away from thinking of history
as "that red book" and toward thinking of history as a story that is still in the
making. "We are all part of the unfinished human story, and sonic of you will
certainly contribute to human advance in one way or another." This was one
of the big ideas that 1 hoped the children would derive from the study.

In this example, there was a long continuity of productive interaction.
The children started with backgrounds of direct social involvement in their
own lives, and with challenges to self-extension through inquiry. They
accepted developmental tasks and commitments to roles in a group en-
deavor. Not only' did they confront their world, but they came to perceive
it more maturely and to identify with the age-long processes of human
advance as history. They came to see the relationships between invention
and social change, between texts and reference books, between fields of
slay, as well as fields of work. They learned by finding out what they
wanted to know, and by organizing what they found into sequences and
categories for later use and reference. In all this, the teacher's interaction
with the pupils helped in individualizing learnings and also in fostering self-
discovery and self-realization.

Insights and meanings are deepened and matured . . .

. .. when the teacher's focus is on a significant idea so that learners
have a core around which to respond; around which to cluster discrete items
of experience and of information gathered to date

. . . when the teacher indicates that there is a need to seek relationships
so that learners can achieve some measure of understanding of where the
pieces of data may possibly fit

. .. when the teacher gives clues, or varied threads, to guide learners
in ordering and organizing their thinking

. .. when the teacher indicates that the pictures pupils are patterning,
i.e., their concepts-in-formation, can change. This is especially important
if the teacher wishes to avoid blocking learning in the future.
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Providing for Self-Discovery
It is not enough for learners to reveal themselves in interaction with

their teachers and peers. Their own self-discovery is extremely important
to the release of their potential. In achieving self-discovery, learners face
four major challenges: the challenges of choice, expectations, peer inter-
action, and personal meaning. We examine each of these challenges in
the following pages.

The Challenge of Choice

The classroom must become a place for trying out ideas, for testing
skills, for using knowledges in a variety of ways. These are the means by
which learners discover their strengths and their limitations at any particular
point of development, the means by which they learn to use their strengths
to meet limitations. In informative opportunities to sense and feel and find
out, learners come to know and become more knowing, better disposed to
discriminate and decide on chances of satisfaction and courses of action.
These informative opportunities can beprovided in the challenge of making
choices. The learner chooses between and among possible alternatives; he
becomes aware of himself as an active agent in an interactive process. In
making choices under the guidance of a mature person, one may learn to
assume responsibility for that which one chooses. Furthermore, in making
choices one learns to commit oneself to an idea, to an ideal that transcends
the self.

Making appropriate choices invo:ves learning difficult and complex
skills. One must move gradually from making a simple choice between
two possible alternatives to consideration of an increasingly greater com-
plexity of alternatives. No matter what the ages of the choice-makers, the
extent of opportunity that individtmls or groups have had in making choices
must be taken into account. The challenge of choice can stimulate growth
or it can prove to be overwhelming, depending on the nature of the chal-
lenge offered at a particular time to a particular individual or group. The
insightful teacher makes decisions about the nature of choices that arc
appropriate for a group and for individuals, following studied observation
and assessment. The insightful teacher realizes, on the other hand, the
importance of providing starting points for choice-making for even the
most immature groups, else how will these learners grow in ability to
exercise judgment? Of course, neither the teacher nor his pupils should
confuse freedom with license. Surely, there is a range of choice that increases
with experience and with growing awareness of what is appropriate and
inappropriate behavior in any given situation.

The challenge of choice must be offered with faith in the ability of
children and youth to make decisions. To do this requires a thorough under-
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standing of human development. Also, it requires preplanning and insight
into the existing level of learners' judgmental maturity so that an offer of
choice, once made, need not be retracted. There are times when choices
are offered in the classroom and, even as pupils move in to choose, the
teacher will make a decision concerning the inappropriateness of the
choice and the need for interference. Such interference says many things
to young people. Sometimes it says that we are frauds in our dealings with
them; that we really have little faith in their ability to choose; that we have
little faith in their ability to learn from their own mistakes. Challenge of
choice must be offered within a freedom to make mistakes. In the words
of the ASCD 1962 Yearbook, "The right to make choices, which is central
to becoming, implies also the right to make mistakes. Learning conditions
which do not permit mistakes limit the child's freedom and his willingness
to make his own choices." 6

The Challenge of Expectations

In education, expectations are usually considered to be those be-
haviors which teachers expect of children. Teachers look for certain be-
haviors which are determined by our cultural values. However, nowhere
in the dictionary definition of the term "expectations" are behaviors limited
to culturally-based ones. Other behaviors are determined by the nature of
human beings. More important is the quality ofbehavior which is expected.
Teachers have had the experience of eliciting the best from a pupil by
expecting the best he has had to give. Their very expe'ctation has been
releasing. Expecting the worst nets teachers just that. So, often teachers
alienate pupils from the school community by the worst of expectations.
Expectations are communicated and internalized by pupils, positively or
negatively. As teachers perceive pupils, they contribute to pupils' per-
ceptions of themselves.

Expectations should not be limited to teachers' expectations of
learners. Expectations may well have to do with those behaviors which
the individual anticipates for himself. If teachers can provide opporturities
in the classroom in which pupils may discover for themselves the conse-
quences of appropriate and inappropriate behavior, and thus learn to
differentiate one kind of behavior from the other, pupils may develop a
growing awareness of the self as an active agent. They then learn that their
decisions and actions do make a difference. They discover, too, that not
only can one make decisions, but that one can learn to make increasingly
wise ones, for poor judgment and failure need not be repeated. Pupils learn
to see themselves as able to become more competent people by learning to

Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development. Perceiving, Behaving,
Becoming: A New Focus for Education. 1962 Yearbook. Washington, D.C.: the As-
sociation, 1962. p. 238.
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take more thought, to profit from error. The many variations of the alibi,
"But I've always had that problem," are proof that far too many people
have learned not to expect enough of themselves. The "But what can I
do about it?" apathy which permeates large segments of our population
Indicates a defeatism due to lack of positive expectation.

Expectations can contribute both to willingness to accept greater
responsibility and to a sense of belonging, and these two feelings are
mutually reinforcing. By assuming responsibility for a given task, many
pupils have found themselves committed beyond themselves to others. As
identification with a group develops, many pupils have likewise found
themselves more ready to move in and accept responsibility. For instance,
a girl in kindergarten voluntarily jumped up to assume responsibility for
collecting the scissors. Another child imitated her action, and for a moment
it looked as if a quarrel would ensue. After a few seconds of wavering, the
first girl picked up another box, gave it to the other child, and together
they completed the task. Her first commitment, plus her identification with
the group, led her to a higher level of integrative interaction.

As the teacher considers what it means to develop a sense of responsi-
bility for the consequences of one's behavior, a number of questions arise
regarding the concepts inherent in reward and punishment as these con-
cei .s affect behavior. How much, if any, information is derived about the
nature of a particular behavior in the giving of an extrinsic reward or
punishment? Someone other than the individual directly involved in the
behavior considers this behavior good or bad. What other information is
availaiilo? What does this information contribute to understanding the self
as an agent in the transaction? Teachers should seek to answer these ques-
tions as they think about guidelines for classroom interaction.

Other questions may be asked about the teacher's own actions and
what these actions communicate to his pupils. When one assigns "busy-
work," what expectations is he communicating? What attitudes toward work
in general has a teacher the right to expect under such conditions? One's
expectations may bear careful examination when he thinks about the clues
he gives youngsters as he interacts with them throughout the school day.

The Challenge of Peer Interaction

The interaction to which we refer is by no means limited to that
between teacher and pupil. Some of life's learnings are not only enhanced
by but are dependent upon working with peers.

The value one places on learning through group situations, through
peer interaction, depends upon his faith in propositions like those stated
by Morgan when he suggests that (a) children probably learn more from
each other than from adults; (b) children learn about themselves through
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interaction with others, including peers; (c) the self develops through this
interaction; and (d) the quality of the resulting self depends upon the
quality of the interaction.?

By whatever means or plan pupils are org &uiized so that they may
interact with each other, the teacher has an obligation to judge the nature
and quality of the interaction that is occurring. Sometimes interaction can
be wasteful of time or actually harmful. Sometimes new experiences and
different personnel need to be introduced into a situation. The teacher
needs to be sure that maximum opportunity is being offered learners to
gain from interaction with each other.

The Challenge of Personal Meaning

Curricular experiences, whether constructive or destructive, are capa-
ble of having personal meaning for the learner. While we do not deny
that threatening or temporarily damaging experiences sometimes result in
learners' eventual good, we are interested in providing learners with ex-
periences which are relevant to them in light of their purposes, need-
gratification, background and interests.

We believe that the facilitators of interaction which we have discussed
in this chapter tend to ir crease learners' opportunities for finding helpful
meaning in their experiences. Helpful personal meaning increases involve-
ment, which in turn increases potential for self-discovery. When helpful
personal meaning is present, the reward for effort is satisfaction received
through the activity itself, through its contribution-potential, through
realization of personal purpose. The chief person to evaluate a performance
is the performer himself, and the interaction that accompanies or follows
the performance has as its reason for being the need to identify strengths,
pinpoint difficulties and plan next steps.

Within the context of helpful personal meaning, the place of marks and
grades should be reexamined. What reason do we offer for simply grading
papers instead of giving information that will be encouraging and informa-
tive to the pupil? Within the same context, what reason do we offer for
busywork, whether it appears as schoolwork or homework? What attitudes
toward work in general have we the right to expect under conditions in
which uninformative grading and busywork exist?

Challenges of choice, expectations, peer interaction, and personal
meaning may operate simultaneously in curricular activities that represent
the acme in opportunity for discovery and devolpment of human potential.
Note the meshing of these challenges in the following account:

Time for personal reading is an important consideration in our fourth
H. Gerthon Morgan. "How to Facilitate Learning." NEel Journal, National

Education Association 49:55; 1960.
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grade. Books are chosen from the neighborhood library, school library, and
room collection on a self-selective basis. Book sharing for these children Is not
a reporting period, but a period in which books become more alive for the
reader as well as for the possible prospective reader, a period in which creativity
can be released and encouraged.

In order to give direction to the experience, criteria that would satisfy the
purpose were suggested. In order to open various possibilities for adding interest
to book talks, supporting media were listed as an aid to children in making their
choices. In order tc facilitate recording plans, a chart was provided with appro-
priate spaces for in iicating the title, author, aids, and participants. Within this
plan, children up" when they are ready.

I made myself available to children who had reached decisions. The groups
or individuals who were ready came to tell me of their plans while others pro-
ceeded to work out their ideas. One self-sufficient boy brought a box equipped
with curtains, two boys asked for paper for a movie roll, two asked to use the
tape recorder, and one group took the flannel board.

By way of an example of results, a group of four children made a story
board presentation of Bianco and the New World using figures to depict char-
acter and scenery. We used a tape recorder to record the narration. In addition
to the narrating, responsibilities included manipulating the figures to change
the story board scenes and making the sound effects. The presentation was
enjoyed by our own class and another fourth grade.

Worthy of special mention was the work done by two boys, one of whom
had several problems, including the problem of learning to read. Stick puppets
were used to carry on dialogue about Big Jump. It was especially gratifying
to me to see Jim start something and carry it to completion in a reasonable
length of time. To reinforce this success experience, I arranged for the two boys
to "sell" the book to another fourth grade. As Jim returned to his own room he
looked at me with a light in his eye and said,"You know, I never thought I
could do it."

How many Jims are there who have discovered they could do some-
thing they never thought they could? How many Jims are there who were
aided in discovery through the challenge of choice, the challenge of ex-
pectations, the challenge of peer interaction and/or the challenge of
personal meaning?

As stated at the beginning of this chapter, success in achieving desir-
able interaction depends much upon the behavior of the teacher. A super-
visor reports:

A well-meaning experienced teacher used a tape recorder to help her hear
herself teach. She recorded what she referred to as her planning period, and
heard for the first time how directive and stereotyped her comments were. She
found that she had used the expression "I want you to" forty times in fifteen
minutes. She had vetoed all suggestions but her own. She had involved only
about one-fourth of the children in the group discussion. She had been pleasantly
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demanding, and the children had acquiesced. Furthermore, she had lost her
group in winning her way. Her experience with the tape recorder sensitized her
to behaviors that needed correcting if genuine, free interaction were to occur in
her classroom. However, she found it necessary to participate in role-playing
episodes before she sought concrete ways of altering her behavior.

Some teachers behave unknowingly to prevent the kind of interaction
which we believe to be necessary in helping learners release their potential,
but teachers may be helped to improve the quality of their interaction with
learners.

The thesis of this chapter has been that the teacher acts to release
pupils; to free them for increasingly active involvement in the world.
In this involvement, the observant, insightful teacher discovers human
potential and then provides opportunities for its development and re-
lease. Discovery is maximally possible within an environment that values
the individual, within curricular experiences that provide for uniqueness
of response, for exploration and discovery, for focusing on big ideas.
Even as discovery is facilitated, development is enhanced as the learner
seeks, questions, relates, organizes and reorganizes to integrate his ex-
periences; to find himself in relation to the world of people and ideas in
which he lives. Guidance to release potential is opposed to the idea of
interference, to premature labeling, to lack of involvement, to lack of
individualization.

Whatever guidelines for classroom interaction arc developed, they
must be checked against this fundamental concern for discovery, develop-
ment and release of human potential. Whatever educational goals are
sought, their realization becomes dependent upon a continuing and abiding
faith in the inherent potentiality of all humankind.
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5 /The Effect of
Environment

Althea Beers'

IN WHAT kind of setting will the individual be most
likely to realize his full potential? Wnat school environment will be
conducive to "openness to experience" on the part of learners? What
is the nature of the social setting in which the individual learner will be
free to test his powers. offer tentative findings or conclusions, and be
motivated to pursue new investigations? What resources arc necessary
or desirable to insure to the learner new vistas, new mastery, new ave-
nues of growth? What will the school be Ake that best releases and de-
velops the positive potential of the individual learner through appropriate
content and experiences which have personal relevance for him?

This chapter is based on the premise that a wholesome and rich
school environment makes the job of individualizing teaching easier. Some
of the conditions within the school setting which promote development
of the positive potential of each student have been expressed or implied in
preceding chapters. Many facets of the structured environment which
the school represents contribute to or impede the individualization of
learning. These include space, time, facilities, materials, procedures, activi-
ties. classmates. and perceptive adults.

Criteria for a Setting Conducive to Personal
Fulfillment of the Learner

The emphasis or importance of the individual criteria in the fol-
lowing list may vary with the age of the learner and with the particular
task to be accomplished. However, the criteria pose guidelines that may
aid the reader in thinking through the characteristics of a school environ-
ment which will help the pupil to discover and develop his potentialities
as he relates curricular content to his personal needs.
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The pupil has a teacher who is sensitive to his interests. his abilities
and his aspirations.

He has a stable place in cohesive classroom group with which
he can interact.

He engages in learning a place that is healthful, attractive, suitably
equipped and appropriate to the individual and group enterprises to be
undertaken.

He has at hand or within easy reach a wealth of diversified materials
which lend themselves to a variety of approaches to learning and which.
in accordance with his maturity, permit him to explore the "stuff of the
world."

He has insightful guidance which gives him a sense of direction.
yet allows him freedom to initiate and pursue personal inquiry.

The materials, the guidance and the atmosphere of the school are
evaluated with regard to the contribution they make to the development
of a realistic but wholesome self-concept on the part of the learner.

The situation permits him to take an active part in his own develop-
ment by participating in the establishment of purposes, the selection of
a mode of learning, and the responsibility of appraising his progress.

The school setting arouses enthusiasm and zest for learning by opening
many possible avenues for exploration.

The discussion which follows is centered on the climate for learning.
the physical environment. and learning resources as they affect the in-
dividualization of learning.

Climate for Learning

A well-designed school which has large, modern classrooms, the
finest of equipment, and an abundance of materials will not of itself
guarantee the optimum or even the minimum development of pupils.
Before discussing an appropriate setting, it seems well to consider the
intangible classroom atmospherethe climate for learning. From the pupils-
point of view, this climate includes attitudes toward each other, toward the
teacher, and toward learning. Such a climate is made possible by a teacher
who possesses both understanding and effective skills.

Establishing a Climate for
Release of Potential

Attitudes may include both beliefs and values. They are crucial to the
way the individual perceives himself. to his relation to others, and to learn-
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ing situations. Four kinds of attitudes which markedly influence climate
for learning are identified.

1. Positive attitudes toward persons promote feelings of worth and
status. Faith in one's own potential is a prerequisite for receptiveness to
the experiences which lead to learning. Perceptual psychologists remind
us that the individual builds his concept of himself as a person of worth
and dignity from the attitudes of those persons who are important to him.'
When a child senses, on the part of teacher and classmates, an acceptance
of himself as a worthy member of the group, he is freer to concentrate his
full energies on learning.

Even though the teacher's attitude is a helping, positive one, difficul-
ties arise if the child does not interpret his teacher's attitude in this way.
Dick, a first grader, had simply stopped doing his assigned work. To the
teacher's quiet inquiry about this lapse, Dick answered, "But you don't
help me anymore."

The teacher acknowledged that she had given him a great deal of
help at first, but that she believed he was able now to work independently.
Assured of his teacher's continued interest in him as a learner, Dick
handed in a completed paper the next day.

2. Wholesome attitudes toward differences promote feelings of be-
longing and acceptance. Overemphasis on conformity not only leads to
mediocrity but tends to isolate the class member who differs in physical
appearance, size, abilities or interests. On the other hand, development of
the attitude that diversities enrich experience and make life more interest-
ing enables every person to feel accepted by the group. When such attitudes
prevail, each individual accepts and prizes his own uniqueness, thus
strengthening his self-image while still maintaining group security.

Films, filmstrips, records and books help build respect for others.
While showing the filmstrip, The Boy Named Lazy Jack, a first grade
teacher made the remark that all people have backs. A pupil commented,
"Everybody owns themselves."

3. Favora...le attitudes toward learning enhance the role of the
teacher and the role of the learner. Children are naturally curious; they
want to find out. We all know that routine assignments, penalties for errors,
ridicule for mistakes, and lack of personal goals in learning may reduce

' Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development. Perceiving, Behaving.
Batman.. A New Focus for Education. 1962 Yearbook. Washington, D.C.: the
Association, 1962. p. 53.

Franklin P. Morley. -Creative Behavior in the Elementary School." Unpublished
doctoral dissertation. New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1958. p. 125.
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this zest for learning as children progress through school. Emphasis on the
negative not only destroys incentive but also implies that learning is a
closed enterprise, that avenues toward goals are prevalued and predeter-
mined rather than being subject to varying conditions and perspectives.
Yet this need not be so. A teacher who is open to new experiences him-
self, who prizes the personal commitments pupils make for inquiry, and
who points up what they have learned and suggests additional avenues
that might be pursued, builds in pupils a respect for learning.

Modern art came up for discussion in a sixth grade. The flow c'f the
pupils' comments reflected attitudes in the making. "Looks like paipters
just slap paint around on canvas." "You have to have a name to under-
stand them." "Each of us can see something different in the pictures."
"Each interprets for himself." "Words mean different things to the same
person at different times. The same with art." Apparent in these com-
ments is the freedom of expression fostered by the climate of the class-
room. Less apparent, but almost surely present, was a teacher who helped
the pupils to think more deeply in evaluating something different.3

When.learning is viewed as exciting and valuable, the role of the
teacher varies with the situation. Sometimes the teacher simply gets out of
the learner's way; at other times, the teacher may protect the rights of the
pupil to take another line of inquiry. Comments such as, "I wonder why?"
"I wonder what would happen if . . . ?" from pupils as well as from the
teacher give evidence of a forward-looking or searching attitude toward
learning. In such an atmosphere, pupils learn to think for themselves and
to form their own opinions, ;'et they learn to support ideas and interpreta-
tions with facts. The climate is .terpreted by the pupil on the basis of the
teacher's behavior as well as his speech. Action is more impressive than
words.

A simple example will illustrate this. Just as the children in one
school were preparing an exhibit for National School Week, a fire in the
supply closet destroyed all the art materials. Although some classes were
dismayed and saw all hopes of a display vanishing, one teacher sent her
pupils out of doors to find their own materials"something to give color;
something that might substitute for the lost ceramic clay; something that
might help display our products."

After considerable fruitless wandering, some of the boys found clay
of all kinds on an exposed bank. They whooped with the joy of discovery
and dug out great gobs of it. Others stripped bark from dead trees to
carry the clay.

While some of the baked clay objects crumbled, others came through
ibid., p. 119.
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in good shape. Clay coloring was used for paintings, and decorated holding
trays were shaped from bark. The result was a group of proud children
who had gained increased respect for materials and their ability to "make
do."

4. Receptive attitudes toward discovery promote enthusiasm for
learning. Here, the secret of commitment is involvement. When the learn-
ing situation is viewed as a chill's encou...ter with reality to which he
brings his past experiences and present insightsan encounter through
which he hopes to gain control over knowledge by sensing the relation-
ships of ideas and the underlying structure of a fieldthe learner is a
central figure in the process. He learns to set goals for himself, tests his
new learning in the light of previous knowledge, and is embarked on a
voyage of discovery. This is exhilarating, and each new insight gives im-
petus for others. Psychologists affirm that casting the learner in this role
not only makes learning more attractive but helps him see relationships
better and aids retention.

For example, Gloria, a kindergarten child, des:ribed a rectangle as
"tall sideways." In another kindergarten, Tony explained: "A square is the
same long all ways, but a rectangle has two same shorts and two same
longs, except when it is a square." The descriptions represent different
levels of understanding, but in both cases the children experienced the joy
of discovery. For them, these were among the first in a long series of
observations and insights, enhanced by freedom to experiment both with
materials and ideas.

One day a high school pupil showed a rock to his science teacher
and inquired as to its composition. The teacher asked him to think of
some ways by which he could find out for himself. With a thoughtful look,
the youth proceeded to answer his own question.

The Teacher as a Catalyst

One of our grave educational problems in dealing with children from
culturally deprived areas of the community is that many parents do not
cherish the kinds of learning to which the school is committed, nor do
they provide support for opportunities which give background for learning.
This may be true sometimes for children from affluent homes as well.
Some schools are working directly with parents to reach agreement as to
what the school should teach and how parents can help. The fact remains
that, as previous chapters have illustrated, the teacher is the key factor in
the learning environment. Among the ways in which the teacher affects
learning, three will be mentioned.
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1. The classroom atmosphere is a reflection of the teacher. lac is the
most important influence. He sets the tone. The teacher fosters a learning
atmosphere by the way he observes children at work, watching for clues
that will give him insight into the needs of learners; by his, guidance
which supports and yet frees pupils to become active searchers for 'mean-
ings; and by his own background of knowledge and respect for learning.
As he welds a group into a working team, communicates his geniune
interest in each pupil, and shows a friendly concern for the full develop-
ment of each, he creates a climate for personal learning.

A bit of whetting of the appetite for the day's lesson always helps.
This was the reasoning behind the action of one fifth grade teacher 4 whose
class found a heterogeneous list of topics on the chalkboard one morning.
"Does one of these topics interest you?" the teacher asked. "Do you know
where they may be found?" . . . "No!" . . . "No!" "Right! In your arith-
metic book. Well, let's go to work on the topic you choose. Work together
if you wish." The children quickly became absorbed in the study tasks
prescribed by the topics they had selected. Even a recess period did not
dispel their interest, for upon their return to the classroom they continued
their work without a word from the teacher. She had been equally absorbed,
however, first in working with a !mall group that possessed a common need
for her guidance and later with individuals who requested her assistance.

2. In many ways the teacher builds respect for learning. A sensitive
teacher who is widely versed in knowledge, aware of what children and
youth are like and how they learn, varies his role both with the group
and with individuals as he establishes the climate that will be conducive
to helping them uncover their abilities and set their sights toward higher
yet realizable goals. No general rule of thumb can describe his procedures.
He opens a closed door for one child, casually leaves a door ajar for
another. He encourages children to try new ways to solve a problem, or
to state a variant to a class problett which he wishes to pursue.

An eighth grade class in a junior high school in a deteriorating sec-
tion of a large city was concerned about world problems and the threat
of communism. The teacher had a knack of making history and world
events come alive for his pupils. Because of interest kindled by the teacher,
one boy bought his own paperback copy of The Ugly American 5 and
reported on it. On his own, he read The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich!
The following year he joined the Ninth Grade Book Club and continued

Ibid.. p. 186.

6 William J. Lederer and Eugene Burdick. New York: W. W. Norton & Co.. 1958.

" William L. Shirer. New York: Simon & Schuster, Inc., 1960.
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his serious reading. From time to time, he dropped in to discuss with his
former teacher the ideas in books he had read and in movies he had seen,
among them a film based on The Ugly American and Fifty-five Days in
Peking. The teacher, a former serviceman, had helped the boy see the
international problems of the United States more realistically.

3. The teacher helps each child to achieve new perceptions. He
realizes that if children are to uncover their full potential, they must be
helped to see themselves honestly but acceptingly. Karen, a second grader
bubbling over with ideas, did not always take time to put them down in
good form. She was admonished one day by her teacher for not using her
best handwriting. The next day she showed her paper with the comment,
"It's better' today. I like it even myself."

The alienated youth from an impoverished background too frequently
sees himself as a failure and psychologically leaves the classroom. Success
with learning activities that have relevance for him, together with evidences
of the teacher's respect, can gradually change his image of himself. He
needs also the support of his class group. Social interchange in the class-
room offers the teacher an opportunity to help the pupil see his mirrored
reflection in the attitudes and action of others, and to help him face the
implications of this view of himself.

One of the barriers to new learnings is the accustomed way of dealing
with facts and experiences. By his comments, questions and suggestions,
the teacher helps learners take a fresh look at material and frees them to
experiment with a new approach. He suggests resource materials, perhaps
some perti&ient reference, which will provide knowledge that is lacking.

The teacher gains rather than loses in importance as he operates in
this way. His role is crucial in setting a climate for self-realization by
pupils and in helping them see progress. To his general knowledge abi)ut
children and youth and the way they learn, he constantly adds specific
information about each individual whom he observes. He moves from the
role of teller to the role of suggester, he becomes a provider of stimuli, a
raiser of questions, a sage wise enough to step aside at times to allow
the learner to find a way through the problem, but he remains always a
support when the pupil has lost momentum.

An education journalist headed one of her newspaper columns, "High
School Senior Makes English Sing." In it, she reported that Peter had
received a citation from the National Council of Teachers of English
for original composition, literary comprehension, and language knowledge.
What the article failed to state was that behind the boy's achievement was
a teacher who looked beyond a rather brusque exterior and recognized
the ability of a lad with ideas and original ways of expressing them. This
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teacher arranged for his transfer to a more able class and, by personal
counsel and encouragement, freed him to develop his talents.

The School Setting

A central task of the school is to help the child discover his own
constructive potential and to create conditions through which this may
be developed. Thus it becomes important to consider proper conditions in
the school setting, involving both the physical and emotional environment.

While the following discussion is centered upon the classroom setting,
any location in which the child pursues educational ends is, for that span
of time, his classroom. The library, the laboratory, the gymnasium, the
auditorium or the conference room may, in turn, become the learning
center. In general, however, the term classroom implies a place in which
the number of pupils is sufficiently limited so that members of the group
may learn to know and interact with each other, and so that the teacher
may know and interact with the pupils individually as well as collectively
in short, a home base for the learner.

Facilities and Furnishings

What kinds of classroom furniture and equipment are needed for
releasing and nurturing the potential of each learner? Instead of an ex-
haustive list of specific items, criteria upon which to base choices of fur-
nishings for a center for learning are given here:

1. Facilities and furnishings must permit flexible use. Often a pupil
works alone. At such times he needs a working space where he is relatively
free from distraction and interruption, where he can concentrate on the
tasks before him, and where he may safely place work in progress for later
completion. Individual storage is imperative for children and youth of all
ages. Except for the youngest children whose individual interests are rela-
tively fleeting, personal work stations are needed. To provide the varying
amount of space needed to carry on different enterprises, work stations,
at least for elementary school pupils, should probably be convertible for
joint use. Furniture should permit ease of arrangement for the task at
hand.

2. Facilities and furnishings must encourage interaction. To enable
pupils to learn from each other and from the teacher, the setting should
encourage individual conferences, partner enterprises, small-group under-
takings, and opportunities for the class as a whole to plan together, hear
reports, enjoy literature, listen to resource persons or to recordings, view
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films or television, observe demonstrations, or undertake experiments.

of a school, especially for high school youth, but they do not substitute

conference and discussion, prepared to adapt to individual needs the new

of interest, where related equipment and materials may be assembled in

for learning situations where "give and take," face-to-fIce interaction k

of a ninth grade algebra class, at the suggestion of the mathematics teacher,

of ways to learn. Needed in the elementary school classroom arc centers

one spot, enabling children to engage in a variety of activities without

encourage manipulation of and experimentation with materials in the

one for conferences and small discussion groups; the other for housing

being built with movable Partitions to adjust the size of the room to the

possible.

met the special needs of four pupils who were far in advance of other
members of the class. The observer came to the group each Friday for

work sheets for independent use by pupils between visits.
must

schools should be in terms of the kinds of activities pursued. Many sec-
ondary school classrooms are being constructed with two attached rooms:

a variety of learning aids and reference materials. Other classrooms are

the day.

mathematical concepts he was acquiring in his college work and to supply

interfering with pupils involved in other enterprises. Such facilities also

process of learning. The development of the classroom setting in high

learning situation.

a laboratory for learning. The interest centers described here relate, in the

display pupil collections; and may contain reference and illustrative mate-

main, to an elementary school classroom where the group spends most of

working space close to a sink and with other needed facilities close at hand.

to work as a scientist does: raising problems, collecting evidence, trying
out procedures and testing hypotheses. A mobile science table facilitates

Isolated carrels or cubicles for study may have a place in the overall design

mate-
rial germane to current interests and investigations. With an appropriate

the center is the hub of localized and organized activities that permit pupils

individual enterprises. A well-equipped science area stimulates observa-

activities, a construction center makes crayons, paints, many kinds of paper,
clay, cloth, and various discard materials easily accessible for use. This
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tion and experimentation.

Proper facilities permit a variety of undertakings. A student observer

At all educational levels, it is helpful to think of the classroom as

3. Facilities and furnishingmust encourage and promote a variety

A science center may house models, materials and equipment; may

To encourage experimentation and free expression in art and craft



center should be adjacent to sink, to bulletin boards for display, to easels
and other working surfaces, and to storage space for materials and work
in progress.

In addition to a school library, every elementary school classroom
needs a library nook; every secondary school classroom needs reference
materials within easy access. 1-loused here are books and periodicals to
invite the inquiring mind to find answers to questions or to explore addi-
tional interests: fiction, informational books; and general references such
as dictionaries, atlases and encyclopedias. With a wide range both in level
of difficulty and type of material, changed according to emerging interests,
the book center makes accessible to pupils of varying ability sustenance
for mental and emotional growth. Picture and clipping files may also be
assembled here.

A listening and music center with piano, simple instruments, record-
ings and a record player equipped with earphones, radio, tape recorder,
and also a television set may be so located that it promotes both individual
and group listening and viewing.

On bulletin boards, chalkboards or peg boards there may be displayed
materials for developing and clarifying concepts, for promoting new in-
terests, or for sharing the results of individual or group enterprises. Ample
storage for general supplies, for textual materials, and for equipment is
assumed in a purposeful, dynamic environment for learning. Even where
supplies may be meager, storage is needed for putting aside materials
which have outlived their usefulness for this group and which no longer
challenge pupil interest and abilities.

Space

Each of the centers described here needs adjacent space where activi-
ties can spread to floor, table or bulletin board and chalkboard, as the
occasion demands. Space promotes privacy and permits joint endeavor
without confusion. Freedom to move about depends upon room enough
to do so without interfering with the activities of classmates. Space facili-
tates the personal conference of teacher-pupil and pupil-pupil. Obviously,
the arrangement of the room and the organization of activities make pos-
sible the most effective use of available space.

It is one thing to make provision for a class to have a common ex-
perience or to indulge in identical practice. It is quite another to provide
a setting in which individuals are encouraged to follow through with a
variety of responses. The latter requires space for class planning meeti: gs,
for activity, and for protection of work-in-progress. Space is expensive, but
if educators believe that pupils can reach their full potentialities only
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through personal organization of knowledge and experience as they inter-
act with classmates and adults and explore materials and ideas, then high
priority will be placed on space as a necessary prerequisite to such ex-
ploration and interaction. In the meantime, ingenious teachers in less than
ideal situations make use of corridors, the outdoors, or even unused corners
under stairways to permit children to use profitably every available space
in the pursuit of individual and group enterprises.

Time and Timing

The time spent in school cannot be a formless continuum. Of necessity,
certain school activities, such as lunch, physical activities, instrumental or
speech classes, and special laboratory periods, must be scheduled. In
these ways, classroom programs must be geared into the life of the school.
Moreover, broad guidelines for class programing are desirable in that they
help insure a proper balance among curricular offerings and some con-
tinuity in emphasis within separate disciplines. Especially for younger
children, a good school day implies some rhythm of activity; vigorous
activity alternated with relaxation; an accepted distribution of time that
gives a general schedule for the day and yet is flexible enough to make
room for emerging needs. A regular pattern of events saves energy and
time by eliminating the need for continuous decisions about what should
happen next.

Within this general framework, however, teacher and class provide
for substantial blocks of time so that learning tasks are not continually
interrupted, and so that an individual or a group has time to follow through
with an alternate response relative to a topic or problem of particular
interest. Time provisions arc made either for concentrated effort on a
single activity or for pursuit of a variety of related learnings. There are
times, also, when an individual or a group should be freed from scheduled
activities to engage in independent inquiry. Discovery is seldom com-
patible with rigid time limits.

Depending on the age and maturity of the learners, the teacher's guid-
ance should result in pupils' assumption of increased responsibility for
wise use of time and for choice and duration of learning tasks. The teacher,
taking his cues from the behavior of pupils, decides whether to t.djust the
timing or to wait for pupils to sense the need for redirection and reappor-
tionment of time. He is cognizant also of individual pattern! of working,
and he makes provision for learners who work better alone and at a slower
pace as well as for those who profit from much time spent in group en-
deavors.
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Resources for Learning

Paralleling the accelerated, explosive tempo of growth in new knowl-
edge in our society, one can discern increased effectiveness in its dissemi-
nation. Frazier' has identified several dimensions of knowledge and has
contrasted current learning opportunities in each with traditional ap-
proaches. Comparatively, there is an abundance of information. What is
available is more concrete and accurate. With new mass media, the trans-
mission is often immediate, in contrast to previous conditions when per-
haps weeks or months elapsed between the time of an event or a discovery
and general dissemination of news concerning it. Emerging developments
today are reported by many sources. Formerly, knowledge was interpreted
by relatively few individuals; now there is at times a bewildering number
of interpretations. The pupil, exposed to this abundant flow of new ideas
through radio, television and other mass media, must select, organize and
interpret what he sees, hears and reads.

The out-of-school exposure of children and youth to the moving
panorama of events, people and processes holds great promise for enrich-
ment and extension of learning. It follows that educators should be knowl-
edgable about current offerings in magazines, paperbacks, radio, through
television and other instructional media, that they should be sensitive to
the possibilities for the immediate use of such materials by pupils or for
the preservation of current presentations for later use through recordings
or through picture and clipping files.

The teacher needs an intimate knowledge of the pupilhis motiva-
tions, his past experiences and his present needsas a guide in referring
the individual to one rather than another lead for further exploration.
Knowing what is available, the teacher selects those materials and offerings
which promise greatest returns for the pupil time and effort involved. Se-
lection is associated inevitably with the purposes and present enterprises
of the individual or class group. A word of caution is needed lest this
perusal and selection be too narrowly conceived. A variety of approaches
to an idea serves to reinforce a concept and to deepen understanding.
For example, a pictorial presentation in the mass media may put flesh on
the bones of abstraction and generality which all too frequently charac-
terize textual materials and their use in classrooms.

Ultimately, the pupil himself must become selective in choosing from
the bombardment of imagery surrounding him. He must be helped in
evaluating the usefulness of any given source of experience in the attain-
ment of goals he has set for himself. Such ability comes from repeated

Alexander Frazier, in a television presentation for the Cincinnati Association
for Childhood Education, January 31, 1963.
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opportunities, under guidance, to select and evaluate materials from the
many resources available.

Many teachers are too inclined to fill the pupil's school day and
after-school hours with definite assignments from limited sources. In such
cases, the pupil has little time or incentive to sample the new, the exciting,
The immediate; or even to pursue special interests. Both teachers and pupils
need to be "open to experience" if learning is to be expanding in nature,
so that pupils are encouraged to reach their fell potentialities.

Types of Resources

There are many ways in which source materials for learning may be
classified. One way to look at these is in terms of their relative concrete-
ness. Resources range from direct experiences to the abstractness of verbal,
symbolic materials. The members of the committee responsible for this
volume believe that resources should be viewed in the light of their con-
tribution to individualized learning.

In guiding the individual's "becoming," the teacher must be aware
of the adequacy or lack of concrete, direct experiences the pupil has had
in a given area and of his readiness to build generalizations and to think
abstractly. As Frances Minor points out in Chapter Three, the teacher
can often give the learner a clue which will illuminate the structure or larger
design of a discipline. The measure of the difficulty of any particular
source for learning is its distance from the pupil's experiences and its
relation to his abilities, his attitudes and his goals.

For ease of discussion, resources are here broken down into the follow-
ing overlapping categories:

Human resources; firsthand observation and experiences; exploratory
and experimental material; materials and opportunities for self-expression;
printed mate .. various audio-visual materials. and newer learning media.

Human Resources

Contact with other wholesome human beings is by far the best resource
for confronting the pupil with reality and for aiding him in interpreting
his world. The theme of the previous chapter has been that individuals
test and refine their ideas in interaction with classmates and adults. In the
process, concepts are clarified and expanded, that is, if the group is an
accepting, supportive one. We have seen how the teacher is an invaluable
resource in learning. From his wider knowledge and his sensitivity to the
needs of individuals, the teacher pursues the tentative wondering, raises
questions that call for further inquiry, and provides access to needed in-
formation or experience.

The teacher himself has much to offer, both from his experiences
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and his values. A fourth grade teacher who, through her travels, had ac-
quired an extensive collection of dolls and other art forms representative
of global cultures, shared these resources with her class of limited back-
ground. Later, in a joint undertaking with the class, the augmented display
was presented at a school assembly. Thus, a teacher's hobby made life
in other countries more meaningful to many children.

When a teacher recognizes his proper role in relation to the educa-
tive environment, he no longer attempts to limit pupils' opportunities to
his own knowledge and experience. He becomes aware of his own limita-
tions and welcomes potentialities for learning which may be represented
by all the individuals who attend or work in the school.

One kindergarten class spent a valuable half-hour with the custodian.
The wonder of wheels was being explored by the children. Their interest
grew out of a cooking experience during which the school cook showed
them the wheels on the mixer and the large can opener. The children
were looking forward to the arrival of the school custodian who had
promised to show them how wheels helped him in his work. His appear-
ance at the door was the only signal they needed for assembling along
the side of a cleared area of their room.

First, the custodian rolled into the room a two-wheeled hand truck
which he used to transport large boxes of paper and school supplies. He
pointed out how the truck wheels enabled him to move heavy loads up
and down steps as well as on ramps and over uneven surfaces. The chil-
dren saw similarity in the operation of the truck and a wheelbarrow. They
also suggested reasons for differences that exist in the structural design of
the two carriers.

The custodian then displayed a circular-framed dolly holding a gar-
bage can. He explained how the dolly saved him time and many steps
in the task of emptying wastepaper baskets, and he demonstrated how the
small swivel wheels on the dolly permitted him to roll the can freely in
any direction. The children responded by sharing their observations of
the use of swivel wheels in their homes. Their observations supported the
thesis that this kind of wheel is important and needed.

Next the custodian introduced a fairly large, tank-type machine which
is used to vacuum as well as to scrub and dry floors. He demonstrated
the dual purpose of the machine and told the children that he could not
lift the floor cleaner because of its weight. Large back wheels supported
its weight, however, and he needed only one hand to move the cleaner
from one place to another. Moreover, the custodian showed how the small
swivel wheels located beneath the front rim of the tank permitted him to
turn the cleaner around and easily change direction. The children watched
intently the functioning of the combination of wheels used on the floor
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cleaner. Finally, Linda commented that the wheels did not function like
those on an automobile. Several others nodded their heads in agreement.
All continued to watch until the custodian pushed the floor cleaner out of
view.

The appearance of a long, narrow, four-wheeled dolly was startling.
In a moment or two, some of the children remembered seeing the dolly
loaded with metal folding chairs for the auditorium. The custodian said
that he could transport approximately 75 chairs on it. He contrasted this
load with the four chairs that he himself could carry at any one time.
How many children could the dolly transport? Through experimenting,
it was found that 12 children could be moved on the dolly. Then the
custodian stacked six of the children's large tables on the dolly and rolled
them into the corridor and back into the room. The children noted this
with approval.

The custodian asked the children to watch the clock and see how long
it took him to bring four chairs from the auditorium. Then they watched
the clock again as he brought a dolly loaded with 75 chairs from the
auditorium. Thus, the children were helped to discover how the dolly
really saved time. Wheels had become more important in their eyes, and
the school custodian had provided an educational opportunity which caused
some children to bring toys to school to demonstrate various kinds of
wheels. David brought his crane to explain the caterpillar wheels, pointing
out the wheels within wheels. Frances described her father's new snow-
plow and drew a picture of it.

Individuals in the school setting but outside the classroom who assist
children and youth in accepting their own culture can contribute signifi-
cantly to helping pupils learn in ways other than providing information
or demonstrating a process. In many elementary schools, especially in the
early grades, the school contacts of the child are almost exclusively fem-
inine. For children from culturally deprived areas of large cities and some-
times from families in which there is no father in the home, the principal,
a custodian, the attendance officer, the adult traffic guard, or physical
education teacher may represent a needed father image. Informal contacts,
coupled with a display of genuine, personal interest in the child, may help
such individuals, especially boys, develop better self-images and may lead
to their setting new. worthwhile goals for themselves.

There are many resource persons in the community whose specialized
knowledge and wisdom are at the service of an individual or a class. Some
of these the learner discovers on his own. A committee of a sixth grade
class in a community, conscious of urban renewal, used and increased
their knowledge of scale as they explored city plans for community re-
newal. The committee prepared scale drawings of the three buildings
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which comprised the school plant. Interest in constructing a model of the
school plant prompted them to seek the assistance of a friend who was an
engineering student. This contact brought a response from interested
students in an engineering fraternity at the local university. These students
worked with the pupils involved in the project as the pupils corrected
their scale drawings, made blueprints, and constructed a model of the
school. The university students gained better understanding of the fresh
approach elementary school children make to a meaningful learning situa-
tion, and the pupils grew in their knowledge of measurement and scale.
They grew also in self-esteem, both from the creditable results they ob-
tained and from the experience of working cooperatively with adults.

People rooted in the local community can give a sense of continuity
to children and youth. In studying about Cincinnati, one fifth grade class
read about Benjamin Stites, an early pioneer. A parent who was his direct
descendant brought and shared with the class original deeds to property
Stites had owned. Pupil understandings increased as the parent discussed
the plan for making land grants that was in effect at the time Benjamin
Stites received titles to land in the Cincinnati area.

If a school staff wants seriously to tap community resources, it pre-
pares and maintains a file of parents and other adults in the community
who are able and willing to serve in this way. When an individual seeks
special knowledge, he should have ready access to the file listing appropriate
opportunities. Preparing a student for an interview through planning the
questions to ask and the courteous way to approach and terminate the
interview involves !earnings valuable in their own right.

Cultural opportunities, such as seeing plays by professional actors
and hearing directors discuss the workings of the theater, are made avail-
able to high school pupils. Businessmen and representatives of industry
play important roles in working with secondary schools as sources of
cooperative experiences for pupils in the world of work. One junior high
school in the heart of a large city plans an annual program during which
graduates of the school who are successful in business or a profession will
tell how valuable their school experience has been for them. This program
should help to raise the aspirations of current pupils as they continue
their education in preparation for the world of work.

Such opportunities, of course, have varying significance for different
pupils, but for many an individual they bring emotional involvement and
add reality to learning. Newspaper personnel, governmental groups, interest
groups often set up Saturday or after-school workshops, bringing in
speakers and organizing discussion groups to work on problems of con-
cern to high school youth.
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Sometimes the chief impetus for using one's potentialities to the
fullest comes from the student's home. Shelby's older brother was a
graduate engineering student; his father was interested in mathematics
and fostered the boy's interest in the field. In this instance, the teacher
recognized that Shelby's special talents placed him beyond the majority
of the class even though he was enrolled in an advanced placement course
in the tenth grade. His teacher gave him the School Mathematics Study
Group's books on functions and matrix algebra. Shelby returned the books
within a few days with the comment that he had known most of the books'
contents before he read them. At the teacher's request, the head of the
mathematics department at the local university interviewed Shelby. Subse-
quently, arrangements were made for him to enroll in college mathe-
matics courses during his last two years in high school.

Firsthand Observation and Experience

The learner's own experiences and his observations of happenings
and processes in his environment, together with discussion and reflection.
are raw materials which he uses to build his concepts and understandings.
Educational trips into the community and processes or performances
brought into the school serve to broaden his background of information.
The kindergarten teacher, referred to previously, whose children were
learning about wheels, brought to school an old fashioned eggbeater. She
helped the children make comparisons among the eggbeater, the electric
mixer to be found in most homes, and the huge mixer the cook operated
in the school kitchen.

Ways should be found to remove some of the blocks to fuller use of
the community. Some cities now provide buses for use on educational
trips.

In a number of cases. provision is made for giving children from
culturally deprived areas of the community opportunities to visit parks,
museums and other cultural institutions early in their school life as a
means of intellectual stimulation and extension of experience.

All the children in a school or class, of course, may not need the
same firsthand contacts with industries or community institutions. In-
creasingly, arrangements are being made for individuals or committees
to visit or interview in relation to their own needs. A parent or another
adult often accompanies these pupils if arrangements for trips outside
school hours are not feasible. In a number of large cities. volunteer tutors
include community excursions to broaden the horizon of the individuals
they are helping.
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Exploratory and Experimental Materials

To be activ, in his own learning, the child needs a wealth of raw
materials with which to work. Especially for the young child, nothing can
substitute for materials which he can adapt to express or to clarify his
ideas. Simple, general materials rather than highly structured finished
objects are preferable. Through frequent experience in working with
concrete, responsive materials, abstract generalizations emerge; thus, the
importance of the use of objects, counters, and replications of fractional
parts in arithmetic. Indeed, throughout the elementary school and the
secondary school when the learner gets lost in generalities and abstractions,
the wise teacher has concrete materials and experiences available to clear
up confusions.

In the field of science, authorities are emphasizing the importance
for pupils to find out for themselves through experimentation. They are
urging less teacher demonstration and more pupil participation. This re-
quires that tools, equipment and materials be readily available. At the
high school level, this entails a variety of laboratory equipment that can
be used for individual projects.

Materials and Opportunities
for Self-Expression

Dramatic play, creative dramatics, dramatization, role-playing, and
the writing and presentation of plays represent successive levels of com-
plexity and together constitute an important source of educative experi-
ence. Materials are not the crucial factor here, although, for young chil-
dren, a bus to sit in, homemade boats in a harbor in one section of the
room, or traffic signs and toy autos add reality to dramatic play. Acting-
out experiences enable pupils to put to use information they have gathered
through observation, reading and discussion. Such simulated activities are
frequently the nearest approach to reality that the school can provide.
Dramatization of a trip to the West in a covered wagon enables pupils
to live imaginatively with the pioneers. Dramatic activities and role playing
involve children and youth in vicarious experiences in a way that promotes
understanding and changes attitudes.

Rhythmic activities also evoke understandings, partly because the
learner is so completely involved in the activity. Participating in the folk
dances of a people, accompanied by characteristic music, helps to provide
empathy and insight into the lives of others. Original songs, dances, art
expression, constructions and compositions are creative activities through
which pupils may reconstruct their experiences in a personal way. At times,
these activities have value for others, but their paramount significance re-
mains with the creator.
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Printed Materials

Books play an important part in individualizing learning. Through his
Hentification with characters in a book, the learner widens his world. Such
books as In My Mother's House, The Green Song (a story of a Puerto
Rican), Little Rabbit, and When Will the World Be Mine? can serve the
young child well. Similarly. The Yearling opens the world to the young
adolescent.8

While the textbook has its place, dictionaries, atlases, encyclopedias
and other reference books have become accepted as necessary aids to
learning in the classroom. When a pupil has mastered their use, he has
taken an important step toward independence and individualization of
learning. If learning how to learn is a major goal of education, help in the
use of such tools must be given high priority.

No classroom could possibly be supplied with all the reading mate-
rial needed for learning that is open-ended, exploratory and diversified.
A school library, staffed with a trained school librarian and well supplied
with books and magazines, is basic to an adequate provision of resources
for learning. Working together, the teacher and the librarian can select
collections for temporary housing in the classroom, can plan for the stimu-
lation of reluctant readers, and can meet the special interests of individuals.

The accessibility of books, presented attractively and discriminately,
is a large factor in the amount of reading done by pupils, which today
exceeds that of adults as determined by library circulation. The astound-
ing growth of paperbacks makes a greater abundance of books available
to schools and puts a personal library within the reach of practically every
child. Even with the present wealth of appropriate juvenile fiction and
factual books, responsible adult guidance is needed to see that the right
book and the learner get together at the right time. Whether an individual
finds reading a promising way to learn depends in part upon the facility
in reading he has developed. Often reading needs to be supplemented by
other modes of learning.

' In My Mother's House. Ann Nolan Clark. New York: Viking Press, 1941.
The Green Song. Doris Troutman Plenn. New York: David McKay Company,

Inc., 1954.

Little RabbitUn Petit Lapin. Matias. Bilingual, French and English. New
York: Henry Z. Walck, Inc., 1961.

When Will the World Be Mine? Mariam Schlein. New York: William R. Scott,
Inc., 1953.

The Yearling. Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons,
1961.
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Various Audio-Visual Materials

Alert teachers now look upon pictures, slides, models, filmstrips,
silent and sound movies, and recordings as an integral part of the school
program. If these aids are to make their full contribution to individualizing
learning, the teacher must be knowledgeable about the materials avail-
able in each medium and their relevance to the current learning enterprise.
The aids must also be accessible for ready use as emerging needs dictate.

Technological developments have made possible the use of audio-
visual materials by individuals and small groups. A tape recorder permits
a pupil to record for later playback a radio presentz. ,on, a selection read
orally, or a speech he is preparing. For example, two pupils who had read
the same book made individual tapes of their reactions to the book. These
became the basis for class discussion and interaction on a problem situa-
tion centered in the book.

The tape recorder also permits a teacher to study by repeated reruns
the language patterns or conversation lacks of a group. A record player
equipped with earphones can be used for pupils to work with materials,
sometimes prerecorded by the teacher, without disturbing other class mem-
bers. New developments in equipment allow a small group to view a film
or filmstrip without darkening the room. At Purdue University students
can sign for any visual aid in much the same way in which one receives
books in a library. Hopefully, every new school will include plans to bring
a wealth of learning resources together in a materials center, possibly com-
bined with the school library. If the center includes facilities for local
production of learning aids by teachers and pupils, materials can be more
closely related to needs.

Newer Learning Media

Many examples of the value of these aids might be given. In one
instance, a fifth grade class in a suburban school was studying about the
western part of the United States. The teacher of this class invited a parent
to show slides made during her several visits to the West. The intense in-
terest in the scenes contained in ti,. slidesthe tarantula in the shoe left
on the floor at night, the snake which insisted upon staying at the front
door entrance to their cottageplus the narrator's warm presentation,
encouraged pupils to raise questions and discuss with the teacher items
they would be less likely to glean from their individual and group research.
Of course, trips to a museum and the use of various audio-visual aids were
a natural part of the study.

' The entire issue of Educational Leadership, April 1963, has discussions of new
learning media,
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Selected fcr separate treatment are newer media presented to educa-
tors as a complete program: educational television, language laboratories,
programed instruction, and cross-media packaged material.

Television can reach an unlimited audience, and it is capable of
registering a convincing, unified impact upon the senses of seeing and
hearing. Though the content that television presents may sometimes be in-
ferior, unwanted or undesirable, the fact remains that this medium is
essentially file of restraint either as to distance or time.

Commercial television brings to learners history in the making through
programing such events as a presidential inauguration or the launching of
a rocket carrying a space craft. It can provide viewers with experiences
beyond their reach, like attending Shakespearean plays or the Olympic
games. It can provide students a clearer picture of an action than the
viewer would secure if he were present at the scene, as it does whIn it
programs a surgeon performing an operation or a pianist playing a con-
certo. Teachers familiar with current offerings can refer individuals to
appropriate programs.

By way of educational television, learners can hear and see important
resource people who would find it impossible to visit the many classes
which they reach with immediacy and intimacy by way of the television
screen. Learners can and do achieve closer, more discriminating views
of processes ar procedures, together with the results. They have an op-
portunity to experience with telling impact something which they have
never previously viewed.

Many educators believe that television series should be planned not
as a complete course but as an adjunct to classroom instruction. They
believe that television should present resources and materials winch would
be impossible or difficult for the classroom teacher to prepare. Ample time
should be provided for the viewers' preparation for and follow-up of the
lesson, and for the class members to experiment, apply, and find solutions
to their own problems. While pupil involvement in learning is more likely
with the teacher and group in a face-to-face situation, television presenta
tions, worked out cooperatively by the station and the classroom teacher,
bring a valuable added resource to the classroom.

Usually the teacher with his class should be free to select only those
lessons which are timely and appropriate. A special case could perhaps
be made for a foreign language series in the elementary school. This is
especially true if it is decided that children should become acquainted
with a language and if classroom teachers lack knowledge or proficiency
in its spoken form. A main problem to be solved in using television in-
structionally is to bring it under easier control by the teacher so as to
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permit better articulation with other educational experiences. Another
problem yet to be resolved is that of deciding what educational objectives
are most efficiently attained by television.

Language laboratories, used chiefly in secondary schools, permit
pupils to check individual spoken responses with reliable models and,
therefore, aid in individualizing instruction. Portable models have brought
costs down and made language laboratories more accessible to the class-
room situation. Probably this equipment should be conceived of as a
sound laboratory shared by several fields." For example, pupils with
speech problems may hear and repeat acceptable language patterns, and
pupils may record and play back oral reports before giving these in class.

Programed materials seem, on first consideration, to be a promising
vehicle for relating education to the individual learner. In contrast to
identical instruction given simultaneously before a total class by lecture
or television, programed materials are addressed to the individual learner.
Generally, programing consists of a sequential ordering of items, pre-
sented as frames, to which the learner reacts with immediate reinforce-
ment of his response. It is claimed that programed materials serve much as
an individual tutor and that their impersonal nature provides the advantage
of infinite patience.

Both the linear and branching types of programing have certain
advantages. Which type or what particular program is selected must depend
on the teacher's goals and the ability of the pupil. Certainly, both types of
programs can result in mastery of rote material such as number facts, spell-
ing words, and vocabulary development. A recent programed text in poetry
gives promise of developing insightful learning." In both types of program,
however, originality of response is seriously restricted. Programs which
utilize branching seem to hold most promise for permitting de elopment of
higher mental processes. Improvement in program content and in proce-
dures used in presenting programs can be expected as a result of experi-
mentation and further use.

Questions we should ask before selecting a program for simultaneous
use by an entire class are these:

1. How does the content of a program compare with that of our
own curriculum? If only a portion of the program's content is similar, the
program probably should not be used.

" Harry Regenstreif. "Why Stop at Language Labs?" Audiovisual Instruction,
7:282-83; May 1962.

"James M. Reid, John Ciardi and Lawrence Perrine. "Poetry: A Closer Look."
Programed Instruction with Selected Poems. New York: Harcourt, Brace and World,
1963.
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2. What are the objectives of the program? How do they relate to the
outcomes sought by the pupils and the teacher? If the objective is rote
memory of an established body of knowledge, programed materials might
well be a valid choice. If the objectives include an analysis of complex
data, development and testing of hypotheses, or the evaluation of current
events, other types of instructional procedures must presently be used.

3. Will the program stimulate and maintain the interest of the pupils?
Some schools report that the novelty attracts pupils at first, but that even-
tually the materials become boring to many pupils.

4. Are rate and reinforcement of learning more important factors
with regard to the needs of a particular class than originality, inquiry
and discovery? One of the main strengths of programed materials lies in
individual pacing and reinforcement. Children may vary in their need for
these attributes.

5. Can the programed material be scheduled so that it will be well
articulated with other learning activities? Does the program lend itself
to further inquiry and discovery by the pupils, if such activity logically
should follow?

These materials, when they are well constructed and when they
serve to further current educational goals, have a -place in education.
Eventually, they will be presented in forms which are more adaptable.
Smaller units, or courses broken down into independent parts, would
enable an individual or a group to pursue a topic in which there was
particular interest, to work through a sequence of material which was
missed by absence or in which review was needed, or to alternate pre-
sentation with application or discussion.

It is obvious that what is needed is a skilled teacher who can
answer questions raised by the pupil and can guide the learner into
opportunities which supplement the program. If, as their adherents claim,
programed materials can reduce' the lockstep in education, can free the
teacher from repetitive instruction to work with individuals and small
groups in a more intimate way, their use will contribute to releasing the
potentialities of the learner.

Cross-media packaged materials have recently been produced by
educational publishers. These learning units are planned for individual,
group or class use and bring together a variety of types of learning aids
focused on a particular topic. Such packages may contain filmstrips, films,
booklets, supplies, and manipulative or practice materials. Where they are
educationally sound, these kits may offer opportunities to individualize
instruction and reinforce learning by multisensory appeal. The narrower
the topic treated, the more versatile the use of these kits with individuals
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or small groups is apt to be. Like any other aids, each kit must be evaluated
in terms of its relevance to educational goals.

Guidelines for Selection and Use
of Learning Resources

In the view of the committee responsible for this volume, evaluation
and use of all resources for learning must be undertaken within the
context of a belief about how the potential of individuals can be released
and nurtured toward optimum development.

1. The selection of resources should be in terms of criteria. Ob-
viously, judgment is required in both the long-range and day-by-day
choice of learning materials and in the ways in which materials are
used with the learner. With increasing maturity, the pupil should assume
increased responsibility for knowing the kinds of materials and processes
that will serve his need and the skills needed to locate and use these re-
sources. In a certain sense, however, the teacher should bear the burden of
insuring efficiency of learning by organizing and having available needed
resources to which to direct the child. At least, the pupil's quest should not
be too frustrating, if the teacher wishes to keep alive the enchantment and
the challenge that are inherent in discovery in learning.

Each medium for learning has certain advantages and certain limi-
tations in terms of what the teacher and the pupils are trying to ac-
complish. It is usually preferable to use a combination of learning mate-
rials rather than to promote the exclusive use of one, whether this be
textbook, film, television, or some other type of material.

A few criteria in the form of questions may be helpful as a basis
for selecting learning aids. Any given resource may not meet every crite-
rion, but the pupil should spend the major part of his time with resources
that meet most of the following criteria.

Does the resource foster an active, inquiring role for the learner?
Does the resource provide for independent use, with self-checking

possible, or must it be closely supervised?
Does it constitute "raw" material so that the learner can adapt it

or reformulate it to his purposes? Will he be able to sense its relation-
ship to other learnings, and can he form his own generalizations? Or, is
it a resource that can be used only in prescribed ways or that anticipates
only passive reception by the learner?

Is the resource characterized by open-endedness? Will its use lead
to new interests, new sources, new discoveries?

Must the learner accept the content as a whole, going through



prescribed sequences; or is the resource in such a form that he can
choose 'from it what he needs or wishes?

Will the selection of this resource duplicate or supplement resources
already available?

Can it be used repeatedly or is it consumable?
Is the resource suited to the maturity of the learner?
Is it attuned to this particular pupil's best way of learning?
2. Certain conditions facilitate classroom use of resources. An impor-

tant function of the teacher who would promote open-ended inquiry and
individualized learning is to know materials and programs and to have these
readily available at the appropriate time. To this end, the teacher might
use the following questions as a checklist.

Are the variety and quantity of resources in the classroom sufficient
to permit choice?

Are the resources organized in such a way that they can be quickly
located when needed?

How accessible to the learner are the resources?
Do the available learning devices and materials include a variety

of approaches to learning in order to satisfy the needs of pupils who
learn best from manipulating concrete materials and the needs of those
who can handle more abstract material?

Will the use of this resource free the teacher to give individual
help or to meet other needs of the group?

Will the learning resulting from use of the resource justify the
time expended?

Is the resource sufficiently related to what children already know
so they will find it easy to use in extending their experiences?

Do many of the materials provide a multisensory approach to
knowledge?

What combination of media or resources will be most profitable?
3. The ultimate test of resources for learning is their usefulness to

the individual learner. The teacher continually observes and checks to see
that any resource furthers growth for each pupil who uses it. Naturally,
the choice of resources cannot be made once and for all, even for the
individual learner. What is needed today may be superfluous or even detri-
mental next year. What is appropriate for Evelyn may be inappropriate for
Phil. This does not mean that there are no situations in which common
materials or resources will well serve a number of children or the class as a
whole.
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The teacher may find that, while the resource is valuable, it may
not be so regarded by some individuals. The problem then becomes
one of helping such individuals by convincing them of the relevance of
the material to their goals. Lack of involvement on the learner's part
may be evidence that the planning for a medium's use did not include
the pupil. If he can not come to see that it furthers his development,
the chances are that he should not continue its use, at least for the
present.

Highly desirable, then, is establishment of wholesome, enriched en-
vironments in which human potential is given maximum opportunity for
discovery and development. These environments should be created with
thoughtful attention to ways in which learning can be individualized in
an institution which was originally organized to deal with masses of
learners.
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6/The Roles of Supervisors
and Administrators

Franklin P. Morley
in Cooperation with a Panel of Discussants*

WORKING in the school environment with teachers and
pupils are educational leaders who discharge important functions in assisting
with the release of human potential through teaching. The roles of leaders
are, we believe, twofold: (a) to help teachers discover and develop poten-
tial in their pupils, and (b) to facilitate discovery and development of
potential in the teachers themselves. Administrators and supervisors serve
in significant ways as teachers of teachers and as aides to teachers. More
specifically, however, they open to teachers the gates of experiencing and
experimenting, and assist them in acquiring adequate self-concepts and
abounding self-confidence.

To demonstrate in a clear and practical manner certain of the actions
which supervisors and administrators may take in fulfilling their twin roles,
the Yearbook Committee decided to invite five discussants to tape-record a
discussion about these actions. Several days prior to the discussion, each
participant was given a list of ideas expressed in the yearbook chapters.
Transcription of the discussion revealed that if it were left substantially
untouched, and in the sequential order of its development, it would prob-
ably retain its interest and freshness. For this reason, the following discus-
sion appears in narrative style, with key ideas which were highlighted
by the discussants being noted. As so often happens in free and unstruc-
tured discussion, ideas which have been momentarily shunted aside are
sometimes resumed subsequently when participants appreciate the im-
portance or relevance of the points that have been made.

Discussants included Gerald A. Baughman, Principal, Hilltop Elementary
School, Ladue, Missouri; Carl C. Salsbury, Principal, Millburn High School, Millburn,
New Jersey; Frank B. Stover, Superintendent of Schools, Bloomfield, New Jersey;
and Ronald C. Doll and Franklin P. Morley, of the Yearbook Committee.
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To initiate our discussion of supervisory and administrative roles,
Ronald Doll reminded us that we had received a list of ideas which had
pervaded previously written chapters of the yearbook, and that we were
to select some of these points "to see what they say about helping teachers
release potential in boys and girls, and also about helping teachers release
potential in themselves."

Frank Morley responded first: "I think we have often tried to achieve
openness which permits response and interaction. Most of us have felt that
the only way you capitalize on the particular talents and resources of per-
sons in their situations is to establish an openness which will invite contri-
butions, invite participation, and invite interaction among staff members.
Frequently, this invitation is direct and in relation to assigned problems,
but you would also hope that sometime you would arrive at a point where
individual teachers and groups of teachers would work on problems which
they have identified themselves.

Decentralization encourages an
openness which permits response

and interaction.

"One thing this leads me to in my thinking is that you can characterize
the operation of a classroom, a school building, and a school system that has
openness as one which in many ways has become decentralized. In the
classroom you have a teacher who can decentralize his operation and help
individuals and groups of students legitimately engage in various activities,
producing varieties of products as a consequence of those activities. By
the same token, in a school building you have a principal working with his
staff in such a way that individual staff members and teams of staff members
also identify projects that they want to work on. These projects are sup-
ported by the principal. In a total school system, the central office works
in such a way that there is building autonomy established to the extent
that a building such as Gerald Baughman's can go into an ungraded pri-
mary plan, and try it without thinking that this obligates everybody else in
the system to try it. Such decentralization might be contrasted with the
situation where there is one person in the classroom or in the building of
in the school system who is trying to keep track of everything, engineer
everything, and process everything."

"Let me express a negative thought," said Doll. At one time I be-
lieved that I should get teachers to volunteer for all sorts of projects that
I thought were interesting. Then I' overheard a conversation one day in
which a teacher asked, 'Are you going to be a member of such and such
a committee?' And the answer was, 'Well, I may just as well be because next
year I will have to be a member of some committee, and 1 may as well get
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it over with.' This made me wonder if it wasn't important to have a system
of modified volunteering in which school leaders take a look at who is
around them, who can contribute most to a project, and then tap these
people on the shoulders politely, but involve them nevertheless on some
basis other than pure volunteering."

Teachers and pupils
should not be limited so

closely to one working domain.

Gerald Baughman came in at this point, "Openness will come out of
the classroom situation if opportunity for such openness is provided, and I
would not think of it in terms of committee work. If your situation is such
that people feel free to move beyond their classrooms, chances are better of
getting at their potential. I think that the exchange of ideas from one
teacher to another will not come freely without teachers moving out of
their classrooms and exchanging pupils. In the elementary school, I think
the concept of a child's working only in one given situation should be
examined. The child may need to be placed in numerous situations, for
each one provides him an opportunity to grow. If teachers and adminis-
trators recognize that children from one room may go to another, that the
whole class may go, that a teacher may come from one class to another,
this kind of cross-fertilization brings ideas for projects spontaneously from
the staff. They then, in turn, come to the printipal and say, 'We want to
do this.' Or they even come and say, 'Well, yesterday we did this and you
were not around. We went ahead with it anyway.' So I think there has to be
considerably more openness."

"Are you saying," Morley asked, "that shared responsibility supports
cooperative action; that if you set up a situation in which two or more
teachers share the responsibility for a group of children or for a given child,
this action may precipitate cooperation among the people who share the
responsibility?"

Sharing responsibility
encourages cooperation.

"Yes." replied Baughman, "if you have competent teachers who share
responsibility for children, they begin to share the curriculum of these
children. They say to each other You are doing something to benefit some
of my children, and I am doing something to benefit some of yours.' The
exchange may be for a couple of weeks. more or less."

Superintendent Frank Stover now entered the discussion: "We had
such a situation in a junior high school about a year or so ago when we
were eager to explore the possibilities of a new kind of general science in the
ninth grade. The need for this arose primarily because of the heavy science
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sequence in the elementary schools and in the seventh and eighth grades.
We had three teachers, one from the social studies field who was a geologist
by avocation, another a science teacher, and the third a mathematics
teacher. They shared responsibility for several groups of students for a
period of a year, trying to evolve a ninth grade general science course. The
class did not belong to any one teacher in particular in this situation."

Stover then shifted to an application of the idea to a whole school
system. "Now a very simple device I have seen in effecting exchange in a
total school system is getting the elementary school teachers together in an
unstructured arrangement so that kindergarten teachers talk with kinder-
garten teachers, and first grade teachers with first grade teachers, and so
on. No admihistrators are present and no record is kept. The values that
come from this exchange are significant for the reason that if people feel
that other people in the school system are free enough to experiment and
to try ideas, it encourages them to try things also.

"If in your administrative council, or whatever you call the organiza-
tion in which principals and supervisors meet, projects going on at the
individual school level are discussed by the administrators, the discussion
creates an atmosphere in which an administrator or a supervisor who may
not be doing anything particularly new feels free to investigate and see
what he might do. An atmosphere in which people can change and experi-
ment and grow becomes a system-wide thing and not just a classroom
situation. In other words, I am saying invention breeds invention if you can
create the proper atmosphere."

"Are you saying," asked Morley, "that the teachers in the situation you
have described have no prescribed agenda, but that they do have the oppor-
tunity to talk freely together?"

Teachers must use
opportunities to learn

from each other.

"Right! And a similar procedure which is very important for many of
us who have so many new untried teachers is to urge them to visit fre-
quently with people we think are extremely creative or extremely com-
petent teachers. Have them spend a day with no particular reason other
than to observe effective practices. We find this to be a very helpful in-
service device, because again the young teacher comes to feel that he is
not chained to a certain set routine, for he sees somebody else who is
able to cut the ribbons and do something a little different."

"Can you work that in reverse?" asked Carl Salsbury. "When you have
younger teachers who have attended natural science institutes and the like,
I think the more experienced teachers very frequently can profit from seeing
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what some of these people are doing. Of course there is a lot of resistance
on the part of some of the older teachers to visiting younger teachers, but
I think they can learn from them. What I mean is that if you are going to
have openness, it has to extend in all directions."

Contributions of all staff
members will be welcomed.

"Of course, I think we are also stressing here the element of recogni-
tion," was Stover's reply. "If we were teaching a class in creative writing,
we would expect to acknowledge outstanding work and have compositions
read and have other people appreciate them. I think the same thing goes
for teachers. If something significant has been done, we should give the
teacher a platform from which to speak and an opportunity to have other
people probe him with questions. I think that this is part of developing
creativity; that anybody who is creative is not creating in a vacuum. He
wants to have at least some chance to tell what he has done. The opportuni-
ties that one provides for this to happen in a school system are important."

Then Morley asked, "Are there hazards in promoting recognition by
parents, let us say, by giving an experimenter the opportunity to share with
parents what has developed?"

"There are hazards," responded Stover. "As soon as a parent realizes
that his child is in an experimental group, he wants to be assured of the
experiment's success. And sometimes we don't succeed in communicating
too well the purpose of the project. This can cause some difficulties. Neither
teachers nor parents should expect predetermination of the results of
experimentation."

Salsbury now told of an instance in which parents and teachers had
explored together the content of language, mathematics, and science pro-
grams. As a consequence, the parents encouraged teachers to achieve a
greater degree of openness toward experiencing and experimenting.

All teachers need
opportunities to

achieve openness.

Doll steered the discussion back to a previous comment. "I liked the
reference awhile ago to the need to find and develop potential in all sorts
of teachers regardless of age level or experiential background. Some teach-
ers by virtue of their backgrounds tend to be 'closed' in their outlook. I
think of an English teacher who was very good at teaching classical litera-
ture, but she couldn't see the contribution she could make to the pupil
population that was going out directly into jobs and not going to college.
Finally, the high school principal said to her, 'You have a couple of days
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of visitation coming. Why don't you choose some kind of opportunity that
will get you away from schools? Visit somewhere else.' He was pleased when
she went to the employment offices of a couple of the firms that employed
the high school's graduates and looked at the graduates' interview results.
She saw the forms that the alumni had filled out and the letters of applica-
tion they had written. She came back realizing that there was something in
the world besides Shakespeare, good as Shakespeare was, and that she
could contribute. So she came to the realization that she needed to open
the environment of her pupils, and also to continue opening her ewn
environment."

"I think the February 1963 issue of Educational Leadership has ma-
terial in it to be considered in connection with this particular discussion,"
Salsbury injected. "Our staff has lifted something from it with regard to the
alienated, disaffected, uncommitted youth that we have in suburbia, and
I think it is in line with what you have just said. It states, 'Perhaps the
best-proven fact in educational research is that each human being is unique.
We will have to make it possible for unique learners to do different things
and to comc out with different !earnings. They come out with different
!earnings now, and always have, but we teachers have not as yet accepted
this fact. This failure to accept the obvious and the inevitable spoils the lives
of many teachers.' "

Morley raised a question as to whether creative, innovating teachers
tend to be threats to other teachers. He cited a situation in which two inno-
vators engaged in almost open battle to determine which one could "out-
innovate" the other. The conflict was resolved only when both teachers
left the system. "How do you deal with conflict of this sort when you achie'
openness ?" he asked.

"I think an important aspect of openness is tne obligation of the edu-
cational leader to see to it that he recognizes in every way he can all kinds
of contributions," replied Doll. "It is true that the 'fairhairedness' of a
principal's favorite causes other teachers to avoid doing what the fair-
haired teacher is doing. The comments go like this: 'This is her empire.
Let her operate it. We will continue to operate as we always have.' Well,
the leader should recognize that contributions come in many dimensions.
He may say, 'This year we are not necessarily emphasizing spectacular
projects. Many of the routine, day-to-day things we are doing need improve-
ment.' or 'Are you doing something outside school that is an important com-
munity service which reflects on the welfare of the school?' Leaders need
to see a wide range of possibilities to which they can give recognition."

"1 think we have to be realistic," countered Stover, "and say that the

' Earl C. Kelley. The DropoutOur Greatest Challenge." Eduratonal Leader-
ship 20:296; 1963.
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innovator is always likely to be suspect whether he is a pupil or a teacher.
There is an old saying in industry, 'These fellows end as vice presidents,
not as presidents.' In other words, I think part of the problem of the building
administrator is to protect the innovator somewhat from the great mass of
general practice and conformity; to help him acknowledge the fact that if
he does something new, he is likely to be criticized severely by those who do
not want change. While we can try to provide an atmosphere for change and
try to recognize everybody else, I do not think we can get away from the
fact that the unusual youngster in the class or the unusual teacher in the
building will experience a certain amount of tension in dealing with the
rest of the group. I think we are unrealistic to believe otherwise."

Administrators should protect,
strengthen and reward

creative teachers.

This prompted Baughman to comment on the merit system in Ladue.
"An evaluation program like that in Ladue has built-in rewards for the
teacher who is the innovator, both in terms of the evaluation the principal
makes, this being a written evaluation, and in terms of a financial reward
which is a very definite and specific sign of recognition. I think that merit
systems could be made to provide rewards for unusual teaching."

Doll reacted rather quickly to this. "Do you find that your system of
rewards causes some persons to strain to be an innovator in order to secure
the reward?"

"We have just been studying this possibility," replied Baughman,
"and I believe that the consensus is that this is not a problem."

Morley supported his fellow worker: "What Gerald is saying is that
perhaps there has to be openness in our reward and recognition systems,
and this is not typical of school operations. Normally, schools have closed
salary systems, don't they? What, then, can we open? Can we vary the
written reward. the oral reward, or some other kind of recognition? How
can we have openness in our recognition systems?"

Doll referred to the importance of motivation. "We keep saying it is
intrinsic motivation we want. The question is, What is intrinsic in this area?
It seems to me that the urge to inquire, the curiosity we cherish in children
is relevant here. Somehow leaders need to help teachers develop similar
curiosity. If curiosity moves them, then the increase in salary is strictly
secondarythough this is probably too idealistic a view for many people."

"I have found that rigid or narrow evaluation closes situations instead
of opening them," Salsbury professed. "Under systems of evaluation, teach-
ers fear becoming suspect. They do net innovate as much as they once did.
They resent pressure and think it unprofessional. At one time, perhaps, they
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considered their pupils to he their clients, who were to be treated as a
lawyer treats his clients or as a doctor treats his patients. They were con-
cerned for the welfare of each and every pupil. They were innovating, trying
very hard to meet the needs of their differing clients, and they were working
together with other teachers more closely. But now, under a rigid evalua-
tion plan, they are saying, 'O.K., if this is going to get some of the other
teachers career status, why should I do it for them?' They are not sharing
to the degree that they have been sharing before. And we do not have the
openness."

"How about their taking out a copyright on their own ideas?" Stover
asked facetiously.

"That is almost the way it is, Frank. That's the way they begin to feel,"
concluded Salsbury. "It reminds you almost of the teacher who said, 'I
wouldn't for the world let anybody borrow any of my ideas. If I have some-
thing on the blackboard, I hurry to erase it so that other teachers won't look
through the glass door to see what is there.' Now, I think, one of the aspects
of openness is just willingness to share ideas."

Administrators need to study
ways in which teachers

are motivated.

The idea of different kinds of recognition was still in Stover's mind.
"Of course, I think that recognition, financial recognition, is important, but
I really think the people we are talking about want a different kind of recog-
nition. The most recent example I can think of is this. We were trying to
organize a well-articulated program of foreign languages, grades seven
through twelve. We have had a great deal of difficulty among educational
levels. We have a person who I think is very creative in foreign languages,
fluent in four languages. He has been able to take a leadership role among
the teachers in grades seven through twelve. Now, one of the forms of rec-
ognition for him is coming before the Board of Education, explaining what
he is doing, and also talking with parent groups at two educational levels
about what the program is and what the teachers have been trying to
evolve. It is true that he receives extra compensation for being a chair-
man. But, if I know him, his major reward is recognition of his leadership
by the staff as well as the lay public and the Board of Education."

Morley responded: "We are saying in the yearbook that we want
pupils to develop commitment. We want them to develop independence and
a real desire to learn, a real curiosity and a sense of their own power. It is
this drive within them that will ultimately make them people who can capi-
talize on life as they live it as adults. So in the same way, we are probably
asking the questions. 'What is it that tires n teacher in the same fashion?
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What makes him feel that he is operating as a professional person, carrying
a real responsibility and a really dynamic, creative role in providing what
is necessary for each of his individual students? How do we lead teachers
to a sense of urgency? Or how do we encourage this sense when we see it?' "

The importance of
teacher initiative.

Salsbury was the next participant to come in. "I think one thing that
is very important is that we supervisors and administrators really believe
that teacher initiative is of ultimate importance. So frequently we impose
our values to block teacher initiative. If we make a teacher feel free enough,
he realizes the door is open and he will take the initiative. He comes to the
supervisor for help."

"Yes," said Morley, "we need to ask ourselves now, 'What is it the
leader does to convey to the teacher the notion that he believes in teacher
initiative and assumes that initiative rests with the teacher?' "

"One thing we can do," Salsbury responded, "is to work very hard to
eliminate blocks so that when a teacher comes up with an idea, we do not
just say, 'This can't be done. It interferes with the lab schedule' or 'We
don't have money enough to buy the construction paper you need.' We
must find ways of meeting reasonable needs, refusing to let ourselves be
overwhelmed by minutiae, as we too frequently are. We are so concerned
with getting things near at hand accomplished that we fail even to listen
to ideas."

"And how do you make yourself available for listening? Maybe this
is important," Morley added.

"I think listening is very important," agreed Stover. "I think that the
superintendent, as well as the building principal, has to have an open door.
That is a cliché, but really it is important. He has to go around physically
and indicate his interest so that the people in the system feel that this is a
place where administrators care about seeing and listening to what is being
done.

"Now a more tangible thing comes down to money," continued Super-
intendent Stover. "For some years I have believed in a system of budgeting
supplies and books by which you do not spend all the money in the spring
but leave leeway for the fall. You leave enough leeway so that if somebody
wants to do something, he can come to the central pool and find the money
to do it. We also have a re,search budget, not a magnificent one. Yet if
somebody should have an idea next September that would cost somewhere
between $500 and $1,000, we would have the money to act upon it. I
do not have to say, as was said to me when I was a teacher, 'You will have
to wait until the next budget, a whole year!' I think this is the surest way
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to kill off teachers' enthusiasm because many creative' ideas are going to
take money. They are going to require materials, books and other kinds
of resources. They may require travel to professional meetings where a
topic teachers are interested in is being discussed by people whom they
respect. In a case like this, we should be in a position to say they can go.
I think all of us must have worked at some time in situations where we
could not do this, where we had a very frustrating experience."

"I am going to correct myself, Frank," interrupted Salsbury, "because
of what you have just said about money. I think very frequently we let
money be too much of a block; that is, if teachers would get out of the way
sometimes, we would find that pupils have ideas, just as creative ideas as a
lot of teachers. Sometimes when teachers get out of the way, pupils find ways
of doing things, and it is absolutely fantastic to see the things that they can
do with what is at hand. So frequently, I think, supervisors do the same
thing. We say we just do not have money, while the teachers, if we would
listen to them, and let them go ahead, would find ways of working that
would not cost so much."

Doll offered an example stemming from a visit to an elementary school
in Pennsylvania. "In this school," he said, "the principal had got out of the
way of teachers with respect to ordering materials. These teachers were
operating cooperatively and were buying materials when they needed them,
watching their own budgets and trying to avoid duplication. They had a
plan developed whereby they could spread the nature of the materials
among more different kinds of projects than would normally have been
done if they had had just a standard form out of the principal's office on
which to list their requisitions."

"That's all right, I think, if we have enough organizational know-how
to do it," responded Stover. "I could see some places where this arrange-
ment could be disastrous. Now, I saw it operate very well, though, in the
social studies in cooperative buying of paperback books for several classes."

Lack of funds and resources
often is used as an excuse

for failure to act.

"Can we decentralize our financial operations? Can we create sub-
budgets within which people have freedom to operate?" Morley asked.

"The forms themselves need not be restrictive," Stover continued.
"I know a teachers' committee that reorganized the forms. But it is possible,
of course, to let permissiveness in buying go to extremes."

"This discussion reminds me," said Morley, "that we need not always
look outside our own groups and beyond our own resources for solutions
to problems. Doing things in ways which throw people hack on their own
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resources may bring about aiscovery and u.4e of potential. In other words,
when someone requests something, instead satisfying his wants immedi-
ately, it may pay to delay a bit while he rethinks his request, reanalyzes his
resources, and finds that within his own environment he has better and more
appropriate resources than can be bought. Use of their own resources can
strengthen people. We often look outside for flashy gimmicks. Think of the
science curriculum, for instance. We are now getting packaged science kits.
This might lead people away frOm the idea of salvaging or making use of
what is already in the classroom itself. We know that in the potential re-
sources of any school or classroom there is as much demonstration and
utilization of scientific principles as there can be in a science kit that some-
body else prepares. People are sometimes lured away from the best re-
sources just by . . ."

"We had two good illustrations," interrupted Stover. "One was in
junior high school where we were developing an electrical course, and the
instructor and the youngsters developed their own benches and outfits.
Also, in electronics over in high school, the same thing happened. We had
to find some money for basic materials even though they were using their
own ingenuity in order to make the project possible."

The leader should respect
and assist his teachers.

"Frank, even more fundamental than these ideas is the attitude that
the administrator takes toward his staff," asserted Baughman. "He has to
convey directly and specifically to staff members that he respects them as
professional people; he must do this both privately and before the public.
The administrator, in the way he handles details, can do a great deal to help
build an image of these persons as highly professional and skilled people.
And thus he can provide security within which teachers will open many
doors for themselves. If they feel dignity and respect, he has removed many
barriers that he could not remove artificially."

At this point, Morley noted that supervisors and principals can help
build the images pupils have concerning their teachers. This can be done
particularly by treating teachers appropriately in the presence of pupils.

Then Doll remarked: "I hay:. a notion that some of the best super-
vision comes in terms of helping teachers with what they really want to do.
The supervisor should often serve with the teacher, 'getting his own hands
and feet wet' in the classroom. I think of this with reference to principals
and traveling supervisors who are generalists."

"Very true of special supervisors, too," professed Stover. "We had an
interesting experience with this. For some years we had teachers in the
elementary school called remedial reading teachers. We felt they were reach-
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ing a very small proportion of youngsters who needed help in reading. We
altered their role, of course with their help and willingness, so that they
became consultants to the classroom teacher for the most part and spent
most of their time helping teachers with materials and techniques, sug-
gesting ways to work with different kinds of youngsters. The interesting
thing about it was that when we started, we thought that the service would
be used mostly by new teachers and teachers new to the system. After
about six months of operating, we found that teachers who had been with
us 25 to 30 years were asking these people to come in to make suggestions.
The teachers did not look upon the reading specialists as inspectors of any
kind. They were looking to them as resource people, and we saw quite a
change in teachers who had been with us for a long time."

"I suppose you have illustrated what I meant, assuming that the
teachers in a given instance really want the kind of help the specialist can
give," Doll responded. "If a reading specialist is to release potential in
teachers, surely he must deal more and more with the teachers themselves
so that they develop insights to use in working with pupils."

The teacher needs to be supplied
with rich resources.

"Aren't we saying that change in staffing and operation in this instance
led to centering resources around the teacher?" asked Morley. "We should
tend, I believe, to recognize that the teacher is the person who is respon-
sible for directing learning. We should enhance his role by bringing
resources to him to help him. This is in contrast to saying, 'Teacher, we
know you can't do this particular task, so we will bring in a specialist, and
you will ship your pupils over to this specialist.' When we make statements
like this, we do not enhance the teacher's role."

"It is compartmentalizing the teacher," acknowledged Stover. "We may
bring in resources for teachers in fields that are not subject-centered. For
instance, we bring in social workers or psychiatrists or psychologists to
help teachers understand the special problems that pupils may have, by
means of case studies, discussions about ways in which to hold conferences
with pupils and parents, ways of proceeding in child study. We are trying to
help teachers learn to appreciate the potential of youngsters, some of whom
may be quite different in their mores and backgrounds from the teacher's
own experience. The so-called pluralistic society has been referred to in
earlier chapters. There have to be ways to help teachers learn to know the
unique difficulties, problems, and potential of youngsters who are very
different."

"I think you are getting close to something that Kimball Wiles stressed
in a talk in Atlantic City. He emphasized the importance of mental health
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in realizing the potential of all human beings," suggested Salsbury. "We
forget sometimes in our emphasis on the development of the intellect and
the development of intellectual potential, that this will never take place con-
tinuously without practice of good mental hygiene. This is becoming espe-
cially true with regard to the increased pressures which are being brought
to bear on all people today."

"Does not this, in effect, make the nature of the experiences that the
child has as important or more important than the subject matter with which
he comes in contact?" inquired Baughman. "Speaking specifically about the
elementary school level, I think that both the kind of experience a child
has and the content which is being presented to him are important. You
have basic subjects such as reading, and there is no substitute for them;
but the fields of knowledge are so vast that the nature of the experience the
child has is, in my opinion, as important as the subject matter that is being
presented."

"For instance?" Morley asked.

The nature of experiencing
makes a difference.

"First, within the classroom, I think it makes a great deal of difference
what a teacher does. Children should have an opportunity to engage in
inductive and deductive reasoning, as opposed to rote memory work. They
should have an opportunity to discover relationships for themselves, to seek
answers to questions posed by the teacher. Many of these questions should
have more than one possible answer. Children need to know how and where
to seek information, how to organize it, how to evaluate it. In today's society,
the knowledge of how to relate facts is as important as the acquisition of
facts. Above and beyond that, I think the child should have the experience
of working with more than one teacher, with more than one group of chil-
dren. A child may work on something privately, but let him have the experi-
ence of explaining it to other children. This is a real learning process in
itself. When a child has to get command of ideas in such a way that he can
present them to someone else, this is quite different from his answering
questions about them on a test. We have seen this happen with sixth grade
children presenting materials to first graders. The preparation they had to
make and the terminology they had to use surprised them. They saw then,
in a sense, some of the problems their own classroom teacher was faced
with, and they had a greater appreciation of what their own classroom
teacher was doing. They had a chance to play more than one role. And
these experiences were more important than what textbook they were using."

"I think what you are suggesting is equally true of secondary schools,"
affirmed Salsbury. "Interaction improves the chances of realizing potential
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not only in students but in staff members as well. People interact with one
another and as a result they understand themselves and their problems much
better than if they were in just a single situation. It is possible to organize
action teams of staff members so that people may interact more readily."

"How do you do that?" asked Stover.
"In several ways. One way, of course, is through departmentalization,

but a better way is to focus on atypical youngsters: the gifted, the slow
learners, the uncommitted, the alienated. We form teams of teachers, guid-
ance people, administrators, and others who work with atypical youngsters
on an unscheduled basis, whenever the team captain calls them together to
consider the problems of the youngsters who have been assigned to them."

"As in a case conference?"
"Yes. Sometimes we bring in our school psychologist. Many of these

youngsters, you see, are with the same six or seven teachers, and they have
a common counselor, principal, and vice principal who work with the team."

New experiences help
to evoke potential.

"This makes me think that one of the means by which we can discover
and develop potential in teachers is to involve them in new experiences,"
commented Doll "I find that many teachers have had no contact with case
conferences until they move into alert school systems. In the same way I
think teachers do not develop a perspective for administration unless they
go to work on some of the kinds of adminstrative problems we have been
talking about, where they have an opportunity, for instance, to make supply
lists; where they have an opportunity to struggle with problems of salary
allocations and of budgets generally."

"The whole idea of tapping a person's resources by assigning him dif-
ferent roles certainly applies both to pupils and to the staff," Morley said
to reinforce the point. "As we can put the teacher who is normally lecturing
into the role of being diagnostician, or into the role of being an adminis
trator of just a small enterprise, his or her eyes will be opened to new
demands. And especially if the necessary resources are there, our action
will tap new powers and develop new insights."

"Whenever possible," added Baughman, "teachers should be permitted
to make their own commitments. They may want to try new roles in team
settings or individually. Just open the door, let them make their own com-
mitments. Sometimes you may find you almost need to hold them back."

"We want pupils to arrive at points of commitment. You are saying
that we want staff members to do the same thing."

Stover noted at this juncture the need for teachers to recognize poten-
tial in pupils other than the gifted. He also spoke of the corresponding need
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for administrators to help teachers attain skill in recognizing the poten-
tialities of slow learners, partly because they tend to stereotype these
youngsters. He said, "I have the impression that they understand so-called
average and above-average learners better than learners who have not
been favored intellectually."

Doll generalized that finding potential in learners of all sorts is one
of the teacher's most important responsibilities, though it is one which
he scarcely knows how to discharge. "Status leaders should help teachers
see the importance of responsibilities like this. Very often, what is really
a large matter seems to the teacher to be a small matter; and vice versa.
We need to help teachers see what is important and also what is relevant."

"Sometimes," said Baughman, "teachers feel so committed that they
believe everything they say and do is absolutely crucial. Sometimes you
have to help them see relevance in the sense that everything they say and
do is not equally relevant."

"The word relevance rings a familiar bell," Morley reminded the
group. "Earlier in the yearbook, we talked of the teacher helping pupils see
personal relevance in what they are learning, and now we are talking
about helping the teacher see professional relevance in what he is doing:
professional relevance to the building staff, to the school system, and to
the state and nation. Maybe this takes us back to an earlier problem, the
function of the innovator as a threat. We have to cultivate the idea of
professional' relevance and of the professional contribution that the in-
novator is making. We have to persuade others, apparently, of this rele-
vance, and persuade them that it is not just an individual, isolated thing
that the person is doing. Rather, he is doing something which is profes-
sionally usable and relevant far beyond his own classroom."

Leaders should help teachers see
professional and personal

significance in their work.

"Then," cautioned Doll, "at the same time we must not lose personal
relevance for that teacher within the framework of professional relevance."

"We have to guard against the teacher's getting to the point that
Gerald mentioned. He must not feel that every time he has an idea, it is
so personal, so crucial, and so significant that you have to light up when
he mentions it, or he feels you are throwing cold water on his plans,"
Morley responded.

"You are treading on the edge of a very delicate blade," warned Doll.
"Especially when you're dealing with people who have considerable

potential," Baughman added.
Doll continued, "If you slain the door, thereby encouraging closure
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rather than openness, then 1 have a conviction from personal experience
as a classroom teacher that I would tend to close the door on pupils. If
I felt the door had been closed on me last hour by the administrator, then
this hour I would really close doors for the pupils."

"I think what we are toying with here is something Frank touched on
earlier," Morley conjectured. "We feel the pressure of potential and in-
novation at the creative end of our staff, and sometimes lose sight of the
fact of potential in the less creative members. Certainly, we must be
concerned for less creative teachers and encourage them to come out, to
express themselves, and to use their resources. I think it is only with
certain extremely creative persons that we probably have a need for
exercising restraint. They have a million ideas. You simply can not always
keep up or keep in tune with them."

Leaders need humility
and self-criticism.

It was then that Stover took us off the hook: "I think part of the
solution, if there is a solution, lies in a general atmosphere of humility and
self-criticism. If a principal or supervisor has the sincerity and the honesty
to say that he himself has tried something and it has not worked too well,
or that our group has tried something and it has been ineffective, he may
have the humility to say the chief fa' lt was probably his. In other words,
he criticizes himself as well as evaluates others. He has to create an at-
mosphere in which it is all right to make a mistake or it is all right if
teachers did not quite accomplish what they had hoped they would. I
have to say that humility and self-criticism are not too often found in an
administrative group, not as often as they should be. The administrator,
temperamentally, frequently feels the need to be right all the time, and this
because he is mainly on the defensive. He is in an intermediate position.
As a result, staff members fear that they can not afford to make a mistake;
they can not afford not to do quite what should be done.

Differences among principals,
as well as among teachers,

must be recognized.

"Now, I think we have talked a great deal about teachers," con-
tinued Stover, "but we have not talked about the supervisory personnel,
particularly principals, as much as we might have. We speak of selecting
teachers for their talents and encouraging them to take a leadership role
in various things. This is also equally true as far as principals are con-
cerned. Some principals have mostly organizational talent; others have
supervisory talent; others are very good at curriculum development. In
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a school system of any size it is important to look over the team and sec
who has unique talents, and what you can do about thew, and not expect
all teachers and principals to be the same, or any building to be the same.
We should think also of ways in which we can combine principals and
supervisors in study teams so that they supplement each other, so that there
is a kind of coordinated effort or blending of talents at the administrative
and supervisory level."

"A blending of viewpoints, too," suggested Doll. "I believe that in
both teachers and their supervisors a good deal of personal development
is needed, in-service personal development. I know teachers and supervi-
sors for whom this 'development ought to be going to the opera, and may
I say, that I know other teachers and supervisors for whom it might be
getting married? We all recognize that certain people need certain kinds
of experiences which are not in the workaday world."

Baughman picked up one aspect of the idea of personal development.
"Well, it gets down to a very basic question of security. The person who
is willing to venture, to take chances has to be a fairly secure person, and
there are many factors that make for security. A principal can do a great
deal to make a teacher feel secure enough that it will not be any great
catastrophe if he ventures out and makes mistakes. We administrators are
the basic ones that have to provide that feeling of security."

"The principal establishes the climate within which the teacher is
working," Morley interjected.

"Yes! Then the teacher in turn provides it within the classroom.
If the principal puts the teacher on edge, the teacher will very likely put
the child on edge," concluded Baughman.

Clarifying images is important
in helping principals realize

their potential.
"And if there is a system-wide climate, were you suggesting that the

superintendent in the way he works with principals and supervisors es-
tablishes this overall climate?" Stover inquired. "I would also say that
the climate of the school system will be determined somewhat by the way
the central office deals with the building levels, or does not deal with them.
I think one of the things the superintendent needs to do is to help the
principal realize the image of his own school. In most communities, schools
are quite different, even though they are located in the same general en-
vironment. I know this is true in our community. The two junior high
schools are not going to be the same schools. They do not serve the same
population. The elementary schools are not going to be the same. As a
result, we have to encourage principals not necessarily to emulate what
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is done in other schools in the school system because it is outstanding and
has received recognition. It may be the wrong thing for a particular school.
Each principal must see the image of his own building."

"Aud principals had better recognize the part they play in developing
images," counseled Baughman. "They are going to help develop images
whether they want to or not, and they had better make an effort to develop

the ones they consider desirable."
"Similarly," said Stover, "here is a situation in which a man may have

been principal of a school for many, many years, and has operated in a
certain way: permissive, authoritarian, jovial, affectionate, or grim. It
would be useless for his successor to think that he was going to function in
the school in the same way. In other words, his administrative image is not
necessarily going to be what his predecessor's was even though the school

as a little community has not changed much. Principals have strengths in
working with teachers, and the strengths are not identical. We should not
encourage a principal in school A to be like the principal in school B
because the principal in school B is successful. The principal in school B
is a different person with a different kind of relationship with the faculty

of the school."
These comments prompted Morley to direct a question to the elemen-

tary school principal. "I am wondering whether you believe that the super-
intendent does have a responsibility to help you see yourself as others see
you? Is this part of his leadership role? Does this enhance your position?
Does this strengthen you if you feel the superintendent is helping you see
yourself from another vantage point, from his vantage point?"

"Yes, definitely it can be very useful from the standpoint of helping

an ind:vidual keep his perspective. Just as we talked about the teacher who

can occasionally lose his perspective, the same thing can happen to the
principal--for instance to the man who takes himself too seriously."

"Hew do we achieve the same thing for the superintendent?" asked

Stover.
Baughman responded to the question by asking another: "Doesn't he

have many interactions with people: the principals, the public, the board of
education? We all form our concepts of ourselves by the ways people re-
spond to us. Administrators at different levels interact with different groups,

but the same basic process takes place."
"I am more sympathetic with the superintendent than I am with any-

one else," confessed Doll. "I have the feeling that superintendents serve
pretty well as buffers for principals on many occasions, and that principals

serve as buffers in their intermediate positions for teachers. Yet there is
really nobody in comparable position serving as a buffer for the superin-
tendent. I think the whole function of being a buffer is very important. We
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talked awhile ago about the importance of mental health. It seems to me
there are things we should not know that wisely are kept from us by our
superiors. Our potential may be inhibited in its development by knowing
certain things at certain times when we are really in the midst of a crucial
problem. By the same token, there lire things that ought to be communi-
cated to us in ways that will develop the best understanding on our part
so that we may move ahead."

"You say ways that develop the best understanding," reiterated Sals-
bury with an air of doubt, "and yet in spite of all efforts to communicate
these things the best way becomes a traumatic experience sometimes. You
see, I am questioning whether or not this is always the best thing to have
happenwhether or not it does increase one's potential to have him see
himself as others see him?"

Baughman also expressed mixed feelings about this point. "Yes, it
sometimes becomes dangerous. I know very well what you mean, but you
can withhold information until it comes from another source and becomes
a crueler blow than if it had been presented in a carefully controlled situa-
tion. So you're playing with dynamite sometimes when you do withhold;
but again, I have seen just what you are talking about."

At this point, Baughman indicated that he thought it important to
discuss present assumptions and ways of working at the elementary school
level which might be barriers to getting at children's potential. "Grade level
concepts and age level concepts sometimes inhibit and restrict what the
teacher can do. Such projects as the Madison Project are going to open the
whole question of the child's potential, and whether what a seven- or eight-
year-old should experience can be graded. I think we have restricted the
opportunities we present children because we have preconceived ideas of
what we think they are ready for. These assumptions need to be re-evalu-
ated."

Potential can be affected through
plans for organ 'ing schools

and through use of materials.

"I think you have hit upon an idea that has many ramifications,
namely, the restriction or constriction that results from all sorts of stereo-
typing, pigeonholing, and labeling we do," Morley added in support. "You
have mentioned only a few of the many instances of categorizing which
blind us to real potential. There is probably nothing which closes our ..
operation as teachers and administrators more than this. We might mention
again the slow learner. We have labeled him thus and to some persons the
label immediately says, 'He can't do this, he can't do that!' Perhaps we can
talk briefly about other labels that have limited us."
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"Take one a little further out," cited Doll. "It is called 'The Commu-
nity Won't Stand For It.' This affects children and it also affects teachers
in their development, for on this basis in-service days, conference days, and
blocks of time for curriculum improvement are often excluded from the
school calendar."

Baughman then picked up again the influence of grade level concepts
gh graded textbook material. "Certainly if we can see textbooks as

tools to be used in different ways in different situations, we will help release
potential. If we control the textbook rather than letting the text control us,
we'll remove quite a few barriers to learning. We all know that a text that
is labeled 'third grade' may be quite appropriate for a child who is in his
second year; or it may be quite appropriate for one in his fourth year. The
text is a tool to be used, and should not dictate to us the time the child
should use it."

"Let me just cite what we sometimes hear ourselves saying to our
teachers," Morley volunteered. "We say, 'Complete this book; follow this
textbook; this is your program.' When we say this, we can conceivably be
saying, 'Teacher, you don't really have the initiative, or you don't carry
the responsibility! Teach this book and then you will have discharged your
responsibility!' Just as we have done with our specialists, we have some-
times usurped and undercut the teacher's responsibilit; for his own situa-
tion. We have destroyed his role by insisting that he follow to the letter a
particular curriculum, even a guide. All the teacher is supposed to do, then,
is cue himself to this guide. Here, we are saying the same thing to the
teacher. 'Teacher, you can't carry the responsibility. It is this guide that is
the really responsible programer in your situation!' "

"This type of approach may lead us into a larger dilemma, though,"
declared Stover, "because we have teacher turnover to consider. Without
the guide or the textbook, I fear that we would be in difficulty. I think it is
in the sensible application of the guide and the textbook that we really have
to be concerned. I do not think this means we throw either one of. them
out. We could not possibly function in today's situation without them.".

"Some teachers would panic," Baughman concurred. "These teachers
need the security of knowing the materials are present. Nevertheless, I
believe the possibilities that are open to teachers are so much wider than
many teachers conceive them to be."

"I think that this unconscious limitation can be one of the dangers in
using the newer instructional projects," contended Doll. "Many people are
moving from one instructional program or track to a pother, adopting the
materials that go with the new program. There is no openness in this almost
mechanical procedure. The teacher N likely to be just as closed on the new
track as he was on the old. An eclectic approach is not in use because we
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do not want to take time for the thought and in-service development it
requires."

"In our school system," said Stover, "we have decided to 'move from
a standard serie§ in arithmetic by installing twelve experimental situations
in our elementary schools and asking the teachers to evaluate what is
happening. This will be followed, we hope, by an in-service project for
about a year before we move to another program. We are trying to avoid
saying, 'This is going to be the program. We will have an in-service project
for a year, and then we will install the program for which we have prepared
the teachers.' Instead, we want the teachers to be ready and convinced
before we make a serious move."

Adopting ideas and materials
developed by others may prevent

the teacher from utilizing
his potential.

"Yet, again, don't we want to move in such a way that the end result
is that we have surrounded the teacher with resources?" Morley asked.
"Whether we develop guides, whether we select textbooks, whether we
hire specialists, we want the teacher to be sure that he is in the center, that
he is the initiator, and he is the coordinator, and that all we are doing is
continually supplying more and more resources for his use. We do not
want to furnish prescriptions for him to follow, or gimmicks, or proce-
dures that carry the responsibility for the program. The responsibility
is still his, and he must carry the responsibility for his program just as we
want the learner always to feel that he is carrying more and more responsi-
bility for his learning!"

"Yes, I think the best illustration in the last three or four years may
be the language laboratory," Stover concluded. "There were some schools
where language laboratories were put in by administrative decree, and the
teachers resisted them. You will find some schools where they were prac-
tically never used or used under duress. There are other schools where
'teachers made a study. They visited other places. Eventually they requested
a language laboratory, and it is working."

"Then do you feel, Frank, that they learned to see the laboratory as
a resource?"

"As a teaching aid. They did not feel 'bound to the machine," re-
sponded Stover.

"Right," Morley interjected. "They did not see it as something that
the administrator brought in and said, 'Here is a new method. This will
give us a better program! I'm sorry about you people if you happen to get
in the way. We will replace you if necessary!' "
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Salsbury clinched this part of the discussion by saying, "We are refer-
ring to freedom, freedom to do something or not to do it. Teachers often
need to feel free not to participate until they are ready to do so."

"An interesting point about the installation of our language labora-
tory," said Stover, "is that we did not put it into operation the first
semester. We had a training period for teachers, but we did not require
staff members to participate. They all agreed to take instruction from a
member of their own group. They did not use the laboratory until they
felt competent and secure in using it. If we had made a requirement, we
would have had great resistance."

School-community involvement
opens opportunities.

"Involved, sometimes, in teachers' reactions to quick and sweeping
changes are a couple of factors," Doll stated. "One of these is the nasty
expectations teachers sometimes have about what the administrator will
do: he is going to push his idea in spite of our resistance, or he is operating
a secret weapon or a hidden agenda. A second factor is the frustration
that comes from never having anything evaluated. Education is noted for
the 'piling of unevaluated practices on unevaluated practices. If you are
doing something about these two factors, I think you are to be com-
mended."

"Also," returned Stover, "if an administrator is blessed, as I am, with
a community that is willing to wait for innovation, he is fortunate. Pres-
sure for innovation without evaluation is tremendous today, and it is

generated by many outside forces. The idea of keeping up with the Joneses
has spread throughout the curriculum field, and this has led to impetuous
action without staff support."

"Aren't we going back to something Ron said a while ago about 'the
community-won't-stand-for-it' posture?" Salsbury inquired. "I think our
communities will stand for constructive changes if they are well informed
and if we keep them involved, and if we are really open in our relationship
with them. I do not think we are beginning to make use of the community
resources that are provided through other agencies. These agencies are
working also to develop the potential of youngsters. We too often operate as
a closed shop, saying, 'This is what the school is going to do, period!' I
think of what the churches, the recreation departments, and the other
agencies are doing, and I feel the need to involve them more."

"If we say the teacher should open his classroom door to invite inter-
action," Morley remarked, "we should note that both school and school
system should open their doors to other agencies which have the same or
similar goals. There are some wonderful resources and wonderful people
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ready to help us. When the citizen comes to us and we know him, he will
not look strange and suspect to us. The school has to be made open to the
total community situation."

"The statement, `the community won't stand for it,' is often a cliché
or an excuse," Doll asserted. "I know two communities where we discov-
ered that the citizens at large were much more favorable to spending time
and money on curriculum improvement than anyone had imagined, includ-
ing the school administrators. I wonder how often our communities are
ahead of their administrators, but I recognize, too, that we are in a new
era of pressures. Some of the pressures now come in the form of questions
like these: `Haven't you introduced the SMSG materials into your mathe-
matics program?' and `Haven't you installed teaching machines yet?' "

"Administrators do not even have to use the community as an excuse
for inaction," Salsbury reported. "They may say, `The business manager
won't let us have it,' when the business manager has Nrhaps never heard
of whatever it is. An excuse of this sort is an easy means of getting a
teacher with initiative out of one's hair."

Doll now threaded a new tape with the comment, "There can be no
release of potential without flicking a switch."

Staff members who show
promise can help develop

potential in alienated pupils.

While the tape was being changed, the discussion group determined
to talk freely from this point onward about miscellaneous problems in
releasing potential, beginning with a case or two from school practice.
Salsbury spoke of curriculum deficiencies which he and his senior high
school staff were seeking to remedy. "We discovered that we had in our
economically favored community," he said, "a number of youngsters with
varying backgrounds whose potential was not being realized. The reasons
for this were many. Some of these reasons were social and economic; some
were lack of motivation; and there were others. Eventually we involved
125 staff members, who came up with ideas like these: planning opportuni-
ties to change the self-image of the youngster, and providing opportunities
to see relationship between cause and effect. Many of the youngsters had
not had enough experience in making wise choices. We were interested in
a curriculum which would give them opportunities to make choices of
various kinds, to arrive at a set of values, their own values rather than
values imposed upon them by indoctrination."

"This is a group of pupils that suburban culture had not done much
to help with regard to making choices," Doll pointed out.

"That is correct," continued Salsbury. "We came up with the idea of
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an action team. We felt that all the standard procedures, including use of
consultants, were not too effective, and that the only thing that was really
going to produce a change in these youngsters was to involve them with
the staff members so that we might make greater use of the potential of
the staff itself. Some of our teachers are highly creative persons; for exam-
ple, people in the arts, people in science. One man in science has done a
great deal of work with youngsters of this particular sort. We felt that the
main key to modification of behavior in these youngsters was involvement,
not only of the staff but of the youngsters themselves. To achieve positive
change required much involvement. We have really just begun to scratch
the surface. We have set up a tenth grade program, but we are convinced
that our work must be done much earlier than the tenth year. Meanwhile,
we cannot overlook the pupils we have with us. At the same time, though,
we are working on an elementary school program in early identification.
There are certain characteristics of students and homes that show through."

"Can you name some of these,. Carl?" interrupted Doll.
"Let me see if I can: limited reading ability, limited vocabulary so

they have difficulty in communication, sometimes a value system which is
in conflict with the value system of our community as a whole. That is,
their own family value system is in conflict with the value system of this
suburban area. Sometimes they have isolated themselves; they are self-
isolated from the more fortunate members of the community. And they
have limited opportunities'of developing adequate self-esteem or self-image
because of the nature of the society in which they find themselves. They.
have limited opportunities for coming in contact with model adults who
understand them. These are not youngsters who go to church. They are not
associated with the young peoples' groups in the churches; they are not
associated with recreation departments."

"Is there a high incidence of divorce and separation in the home?"
Doll inquired.

"There is that. There is alcoholism; there is mental illness."
"Do you see some particular ways in which you are going to work

with this group? Are you going to use a counselee-counselor approach, or
are you going to do some special grouping?" Morley asked.

"I think it is going to be a matter of utilizing some of our specially
talented teachers to help the youngsters grow and develop," continued
Salsbury. "We have a mathematics teacher, we have a science teacher, we
have an art teacher. All of these people have already shown ability to help
the youngsters grow. So we are planning a team approach."

"When a team succeeds, will its members help prepare other teams?"
"We hope so."
"Are you expecting that the changed perceptions of staff members
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working on these teams will be such that however they are involved with
individual students, they will work with them differently? Will they see
youngsters differently, even when they are members of their own classes?"

"This is our hope. We think so because we find study of adolescence
working well with accelerated groups. The methods used with our acceler-
ated groups seem to work with other groups."

"In one school system that I know," said Stover, "a committee was
appointed to look into the needs of gifted children. This committee decided
that good practice in teaching gifted children was generally good practice
in teaching all children."

Morley now turned to Gerald Baughman who, as an elementary
school principal, had developed with his staff an ungraded program which
had involved teachers in continuous study of their pupils. He asked Baugh-
man to highlight some of the significant values he saw in his staff's coopera-
tive enterprise.

Units developed by the whole
school help to reveal and

develop potential.

Baughman spoke first of grouping: "There are many elements in-
volved in grouping. We must take into account more than simply chrono-
logical age in putting children in common situations. We should take into
account achievement, chronological age, mental age, special characteristics
everything we know about them as individuals. Beyond grouping, the
staff has wanted to work on common units. We feel that by sharing com-
mon experiences throughout the school everyone benefits. We have con-
sidered taking several common school units in science and social studies.
The one we have done so far is 'Children Around the World' with the
entire school working on one unit, each teacher choosing both a geographic
area and a, specific task. We have found that the common unit provides for
a sharing throughout the school of the materials that are developed. There
was a resource area available in which materials were shared. Also, the
resource people we brought in were shared. People from India, Germany
and France shared their materials with the entire school. It was interesting
to find that kindergarten pupils can participate in many activities of the
school rather than being a separate entity as they are sometimes erroneously
considered. Common sharing and everyo 's working on a common idea
have given us quite an impetus."

Morley added, "This arrangement helps to set the climate for coopera-
tion and for a feeling of oneness within a total situation."

"Yes." Baughman continued. "It permits either an individual or
groups to go to other rooms, share what they have, setting up displays in
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the resource area, and explaining these displays to other groups."
"As I remember the situation," said Morley, "you have sometimes

placed children with teachers according to temperament or personality.
Even though a child might logically be placed in a given group, you would
place him with another teacher who might serve better to 'bring him out.'
This is a resource your staff has: differing personalities who can interact
with children who in turn have differing personalities."

"Explain how you do the matching from a human relations stand-
point," Doll requested. "What is to prevent a teacher whose pupil has been
removed from feeling he is inferior to the teacher who now receives the
pupil?"

Matching teachers and pupils
may be a valuable

procedure.

"Well, the teachers are all sharing children. The teacher who first had
this child is asked to do a special job with another child, so he has his own
task to perform. One complements another. As Frank has indicated, there
is often a child who achievement-wise should have been with a younger
group and was placed with a younger group, but as time progresses we
can sense that the child feels inferior because of this and a number of
other things. Because of a negative self-concept that seems to be develop-
ing, the child is moved into a more advanced situation, although academi-
cally it is difficult. Still the new situation may become an incentive to the
individual, so achievement then has to be disregarded in terms of the child's
feeling about himself. We do the opposite sometimes. The very bright little
fellow, for example, who is not at all working up to capacity is put into a
more advanced situation in which he is watched very carefully and this
becomes an incentive to him. So achievement is just one of many things
that have to be considered when we move a child from one situation to
another."

Morley then attempted to expand a bit on what Baughman had been
saying. "I think we need to say that staff members will not begin to look
at characteristics of individual children until they know that they are in a
flexible situation in which something can be done to accommodate such
differences. If the situation is not fluid enough so that they can take action
to resolve unique individual problems, staff members soon learn to ignore
these problems."

"We have teachers who say, 'Such and such a child is having diffi-
culty. May another classroom teacher, the music teacher, the physical
education teacher, and I meet with you to discuss this child?' Out of these
conferences have come new placements for children because the teacher
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himself has said, 'I need help with this individual child.' Then, with the
combination of about five people and their knowledge of a particular child
in different situations, a different placement can be worked out."

"I think many of the things that Gerald has just said here are equally
true in secondary schools," suggested Salsbury. "We have tried experi-
ments in segregating children who are not living up to their potential. This
does not work, especially in a highly competitive situation. The pupils feel
that they can not maintain a good image if they are not having opportunities
similar to those which other youngsters have. When we segregate children,
we tend to provide a different curriculum for them. To see an English
teacher teach Macbeth with this type of youngster and try to make certain
values important to him is to see a creative teacher realizing the potential
in youngsters and helping them develop an improved self-image, because
they are doing the things the rest of the pupils are doing. I am certain the
teacher does not teach these pupils in the same way as he does the college
preparatory youngsters. A science teacher may, for instance, approach
science through scientific fallacies and superstitions, something I once hap-
pened to see culminate in a terrific bulletin board display. A lot of
science was involved here. This was content the pupils knew something
about. The teacher started where the pupils were."

"Carl has mentioned a similarity in elementary and secondary school
situations," commented Stover. "Before I go on to K-12 programs. I would
say that I think frequently we have shied away from the transfer of a child
from one situation to another with the idea that we would make the teacher
lose face. I think this is not an effective concept if we have good faculty
understanding of problems. Just to illustrate what Gerald said, last year we
had a child who was transferred from a school he ordinarily would have
attended into the room of a third grade teacher who was extremely warm
and accepting. He made a fine adjustment. Yet this year the teacher had
another child in her room who could not adjust, and this child, too, was
transferred to another situation with similar success. So the idea that some
teachers can aid adjustment and some can not is not necessarily so. We are
dealing with personality elements that are over and beyond the sheer
instructional capacity of a teacher.

"On a kindergarten through twelfth grade basis," Stover continued,
"representative committees like ours in the social studies are common. I
value such committees because they provide some increase in conversation
among the levels of education. When a teacher from an elementary school
feels that he can speak on equal terms about children's capabilities with a
department chairman at the senior high school, this is a valuable experience
for both of them. Frequently teachers of high school seniors are just as
awed about the successes of the first grade teacher as the first grade teacher
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is awed at the erudition of the teacher who works with college-bound
seniors. If we are to realize potential in teachers, we must prevent them
from becoming insular. Teachers should share an understanding of the
accomplishments of other teachers."

Morley broached a new topic at this point: "We have talked about
pressures on pupils and teachers. I wonder whether the pressure of national
goals or national concerns is a force that conflicts with our interest in
developing the individual to his optimum. Are there aspects of national
concern that run counter to our efforts toward full development of the
individual?"

"I think, you imply an answer to your own question," acknowledged
Salsbury. "The emphasis has surely been on mathematics, science, and
the languages. I think we need potential developed in the creative arts, the
humanities, and the social sciences to as great an extent. We are sacrificing
the potential of some of our people by forcing them into the three 'popular
areas' in which they may have less potential."

"Are teachers feeling these pressures?" Morley asked.
"Yes," replied Salsbury, "but I think the pressure is decreasing be-

cause the other subject matter areas are being given a little more attention."
"For instance, have some departments acquired a self-image of

second-ratedness?"
"Yes," interjected Stover, "in fact in this spring hiring season, some

school administrators have been agreeing to pay a differential for teachers
teaching in the so-called scarce fields. I know from personal experience
this is happening 'with or without benefit of clergy.' I think this practice
can only lead to a poor self-image on the part of teachers who are not in
the favored group. I'm talking about secondary schools alone. We do not
see this yet in the elementary school, but we see it in some phases of
special education."

Pressures on teachers and pupils
have come from new sources.

"Yet are not the elementary schools feeling the influence of having
K-12 or K-6 science supervisors, K-6 mathematics supervisors, and mod-
ern foreign languages in the elementary schools?" Salsbury asked
rhetorically.

"I feel that alienation has set in in a new way as a consequence of
some of the pressures. I think what we have really done is assume that
everyone ought to bear more heat. And some of the metals are not made
for more heat," declared Doll. "I have something to document this. Those
of us who have used tape recorders in high school cafeterias, getting pupils
to respond to questions like 'Who are your friends these days?' and 'How
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much affiliation do you have with other pupils in the school?' find that in
many high schools there has developed a kind of Chinese Wall. Each indi-
vidual has tended, especially in the gifted groups, to become isolated from
other individuals. We have this kind of response registered on the tapes: 'I
find my best friends during the summer time.' Why is that ?' Because we
are in such intense competition in our school that 1 can't afford to have a
good friend; I don't dare give my secrets away.' Again and again, this sort
of thing occurs. I have a conviction that many teachers in our high schools
went underground when the first Sputnik blasted off in October 1957, and
that they haven't really come out of the ground in some cases. We have
failed to distinguish between those students who can take the heat and
those who cannot, and right within our ablest groups there are both kinds.
I think this phenomenon is relevant to the need for openness and develop-
ment of potential."

"I agree," observed Stover. "Pressure develops, in part, with reference
to both national and local examinations. I find the teen-agers around my
house talking about the marks they get on tests more than they talk about
what they are learning, or more than they discuss the kinds of things that
interest them. It's only when they get off by themselves and start discussing
such subjects as psychology, rather than the French or algebra they are
taking in school, that they are free."

These comments struck a responsive chord in Carl Salsbury. "We are
getting into a whole area of discussion that I think is very important. The
pressures and false gimmicks we have in schools make pupils, teachers,
and adults in general lose sight of what is importantthat learning is
intrinsically important. Class rank for instance. Is it more important to
rank number two than number three, number seven than number eight?
Is not ranking something the schools themselves have developed, something
we say national associations and college admissions officers want? I think
there are many practices, in the use of tests and everything else, that can
be put in better perspective than they are now."

Some pressures come from
long standing malpractice.

"I think another example is the grouping system that exists in some
of our larger schools," cited Doll. "For example, if you have ninth grade
groups that go to the 22nd exponent, if you have group 9' to group 922,
one is led to ask teachers, 'What is the distinction between say 9'2 and 976 ?'
Most teachers say, 'We don't know.' But the pupils think they themselves
know what their ceilings are as c!etermined by their group numbers, and
I'm pretty sure some of them stop trying harder right at that point."

"Well," said Stover, "we are saying that because of pressures, whether
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from college admissions or other causes, extending at least into the junior
high school, we see less love of learning exhibited by students who ought
to be able to pursue things along their own lines rather than feel that they
are in deadly competition continually. I think teachers feel this competition
very strongly, and feel the need to deliver. Perhaps this is not as true
where there is no state-wide testing as it is where state-wide testing exists,
but it is true nevertheless. There are circumstances in which the youngster
who is not college bound has many common interests with the one who is
college bound, and there ought to be places in the secondary school for
them to have free interchange so they are not in a classified society for the
time that they are in high school. As we continue to apply pressures, the
chances for such interchange happening become less and less. We have
gradually seen even the abolition of the activity period in some junior high
schools, and this was one point of which we used to have a common
mingling across all kinds of lines. In our area, the activity period has been
disappearing at a very rapid rate over the past five to ten years."

"We still have the activity period," inserted Salsbury.
"We have it, too, but I am just saying this is a tendency and it is quite

marked. Then there is the gradual diminution of the homeroom. There
were formerly, in some schools, homeroom-based guidance activities in
which children were heterogeneously mixed for social and guidance pur-
poses. We are seeing more and more stratifications of the homeroom
because of the schedule-making possibilities that that permits. All these
are practices that tend to downgrade a certain group of students, and per-
haps to give a false set of values to other groups," concluded Stover.

The curriculum does not always
fit the pupil's need for

specific preparation.

"When 1 visit suburban high schools particularly," said Doll, "1 notice
a marked distinction between the population some adolescents term im-
politely 'the hood group' and the high-achieving, college-bound youth.
When the bell rings for start of school in the morning, the youngsters who
expect to go to college hurry through the doors so that they will have a few
minutes of study time before classes actually begin. They are trying to do
some of the work they left undone after midnight the night before. Mean-
while the group we commonly call alienated from school and society stays
outside the building as long as possible, huddling together as close-packed
peers. And so segregation occurs in a form we have not thought about very
much. I wonder, too, what this suggests about conformity, whether every-
one who is going to college thinks he has to tit a common mold. Mean-
while, the other segment of teen-age society i4 forming a mold of its own.
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From the viewpoint of American society, we may be developing a situation
that is unfortunate and even dangerous."

"In Pennsylvania last week," Salsbury reported, "I visited a high
school where there are business education, college preparatory, and voca-
tional agriculture programs. Probably 50 percent of the pupils will end in
technical work of some kind, work affected by automation. Pupils are
being trained for agriculture who will not be in agriculture. We are not
giving pupils opportunities to develop potential in situations in which it
will count. This is as true in schools with strong college preparatory pro-
grams as it is elsewhere. Maybe there are 25 percent of our youngsters
who should be preparing for technology rather than for college."

"One might notice what happens in the colleges," suggested Stover.
When we interview teachers, one of my favorite questions is, 'What books

have you read lately?' I must say that I am not too happy about the an-
swers, and I do not blame the respondents. Most of them say, 'I have been
so busy with the pressure of college, reading so mulch required material
that I have not had time to pursue my own interests.' Then I recall that the
most successful teachers I have known were fascinated with their subjects,
had side interest, they pursued, and were able to entice youngsters into
following along the same trail. I am not speaking now of any one group of
colleges, but I think this is a fairly general situation, though we do find the
exception. Maybe I do not interview the right people! Have you had this
same experience?"

Interests and ahilities of teachers and pupils
should be extended rather

than curbed.

"Yes, I have. Again, it is the pressures they feel," responded Salsbury.
"I am wondering if there is not a counter pressure or force develop-

ing," Morley hypothesized, "in the work of Guilford and Torrance and
Taylor and Barron on other dimensions of intelligence. Then also some
cracks may be showing in the admissions offices where they are reconsider-
ing whether or not they really get persons who are productive and able to
do divergent thinking, persons with some real interests and divergent
personalities as well as ability to produce routine, required reports. Do you
think that there may be some counter movement developing? It is said
that the situation is changing a little bit, that the pressure is not as great.
Well, is it? Is some of the change resulting from a counter pressure?"

"I think there is a second look. People are beginning to think there
is a place in life for some other things besides the routinely academic,"
asserted Salsbury.

"Actually," Morley continued, "people writing on other dimensions
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of intelligence are concerned with somewhat the same theme that we have
been thinking about here; namely, that there are many dimensions to
potential"

"Some of the national organizations in education have become inter-
ested in academically nontalented pupils," Salsbury reminded the group.

"There is danger in just thinking of new categories and not really
isolating components of intelligence. In talking about the nonacademic,
the overachiever, the underachiever, we have done a lot of generalizing. I
personally do not think that such an approach will prove as rewarding or
productive as approaches for looking, for instance, at divergent thinking,
which is necessary as a part of any person's operation at whatever level
and in whatever situation he may find himself," Morley concluded.

"I have a notion that the factor of mental health is going to be more
and more prominent in the next five to ten years," Doll conjectured. "It
may be that some of the things we are doing in schools will be revealed
clearly as having ei" ar little or no value in encouraging mental health. I
think more and more funds will be channeled into this cause."

Wise use of newer instructional
media is needed

Stover suggested still another topic. "Well, maybe we could make
another attack by talking about the influence of the new media on release
of potential. We are speaking of pressures and national campaigns, and of
course we have heard a great deal about such things as programed learn-
ing, the teaching machine, and the Ilse of educational television in extend-
ing the talent and capacity of maw, teachers as well as in benefiting from
psychological thinking in its application to electronic devices. We had an
experiment with programed learning in the junior high school last year and
one in the senior high school this year. We found that programed learning
was more usable with the medium Ind lower ability groups than with the
upper. This was also the general finding in several nearby communities
that experimented with quite different pupil populations. A symposium of
teachers who were involved in the experiment revealed that most of them
felt that programed instruction, to be effective, needed to provide more
opportunities for individualized instruction.

"One of the current difficulties was that most of the stimulation of the
good teacher and the stimulation of other pupils was almost nonexistent.
The bright pupils did not like this because they wanted a chance to ex-
change views and challenge ideas, to ask questions and make comments.
So the idea that this teaching procedure would supplant the individualized
approach to instruction or would make possible instruction of much larger
groups did not seem to work out in actual application as far as we know
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from the experiment. I believe that the teachers who worked with pro-
gramed learning felt that here was a tool which, if it were used in conjunc-
tion with good clLssroom interaction, could be helpful. One conclusion I
drew from my brief experience was that the developers of programed
materials ought to go out to where classroom teachers are using the
materials and talk freely with them to see how different the application
could be in actual practice. I see prospects in the procedure, but by trying
to apply a mass approach without using the critical judgment of teachers,
we could miss an opportunity for developing a good instructional proce-
dure," concluded Stover.

"In reference to what Frank is saying," added Doll, "a newly pub-
lished book on the secondary school curriculum says we shall have, in the
future, large group instruction and also skills laboratories in which teach-
ing machines and programed materials will be in use. Yet we shall surely
need teachers who can work with ten or twelve pupils at a time to try to
get meaning from our rapidly expanding knowledge. Teachers who can
help pupils find meaning in their world will be prime developers of human
potential."

Employment and recreational opportunities
for youth should be explored.

"Another interesting comment someone made informally before we
began our recording is that the child at home is actually saying that there
is nothing for him to do, that he feels unoccupied, disengaged. Maybe he
feels the same way about the community, too. Is this a concern?" Morley
asked. "What is the consequence, for example, of having certain age
groups finding less and less to occupy them? Legitimate employment seems
to be more and more deferred, especially for older adolescents and young
adults. If teen-agers know this fact, their attitude may resemble ours when
we faced the draft, which they are also facing. What is there for them to
reach for? What can they become curious and excited about? Is there
anything the school can do to salvage them?"

"There had better be," was Salisbury's concerned reply.
"You are asking a question I cannot answer," Stover responded. "We

are considering this problem in our state, but I have not found anybody
who can tell us much about its solution. We are talking particularly about
the non-college bound student. Here, we are trying chiefly to provide
recreational activities, which are complicated by the presence of the auto-
mobile. The older teen-ager often has neither employment nor satisfying
recreational activity."

"It is awfully hard to develop your potential without a motive," pro-
fessed Salsbury. "I think I would like to conclude with a saying by Louis
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Raths: 'If we treat people as they are, they will become worse than they
are. If we treat them better than they are, they will become better.' "

"So this is one thing that the school can do," Morley said hopefully.
"It can maintain goals which exceed those which the pupil might have for
himself, those which parents might have for their children, or those which
a community might have for its citizens. If the school maintains goals
worth stretching for, it is a truly dynamic agency in our society. It should
hold forth an image a little larger and a little higher than the people hold
for themselves."

With these words, the panel of five persons concerned with the roles
of supervisors and administrators concluded a two-hour discussion. At the
conclusion of the discussion, the sentiments of the panelists were mixed.
First, they felt humble because of the inadequacy of the treatment which
they had been able to give to several major issues and concerns, and be-
cause of their failure even to mention certain other issues and concerns.
Yet they were satisfied that they had opened to further analysis and inquiry
important ways of aiding release of potential in teachers and, through
teachers, in pupils, and that they had identified several barriers to release
of potential. Primarily, however, they themselves had come to see the great
significance of supervisors' and administrators' roles in performing an
eminently necessary task.



Conclusion/A Composite of Ideas
About. Release of Potential

The Yearbook Committee

IN THE preceding chapters, we have advanced ideas about
release of potential which, in some instances, may have become lost in the
structure of the chapters themselves. We wish, therefore, to reemphasize
several significant ideas in this concluding section of the volume.

First, we have made certain basic assumptions about the nature of
human potential and about its discovery and development. Potential is
frequently unpredictable, and it is literally almost limitless. Furthermore,
it is personal and individual; hence, the teacher who would release poten-
tial in his pupils must know them as individuals. PotenCal is also multi-
dimensional, appearing in multiple forms in the individual learner and
spreading widely into areas of human accomplishment which have been
examined but little. It can be discovered and developed by the classroom
teacher within the context of warm human relationships and desirable
teaching practices.

The Committee responsible for this volume has recognized that cer-
tain barriers to discovery and development of constructive potential exist in
elementary and secondary schools. Some of these barriers are as age-old as
disinterest and unconcern. Others arise in our current culture and the pres-
ent educational milieu. A few of the barriers are particularly worthy of men-
tion. The first of these is the fact of alienation of the individual from oppor-
tunities to release his potential. Sometimes, as we have noted, alienation
originates in cultural deprivation or in segregation, a phenomenon which
comes in a variety of guises. Yet alienation is by no means limited to per-
sons of low socioeconomic status, for privileged children experience
alienation which is peculiarly their own. And the schools themselves have
much to do with alienating learners from opportunities which can be
provided by insightful, empathetic teachers, cooperative peers, and stimu-
lating materials, and equipment.
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A consequence of alienation is development of an unfortunate, inade-
quate or unreal self-image. The learner's self-image can, however, be
focused and appropriately magnified through the process of interacting
with teachers who desire to help him develop potential. To be at his best
in this respect, the teacher must achieve openness in his relationship with
pupils. At present, one of the major barriers to release of potential is the
tendency of many teachers to remain closed in their interaction with
learners.

The precious human material with which the schools deal requires, in
our day, a launching platform of values and goals from which discovery
and development of potential may proceed. Because of growing cultural
pluralism and of personal factors which in turn relate to social forces,
pupils in American schools readily lose their way, follow paths of con-
formity, or find themselves unable to visualize the bright future .they de-
serve. Because of the needs of these pupils and the great waste of potential
which unquestionably occurs at any time or place, the committee has sought
to propose several promising ways of releasing potential through teaching.

These promising ways include:

Observing and listening to learners with increased care and concern
Becoming more sensitive to clues which indicate how teachers can help
Achieving openness in pupil-teacher relationships, to permit improved

response and interaction
Helping learners toward the objective of personal relevance and, as

practiced by supervisors and administrators, helping teachers to the twin
objectives of personal and professional relevance

Recognizing and accepting different ways of responding, according to
learners' individualized styles and needs

Stimulating creation and re-creation of a self-image that encourages
further development

Taking directly into account the presence of such barriers as alienation,
cultural pluralism, and unconscionable pressures

Questioning, probing and responding in ways that lead learners to
assume responsibility

Standing aside judiciously to let the learner discover and exercise his
own resources

Shifting one's vantage point for viewing learners in action
Placing learners in varying roles
Making development of the learner the chief goal in teaching subject

matter
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Achieving free affective response and seeing its relevance to intellectual
development

Helping learners find order, pattern and meaning in phenomena
Establishing a school environment that encourages teachers to be em-

pathetic and helpful to learners and to each other
Achieving free and constructive communication with learners

Respecting experimentation and supporting experimenters in both
their failures and their successes

Helping learners sense the living dynamic of man's creations, as
revealed by history and the current scene

Clearing the way, by whatever means, for stretching learners' minds
and abilities in creative, self-fufilling endeavor.

The Yearbook Committee hopes that it has suggested several lines of
inquiry concerning procedures by which the schools can aid discovery and
development of constructive potential in learners. An area of concern which
is both so little explored and so needful of exploration must and should be
left open-ended. Further consideratiot of choices and problems in releasing
such potential through teaching is essential to the realization of America's
future. The committee urges American teachers to undertake this important
task.
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Appendix

Some Recent Inquiry Concerning the Theme

INQUIRY concerning discovery and development of human
potential is increasing. Much of this inquiry is being conducted by psy-
chologists who are interested in cognitive learning, in learning by dis-
covery, in the disadvantaged child and the learning process, in strategies of
learning, in characteristics of successful school achievers, and in a variety
of other fundamental matters.

The Center for Cognitive Studies at Harvard University, The Learn-
ing Laboratory and Research Center at the University of Wisconsin, and
the Institute for Developmental Studies of the New York Medical College
are but three of the organizations now investigating problems which affect
discovery and development of potential. In addition, research projects of
the Cooperative Research Program are being conducted by individuals and
teams under auspices of the United States Office of Education. Many of
these projects bear directly upon testing, instruction, and guidance of pupils
who are considered to have special need for release of potential.

Occasionally one encounters in the literature and in private descrip-
tions of experiments in teaching examples of curriculum content and teach-
ing procedures which appear to be useful in freeing learners' potential. A
few of these examples follow. The examples were chosen because of their
presumed special interest for classroom teachers who are concerned with
ways of individualizing instruction.

Developing the Gifts of Young Children
in Various Areas of Mental Ability

Frederick B. Davis and his associates have devised tests of mental
abilities to supplement the Stanford-Binet Test in testing children between
the ages of about four years, three months and five years, three months who
are candidates for admission to the Hunter College Elementary School, New
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York City.' The tests include measures of five basic competencies: space
conceptualization, vocabulary, number ability, reasoning, and scientific
knowledge. They are unspeeded power tests that include a variety of activi-
ties of interest to young children.

Scores resulting from administration of the five tests and the operating
requirements of the Hunter College Elementary School were msed as criteria
for organizing an experimental first grade class of 30 children. The class
included six children with the highest scores in each of the five areas of
mental ability.

A control class of 30 children was selected on the basis of high intelli-
gence quotients as determined by the Stanford-Binet Test. At the time of
their admission to school, members of the control class and the experimental
class had attained ages ranging from four years, eleven months to five years,
eleven months.

Two investigators, Maybury and Lesser,2 developed a teaching pro-
gram for the experimental class. This program was designed to supplement
the regular program for gifted children by placing special emphasis on each
of the five areas of mental abilit . The investigators hypothesized that special
programs would increase participation and productivity in these areas, and
that children gifted in an area would receive special benefit from instruction
in that area. The school's daily program required a three-hour morning
session for the whole class, followed by lunch and an hour's work on a
different assignment each week. For the experimental group, the hour was
dedicated to the special programs.

Special programs introduced much content not usually taught in the
school. Activities in the special area included making maps and diagrams,
laying out city plans, discussing subway and street maps, examining and
preparing scale drawings, and drawing simple objects in perspective. Chil-
dren tried finding the vantage points from which perspective drawings were
prepared, estimating lengths and directions, building three-dimensional de-
signs, and doing Japanese paper-folding.

In the verbal area the children wrote poetry, discussed words and the
development of stories, and practiced communicating ideas. They compared
differing languages, engaged in creative storytelling, and discussed literary
criticism and word construction.

Frederick B. Davis, Gerald S. Lesser, Elizabeth G. French, et al. "luentification
and Classroom Behavior of Gifted Elementary School Children," in The Gifted Stu-
dent, 0E-35016. Monograph No. 2, Cooperative Research Monographs, United States
Office of Education, p. 19-32.

' Margaret W. Maybury is a teacher in the Hunter College Elementary School,
and Gerald S. Lesser, now at Harvard University in charge of the Laboratory of
Human Development, is a former Associate Professor assigned to the Educational
Clinic, Hunter College.
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The numerical area involved making the children familiar with geo-
metric figures, fractions, averages, numbers needed to balance groups,
Roman numerals, using money, telling time, and experimenting with the
abacus. Other content included sequence of numbers, measures of central
tendency, principles used in comparing groups, the value of zero, and the
uses of tens and hundreds columns.

Lessons in reasoning emphasized verbal and pictorial analogies and
similarities, the uses of symbols to express ideas, interpretation of pictures,
representation of abstractions, and discussion of extrapolation.

Finally, the science area dealt with demonstrations and experiments
relative to the nature of air, air pressure, and air currents. Some of the
experiments were advanced enough to be mastered by only part of the
group. The pupil experiences listed in the preceding paragraphs are only
representative of the many opportunities which were included in each of
the areas.

To determine effects of the teaching programs, the investigators made
two separate comparisons of children's classroom behavior. The first com-
parison noted the progress made by the different mental ability groups in
the experimental class; thus the first comparison answered the question,
"Did the selection tests identify children who would benefit especially from
the specialized teaching programs?" The second comparison was an experi-
mental vs. control comparison in which the new methods of selection and
instruction were pitted against more traditional methods.

To compare the effect of the special program in one area on
children gifted in that area with its effect on children gifted in other
areas, the investigators divided the school year into quarters, with
each group receiving instruction in its area for half the afternoon
period daily. During the other half of the afternoon period, each group
worked in a different area each quarter. Every child had, therefore, four
times as much help in his specialty as other children who were not in his
group, and every child had an equal amount of exposure to his non-special-
ties. Sources of the data used in making comparisons included specially-
prepared achievement tests, the Science Research Associates Primary
Mental Abilities Test, and classroom observations which were conducted
seven hours weekly.

Having hypothesized that the special teaching program in an area
would result in greater learning among children found to be gifted in that
area than among other children in the experimental class, the investigators
found that children gifted in four of the five areas gained more than the
average of their class as a consequence of special instruction. The excep-
tion was children gifted in science. Actually, both the "space children"
and the "science children" gaincd more than the average of the experimental
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class from instruction concerning space. Both the "number children" and
the "space children" proved to be better than the average in numerical
ability, and both the "reasoning children" and the "science children" ex-
celled in activities involving reasoning. The children with strong verbal
aptitude were alone in exceeding the records of other pupils in verbal activi-
ties, while children gifted in science did not make better-than-average gains
in science activities.

The seven-hour-a-week classroom observations revealed the number
of correct responses' made by the children in each area of specialty, the
number of "major responses," the number of volunteered versus called-on
responses, and the number of responses made in terms of one's specialty
though the current discussion was in another specialty. All the groups
except the one in reasoning responded more often in their areas than might
have been expected by chance, and the children often mentioned their own
specialties even when the situation did not warrant such mention.

Informal subject observation of the groups showed that:

The spatial group was unusually exuberant and kinetic.

The numerical group was somber, dedicated and serious.

Other behavioral differences among the groups were noted. Frequently
they seemed to see the same project differently. For instance, for Valentine's
Day the spatial group built a three-dimensional pop-up valentine, and the
verbal group wrote a poem to celebrate the day. On another occasion, when
the teacher read the poem Autumn Leaves, by Robert Louis Stevenson, the
verbal group composed its own poem and the science group discussed
mulch.

Interesting incidents occurred as a consequence of the children's school
experiences. For example, the following conversation between two five-year-
olds was overheard in a school corridor:

"Now let's see. If A is greater than B, and B is greater than C, then
A must be greater than C."

"Yes, that's right. But how about this? If A is greater than B, and if
A is greater than C, then you can't tell which is greater, B or C."

When results achieved by administering the Stanford-Binet Test to
the experimental and control groups were compared, the experimental
class's mean score was 132 and the control class's mean score was 153.
The difference may possibly be attributed less to difference in mental ability
than to the fact that parents and psychometrists knew the scores of the
control group would be used as a criterion for admission to the school,
whereas members of the experimental group were admitted according to
other criteria. At any rate, the experimental group did as well as or better
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than the control group on a series of achievement measures used at the end
of the school year.'

The investigators felt that they had discovered some initial answers to
their questions concerning participation, productivity, and the benefits to
be derived from special instruction for pupils of particular abilities.

Training Children To Inquire
At the University of Illinois, motion pictures and question-and-answer

procedures have been used by .1. Richard Suchman and his aides in teaching
elementary school children strategies of scientific inquiry. Brief films of
physics demonstrations suggest questions of cause and effect. The children
then ask their teacher questions which can be answered "yes" or "no" to
help them assemble data necessary for making hypotheses of cause and
effect. The teacher's purpose is to verify observations, not to give away
answers. For instance, a demonstration involving use of a heated brass ball
and a brass ring has resulted in the following dialogue:

Pupil: Were the ball and ring at room temperature to begin with?
Teacher: Yes.
Pupil: And the ball would go through the ring at first?
Teacher: Yes.
Pupil: After the ball was held over the fire it did not go through the

ring. Right?
Teacher: Yes.

' Pupil: If the ring had been heated instead of the ball, would the results
have been the same?

Teacher: No.
Pupil: If both had been heated, would the ball have gone through

then?
Teacher: That all depends.
Pupil: If they had both been heated to the same temperature, would

the ball have gone through?
Teacher: Yes.
Pupil: Would the ball be the same size after it was heated as it was

before?
Teacher: No.
Pupil: Could the same experiment have been done if the ball and ring

were made out of sonic other metal?
Teacher: Yes.'
The children are taught to use a three-stage plan in developing logical,

' Davis et al., op. cit.
'J. R. Suchman. "Inquiry Training in the Elementary School." The Science

Teacher 27: 42-47; 1960.
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systematic approaches. First, they are asked to identify, verify, and measure

the parameters of a given problem. In this process, they identify objects,
observe the properties of these objects, note the conditions or states of the
objects, and discover changes in the conditions. Second, they determine the
relevance of particular conditions in producing the events of a scientific
episode, for all conditions are not relevant. Third, they formulate and test
theoretical constructs that show relationships among the variables of the
observed physical event. This action calls for flexibility and imagination

in asking questions.
Training sessions of an hour or less arc held at intervals of several

days. A silent motion picture of a physics demonstration is shown. This
picture raises questions about cause and effect, and the children begin
immediately to ask probing questions which are to be answered "yes" or
"no." "Yes" and "no" questions test hypotheses; therefore the teacher who
answers them is helping them to establish the tenability or untenability of
their hypotheses. During the 'first stage, the children ask questions of verifi-

cation. During stages two . three, they ask questions of an experimental
nature, stating a set of conwtions and postulating a result. Here, the teach-
er's answer tells whether the postulated result will or will not occur. If the
teacher cannot give an unequivocal answer, he says, "That all depends," or

"Tell me more," indicating that the child's "experiment" has not been
sufficiently controlled. When children try to tap the teacher's understand-

ing, the teacher's response may be, "What could you do to find out for
yourself?"

After the period of inquiry through questioning, a critical review of
the process is conducted by teacher, pupils, and any observers who may be
present. From this review, the children are expected to learn improved
strategies of inquiry. The children apparently have little interest in improv-
ing their inquiry skills per se, but they are willing to improve them in the
context of understanding cause-and-effect relationships. The children used
in the experiments have often been at sixth grade level.

Conclusions Concerning the Demonstration
Guidance Project

In 1957, New York City's Demonstration Guidance Project be-
gan at George Washington High School in Manhattan. A total of 365
pupils, 54 percent of them Negro, 26 percent Puerto Rican, 18 percent
white, and 2 percent Oriental, entered the project from Junior High School
43, where pupils with good records of scholastic achievement had been

From information provided by J. R. Suchman. Director, Studies in Inquiry
Training, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.
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selected. The success of the, project has caused it to be continued under
the better-known title "Higher Horizons Project."

The Demonstration Guidance Project itself, which concluded in June,
1962, had the following characteristics:

1. It was an attempt at cultural enrichment and special counseling.
2. It provided for an additional annual expenditure of $250 a pupil.
3. It offered pupils a college preparatory program which was sometimes set

aside in favor of a general program.
4. It maintained smaller-than-usual class size: in language and mathematics,

from 10 to 15 pupils; in science and the social studies, about 25 pupils.
5. It programed each pupil for a double period in English daily.
6. It permitted cultural mixing by allowing pupils from another neighbor-

hood to enter the project's classes other than those in language and mathematics.
7. It sponsored cultural activities including visits to museums, libraries,

colleges, industrial plants, concerts, and theaters, as well as a culminating trip
to Washington, D.C.

8. It included among its guidance services individual counseling, clinical
services, group guidance activities, and placement in colleges and jobs'

Evaluation of the project was achieved by measuring scholastic
achievement, studying admissions to colleges, and gauging the opinions of
pupils and teachers about the project. According to evaluation data sup-
plied by the high school,

. . . two and a half times as many [pupils] earned academic diplomas com-pared to the past; more than three and one-half times as many went on to higher
education. Of the academic graduates, 89% continued on to higher institutions;
of those who finished with general diplomas, 43% continued. In each graduat-
ing class, project students took highest honors and finished at the top of classeseight to nine hundred in sizesomething their predecessors were not able to
achieve. Some 40% of the students who earned academic diplomas did sodespite the handicap of coming from broken homes. And finally, only 22% of
the project students dropped outa rate well below that of the school and one-third lower than that of the rest of the city.

There were many results not to be measured statistically; we saw these boysand girls at theatre, concert and the ballet on their own; we saw them reading
the best literature. We thought we could see important differences in the per-sonalities of many of these young people; there was a poise, a maturity and asense of self-worth; many had a new image of themselves and a much greater
certainty that they could make their own futures'

`Henry C. liaison and Florence C. Myers. The Demonstration Guidance Project1957-1962. New York: George Washington High School, May 1963.
' Ibid., p. 27.
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